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TK-R: Tikhonov regularisation
tSVD: Truncated Singular Value Decomposition
TV: Total Variation
WPCM: Weight Percentage of Carbonaceous Material
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Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an imaging method that works by re-
constructing a distribution of the electrical conductivity of an object from voltage
measurements taken on the object surface. In cases where conductivity variations
can be reliably correlated with types of feature, the conductivity distribution gives
a good idea of what is inside the object.
Concrete is a near-ubiquitous building material and its production accounts
for a substantial proportion of global CO2 emissions. By improving the resilience
of concrete to deterioration and nding methods for assessing the risks posed by
cracking and damage, the amount of wasted concrete and thus CO2 emissions
can be reduced.
This project was aimed at developing EIT techniques for the practical problem
of imaging of voids and cracks in concrete, to provide a means for assessing those
risks as well as for validating the performance of self-healing concrete.
Matured concrete is a good insulator of electricity and applying EIT to it
without high-voltage equipment is very dicult. This project investigated the
creation of less resistive concrete by adding conductive additions to mortars, and
a methodology for applying EIT to this less resistive mortar was developed.
A lot of development remains before EIT can be accepted as a method for
assessment of in-use structures, but this work will be of use for anyone attempting
to apply EIT to concrete and cementitious materials, as well as reducing the
resistivity of those materials.
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1 | Introduction
The purpose of this work was to investigate the application of EIT to the prob-
lem of detecting and classifying cracks in concrete, with a particular focus on
subsurface voids and the practical application of EIT to the problem.
1.1 Motivation for the work
Concrete is an almost ubiquitous construction material, used in almost all mid-
to-large scale construction projects. Concrete production accounts for around 2
billion tonnes of CO2 emissions per year, representing as much as 7% of the global
total as of 2011 (Shi et al., 2011).
A number of avenues are being explored to reduce this. Shi et al. reviewed
work being undertaken to nd alternatives to Portland cement. Construction
methods and structural geometries designed to reduce concrete use have been
explored. Most relevant to this project is the research into self-healing concrete
to make structures more resilient to damage (Paine et al., 2015; De Belie et al.,
2018).
For self-healing concrete to be accepted for industrial use its performance
must be validated. A number of self-healing mechanisms have been proposed,
and the majority of these are more eective at the surface of the concrete - there
is a risk of a crack healing only at the surface, with a void remaining that will
compromise the performance of the structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 1-1.
The motivation for this work was to investigate the possibility for using EIT
to ensure that this behaviour was not occurring. Such a system would also have
potential applications for crack classication which would help to determine how




Figure 1-1: a) Cracked concrete. b) Concrete after sub-optimal self-healing pro-
cess; on the surface the crack appears healed but a void remains.
1.2 Aims and objectives
The broad aim of the project was to work towards the development of a EIT
methodology capable of assessing the performance of self-healing concrete and
crack classication in a realistic setting. Following the exploratory experimental
work, the direction of the project was decided and a set of objectives produced.
The whole set of objectives are given below.
1. Assess the feasibility of using EIT on concrete using the available equipment
2. Investigate the electrical properties of mortar containing conductive addi-
tions, and thus determine how best to produce a mortar that can be imaged
using the available equipment
3. Develop a methodology for performing EIT imaging on this conductive
mortar with the available equipment
The exploratory experimental work (objective one) demonstrated the di-
culty in imaging mature concrete. The decision was made to concentrate on
applying EIT in a real-world setting. The objectives reect this decision, which
is discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.
1.2.1 Concrete and mortars
The project and the objectives related to concrete, however in the experiments
performed in service of objectives two and three, mortar was substituted. This
was a decision made for practical reasons including mould sizes and the cost of
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conductive additions. The work done remains relevant to the broader goals of the
project because modifying the cement paste is the most practical way to control
resistivity.
1.3 Programme of work
The general aims of this project were to work towards the development of meth-
ods for using EIT on concrete, for Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) and Struc-
tural Health Monitoring (SHM) with a particular focus on assessing subsurface
cracks for the future purpose of validating the performance of self-healing con-
crete technology. Self-healing concrete was not available during the project, so
all experimental work was carried on other materials. The programme of work
for this was divided into three parts:
 Exploratory experimental work on EIT on dental plaster and concrete, as
well as brief research into other Electrical Property Imaging (EPI) modali-
ties.
 Research into and development of methods for reducing mortar resistivity.
 Application of EIT to conductive mortar cylinders.
Early work (Chapter 5) showed the diculty of applying EIT to concrete and
cementitious materials using available EIT hardware, which informed later work.
The diculty encountered in actually imaging concrete suggested two general
directions for the work. The rst possibility was to concentrate on development
of image reconstruction techniques, using simulation or experimental work per-
formed using saline phantoms - tanks containing saline solution and inclusions
commonly used in EIT research. The other option was to work towards practical
application of EIT or other EPI modalities on concrete.
Looking at the existing work on EIT for concrete (Section 3.5) it was decided
that the best contribution given the resources available would be to examine the
possibility of modifying concrete to reduce its resistivity to facilitate easier NDT
and SHM in future construction projects. It was decided to focus on practi-
cal considerations in order to improve the prospects for EIT as an industrially
accepted method for NDT and SHM.
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1.4 Thesis structure
This thesis is divided into 9 chapters, including this one. Two of these chapters
are presented as journal papers, each with an introduction discussing how the
work described relates to the project overall.
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of the project, the literature review
has been split into two parts. Chapter 2 discusses the relevant literature on
EIT, while Chapter 3 discusses the relevant literature surrounding cracking and
deterioration in concrete as well as other NDT methods for concrete. Taken
together, these two chapters introduce the literature around the problem and the
methods applied during the project.
Chapter 4 describes the experimental programme, and materials and equip-
ment used. This chapter also includes some supplementary information on meth-
ods for the two results chapters presented as papers, where this information could
not be included due to restriction on format imposed by journals.
Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 give the results of the project. Chapters 6 and 8
have been presented in a journal paper this format; as such they each contain an
introduction, methods, results and discussion, and conclusions sections. There
is some overlap between the introductions to these chapters and the literature
review chapters. Chapters 5 and 7 are presented in a more traditional format,
and contains only results, with the associated methods given in Chapter 4.
Chapter 9 gives overall conclusions of the project along with suggestions of
further work.
1.5 Summary of outcomes
Obtaining EIT images at good spatial resolution and without noise is dicult,
especially when using a relatively resistive material such as concrete. The ex-
ploratory work described in Chapter 5 indicated that performing EIT on mature
concrete with the available equipment was not feasible, most likely due to the
low conductivity of fully hydrated concrete.
A detailed study of the eects of dierent mix parameters on mortar resistivity
was performed, with results in Chapters 6 and 7. Several conductive cylinders
intended for imaging were produced on the basis of this work.
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Several methods were attempted for imaging these conductive cylinders. A
methodology was found which produced some images of reasonable quality. This
method required immersion of the cylinders in water, as attempts to obtain im-
ages on the same samples when dry using identical electrode arrangements were
unsuccessful. This further supports the hypothesis that the diculty in imaging
concrete was at least partially due to the inability of the available equipment
to drive sucient voltage through the low conductivity material. Additionally
a method for combining image reconstructions, removing some of the sensitivity
to user experience of the EIT imaging process, was described and demonstrated.
This is described in Chapter 8.
EIT was ultimately not applied to self-healing concrete or mortars due to
issues with the availability of the materials, and testing the technology with these
materials is an obvious and important area of further work for this project.
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2 | Literature - EIT
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) refers to a tomography method in which
a distribution of electrical conductivity is constructed from boundary measure-
ment data. A review of EIT methods is given here to provide some information
about the EIT techniques used in the project. EIT is one of the family of Elec-
trical Property Imaging (EPI) methods. The earliest work into EPI was done
by Barber et al. (1983) using what they called applied potential tomography
for medical imaging, and attempted to reconstruct resistivity distributions from
voltage measurements which would now be referred to as Electrical Resistance
Tomography (ERT) or EIT. One of their early results, on producing resistivity
maps of a human forearm, is shown in Fig. 2-1.
2.1 Overview of the process in EIT
An overview of the process of EIT is useful to put the following sections into
context. The fundamental goal of EIT is to take a voltage measurement set V
from a number of electrodes on boundary ∂Ω of body Ω and infer a conductivity
distribution σ. This conductivity distribution is visualised to produce an image.
Obtaining an EIT image broadly requires three stages.
1. The measurement stage: measurements are taken on a body, in the case
of this project these bodies were cylinders made of plaster, concrete, and
mortar. This gives the voltage measurement set V. Stimulation frequency
and stimulation/measurement patterns can be chosen based on what may
be expected to give the most suitable images (although given an automated
and exible device and the high rate at which measurements can be taken
it may be totally convenient to simply take measurements on all possible
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Figure 2-1: Early example of EIT imaging. a) shows the inferred resistivity
distribution, b) shows an illustration of a forearm cross-section. From Barber
et al. (1983).
settings) provided the correct metadata is associated with each reading.
These choices have some eect on the next steps, although reconstruction
can generally be performed without consideration for the frequency used.
Careful attention must be paid to ensure that the external dimensions of
the body and positions of electrodes attached to it are known and recorded
to be used in the next stage. Hardware used in the measurement stage is
briey discussed in general in section 2.3, and as applied to this project in
section 4.2.1.
2. The forward modelling stage: a computer model of the body and electrodes
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is produced, using the information recorded during the measurement stage.
This model is used to generate some form of expectation about how per-
turbations to the conductivity distribution inside the body would aect the
measurements taken on the boundary. Usually this is done using nite el-
ement analysis to produce a sensitivity matrix (Section 2.4.2), but in the
older linear back projection algorithm (Section 2.4.3) the relationship is
based on assumptions based on a simple model using equipotential lines.
This stage is described in more detail in section 2.2.2.
3. The inversion stage: nally the measurement data and the output of the
forward modelling are used to infer a conductivity distribution within the
body from V. The conductivity distribution is typically given a colour
map, which is applied to the same model produced in the second stage to
visualise the outcome. The problem of producing the inversion is described
in more detail in section 2.4.
Note that it is not essential that the rst two stages be performed in this order.
However in practice it is likely to be easier to make the computer model follow
the physical arrangement of body and electrodes than vice versa.
2.1.1 Three general types of imaging
It is useful at this point to mention that there are basically three methods of
imaging in EPI i.e. three ways of obtaining and using voltage readings. These
are:
1. Absolute imaging
2. Time dierence imaging
3. Frequency dierence imaging
The three imaging types are described here in terms specic to EIT.
In absolute imaging an image is reconstructed from a single set of voltage
measurements. This is practically impossible, as it requires the computer model
and experimental setup to correspond exactly.
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Time dierence imaging mitigates this requirement by reconstructing an im-
age from two sets of readings, one taken before an inclusion is added (the back-
ground) and one after. Modelling errors are represented equally in both reading,
so when one set of measurements is subtracted from the other their eects are
limited. This has been the most commonly used method for imaging in EPI.
Frequency dierence imaging operates on the same principle as time dierence
imaging, except that the voltage dierence arises from frequency dependence
of the impedance of the body material. If the body and inclusions respond
dierently to the varying frequency, these dierences can be reconstructed. This
has the advantage of not requiring a background.
2.2 Related physics
This section gives an overview of the electromagnetic phenomena that are of
interest in EIT. This is particularly relevant to the forward problem in EIT -
the prediction of measured boundary voltages given a conductivity distribution
and a current injection pattern.
2.2.1 Complex impedance and resistivity
When a constant voltage is applied to a material or component, the relationship
between the magnitude of the applied voltage and the current is given by Ohm's
law V = IR. In the alternating current (a.c.) case, this relationship basically
holds except that the resistance of the material is dependent on the a.c. frequency,
and there is the possibility of some phase dierence between current and voltage.
Complex impedance is the quantity that describes the relationship in this case.
Complex impedance and resistance are quantities relating to a particular piece
or component. Resistivity is electrical resistance per unit volume, having the unit
ohm metre (Ω ·m). It is an intrinsic property of a material. Therefore resistivity
is used when discussing the properties of dierent types of material.
Frequency dependence is the result of inductive or capacitive properties in the
material. Impedance as a result of these properties is called reactance. Impedance
in concrete is related to its capacitance and resistivity (Whittington et al., 1981);
inductance is not a signicant factor. The capacitance of the material will cause
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the measured voltage to lag the applied current with some phase dierence, since
the material is charging and discharging at a rate dependent on its capacitance.
Thus measuring both the voltage and phase dierence allows more information
about the material to be inferred.
Complex impedance Z, like all complex numbers, is expressed in either Carte-
sian or polar form. Both forms are given by Eq. 2.1.
Z = R + jX Z = |Z|ejθ (2.1)
Where R is the resistance and X is total reactance (both in Ohms) and θ
is phase angle. The real part of the complex impedance relates the voltages at
the moment when the applied voltage is maximum i.e. phase dierence is zero.
The modulus of the complex impedance relates the maximum values of the two





Where ω is the frequency of the applied signal, and C is capacitance in farads.
The complex impedance of a material or component over a range of frequencies
is often expressed graphically using a Nyquist plot. These are described and
discussed in the context of concrete in section 3.2.2.
ERT reconstructs impedance magnitude, while EIT can reconstruct both the
real and imaginary parts of impedance. Ammari et al. (2014) suggests that
separate image reconstruction of real and imaginary components of measurements
may give more information and be useful for distinguishing between resistive and
conductive regions in a body. Image reconstruction of both the real and imaginary
parts of the conductivity map is sometimes referred to as spectral EIT.
2.2.2 Forward modelling
Finite element modelling and simulation of electromagnetic behaviour is impor-
tant in EPI for developing the sensitivity matrix as described in Section 2.4.2. In
the EIT forward problem, voltages are simulated given known current injections
and conductivity distributions
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The rst step in forward modelling is mesh creation; discretising the body be-
ing simulated into nite elements. The Electrical Impedance and Diuse Optical
image Reconstruction Software (EIDORS) (Adler and Lionheart, 2006) software
used in this project generally uses the distmesh meshing algorithm (Persson and
Strang, 2004), which is sucient for 2D reconstruction The elements are assigned
conductivity values, and electrodes assigned to the appropriate nodes. Once a
suitable model has been produced, the system is simulated as though it were an
arrangement of resistors according to the physics described above. The mesh is
also used in visualisation once an inverse solution has been found.
2.2.3 Continuum electromagnetics
The most important equation in the EIT forward problem is the Laplace equation
given in Eq. 2.3 (Holder, 2004, Chap. 1). This is the equivalent of Kircho's
current law for a continuum.
∇ · (σ∇V ) = 0 (2.3)
Where σ is conductivity, and V is the scalar potential distribution within the
medium.
In words, the Laplace equation states that there is no charge source or sink
within the body. When a voltage is applied across the body, it produces a scalar
eld of electrical potential V . The divergence of this scalar eld ∇V gives the
directions for the vector eld of current ow. From V = IR and σ = 1/R the
complete vector eld of the current ow is given by σ∇V . Finally the divergence
operator ∇· gives the sum of the currents owing into and out of every point in
the body.
2.2.4 Electrode modelling
In order to have a chance of accurately solving the forward problem and predicting
voltage measurements, the electrodes and their attachment to the body must
be modelled appropriately. The most commonly used electrode model is the
Complete Electrode Model (CEM), as described by Vauhkonen et al. (1999).
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The CEM is given by the following equations:

















Where σ is conductivity distribution, u is the scalar potential distribution,
u is the scalar potential distribution, n is the outward unit normal of the bound-
ary ∂Ω, zl are the contact impedances, Il are the injected currents and are the
corresponding potentials on the electrodes, L is the number of electrodes and el
denotes the lth electrode, and Ω is the [body]. (Vauhkonen et al., 1999)
The rst equation is simply Laplace's equation as in Eq. 2.3. The second
relates the measured voltage to the potential eld and the contact impedance
of the electrode connection. The third is a surface integral over the area of
an individual electrode, dictating the current it injects. The fourth equation
describes the behaviour of the electric eld at points on the boundary not attached
to an electrode.
Finally, conservation of charge must be accounted for:
L∑
l=1
Il = 0 (2.5)
And a reference point for the measured voltages is set:
L∑
l=1
Ul = 0 (2.6)
More recently, W. Zhang and Li (2014) proposed the Instrumental Electrode
Model (IEM) to account for non-ideal behaviour of EIT instruments in data
acquisition. This adds an additional boundary condition, which for the current





+ Il = 0 (2.7)
Where ISl is the output current of the current source, Vl is the voltage mea-
sured on electrode l, ZF is a virtual impedance accounting for the total impedance
in the drive and measurement part of the equipment, and Il is the current that
nally reaches electrode l.
This nal boundary condition essentially accounts for the impedance of the
equipment by applying Kircho's current law between the device and the elec-
trode. W. Zhang and Li (2014) report better agreement between simulations
with a multiphysics package and an implementation of IEM than with CEM, and
particularly better results at high frequencies above 500kHz. For the IEM to
work it is necessary to have an accurate value for ZF , which must be determined
experimentally.
2.3 EIT hardware
EIT can be performed using any instrument capable of taking impedance mea-
surements. For practical use, several dedicated EIT machines have been built,
both in academia and industry. Hardware development was outside the scope
of this project. An example of an EIT machine built in academia, the KIT4
described by Kourunen et al. (2009), is shown in Fig. 2-2.
A basic EIT machine needs to have a number of channels which can be driven
and measured independently. Beyond this, the only constant requirement is high
accuracy and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Measurement and drive may be se-
quential or simultaneous, with a simultaneous setup giving a much wider range of
usable drive patterns. Other features such as variable frequency and automatic
calibration can be found in some devices. For spectral EIT (separate reconstruc-
tion of Re and Im parts of impedance) it is also necessary for the machine to be
able to measure the phase dierence between the driven and measured signals.
The patterns of stimulation and measurement have some eect on the image re-
construction process and image quality (Adler et al., 2011). Most commonly used
is a four point conguration in which (assuming a circular body) one pair of adja-
cent electrodes is stimulated while other adjacent pairs are used for measurement.
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Figure 2-2: An example of an EIT machine. From Kourunen et al. (2009).
However some devices allow this to be changed.
Required SNR varies depending on what is to be imaged. Wi et al. (2014)
looked at several studies in medical imaging and found necessary SNR to vary
from 30dB to 90dB depending on what part of the body was to be imaged. No
such study could be found on other materials.
Hardware used in this project is described in Section 4.2.1.
2.4 Inverse problem mathematics
The fundamental task in all EPI, reconstruction of a conductivity distribution
based on boundary measurements, is what mathematicians refer to an inverse
problem. A number of approaches for image reconstruction exist, and these
algorithms can be adapted for use in EIT. It is also useful to describe the most
basic algorithm for image reconstruction, linear back projection, which does not
come directly from inverse problem mathematics but is still in use in some EPI
applications.
2.4.1 The inverse problem
Inverse problems are generally problems of mathematically modelling physical
phenomena based on measured data. The inverse problem in EIT is inferring the
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conductivity distribution σ of a body Ω from a set of voltage measurements V
recorded on the body boundary ∂Ω. This is an example of an ill-posed inverse
problem, which adds some diculty in producing a good image reconstruction.
An inverse problem is called well posed if the following conditions are met
(Kirsch, 2011, p. 9):
1. A solution (σ here) to the inverse problem exists.
2. That solution is unique for a given set of measurements.
3. The solution is continuously variable with those measurements.
This rst condition is not a problem; anything that can have boundary voltage
measurements recorded can be safely assumed to have a conductivity distribu-
tion. The second and third conditions are problematic for EIT (and all EPI).
Measurement noise inherent to any practical EIT device, as well as the resolution
of those devices, means that changes in the conductivity distribution can will
produces changes in the measured quantity too small to resolve (Holder, 2004,
Chap. 1). This also challenges the uniqueness condition; more than one conduc-
tivity distribution may have produced a single set of measurements. Producing
a good reconstruction of the conductivity distribution is dicult, and various
image reconstruction algorithms approach the problem in dierent ways. There
are several algorithms in use, each having its own advantages and disadvantages.
2.4.2 The sensitivity matrix
Modern methods of image reconstruction tend to make use of a sensitivity ma-
trix. These methods are more versatile and provide better results than linear back
projection, which does not use a full sensitivity matrix (see section 2.4.3). The
sensitivity matrix relates each boundary measurement to the resistivity or con-
ductivity of every discretised region of the body being imaged. In the literature
the term sensitivity matrix is sometimes used interchangeably with Jacobian,





In which i is a particular measurement, for example the voltage dierence
between electrode 5 and 6, and j is the element number from the FEM. The
sensitivity matrix thus relates σ to V . If the ill-posedness of the problem could
be ignored, the conductivity distribution could be calculated from:
σ = J−1V (2.9)
The sensitivity matrix can be produced by repeatedly solving the forward
problem - calculating boundary measurements from an invented conductivity
distribution and current injection - by simulation, with dierent values of σ in
each element on each run. By altering the conductivity map the eect of each
region on each boundary measurement can be inferred. In modern EPI software,
the sensitivity matrix can also be calculated using an adjoint model to improve
computational eciency.
The sensitivity matrix is linearised around a particular point - the linearisation
point is the starting conductivity distribution used by the perturbation method.
This causes inaccuracy in cases where the distribution is signicantly dierent
to that assumption, or where the conductivity discontinuities are very large.
This problem can be mitigated to an extent using iterative algorithms where the
sensitivity matrix is recalculated on every iteration, but this adds computation
time and is often not necessary.
2.4.3 Image reconstruction algorithms
Some commonly used algorithms for image reconstruction in EIT are described
here; this list is by no means exhaustive.
Linear back projection
Linear back projection was the earliest algorithm applied to EPI (Barber et al.,
1983). Rather than calculating a sensitivity matrix based on physical simulation,
an analogous map of sensitivity of measurements to region conductivities is as-
sumed based on the space bounded by the edges of the measurement electrodes,
and the equipotential lines from the driving electrodes pair.
Once the sensitivity regions have been estimated for each measurement, resis-
tivity values calculated from the voltage dierences are back projected into them.
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This produces an image for each current injection pattern; all of these images are
summed to produce the nal image (Barber et al., 1983).
Linear back projection has several associated problems. The sensitivity re-
gions are based on predictions of current ow with no inclusions; any inclusion
would alter the pattern of the equipotential lines. The algorithm would there-
fore produce worse results as the actual conductivity became further from the
assumed conductivity. The other signicant problem was of calculations becom-
ing extremely complex when trying to reconstruct an image in 3D. Once these
limitations became a problem, research in EIT moved to using sensitivity matrix
based approaches.
Tikhonov regularisation
Tikhonov regularisation (TK-R) is currently the most commonly used image re-
construction algorithm in EPI literature, although it is impossible to say how
commonly used it is in industrial EPI applications due to the closed-source na-
ture of most equipment and software.
Regularisation methods solve inverse problems by using some prior knowledge
of the problem. Two factors must be balanced - the error between the solution
and the data, and this prior knowledge of the problem. This can be expressed as
the Tikhonov functional as given by Kirsch (2011, p. 40), expressed in EIT terms
by Eq. 2.10.
‖ Jσ −V ‖2 +α ‖ σ ‖2 (2.10)
This leads to the TK-R equation for a conductivity distribution, given by
Eq. 2.11:
σ = (JTJ + αR)−1JTV (2.11)
In TK-R the prior assumption is of a uniform conductivity distribution. This
prior knowledge is expressed using the hyperparameter α and a regularisation
matrix R (often called the prior). This assumption of uniformity results in R
being an identity matrix of the appropriate size. The regularisation matrix can
be constructed to emphasise certain types of feature or otherwise inuence the




Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (tSVD) is an alternative method of
regularisation, attempting to achieve the same thing as TK-R. Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) is the factorisation of a matrix, such that A = UΣV T
where Σ is a diagonal matrix consisting of the singular values σ of matrix A.
There are several uses for this and it is a powerful tool in linear algebra; for this
problem it provides a pseudoinverse A+ = V Σ+UT (Hansen, 1987) which could
be applied in σ = J+V since J is not necessarily invertible. However this will
not produce satisfactory results due to ill-posedness.
tSVD denes an approximation of the matrix A thus:
Ak ≡ UΣkV T (2.12)
Where Σk is a diagonal matrix consisting of the k largest singular values of
A with other elements set to zero. This lters out the contribution of the weaker
singular values, and reduces the sensitivity of the solution to errors in the data
or the sensitivity matrix. Hansen also proposes an alternative lter in which the
diagonal elements of Σk are set as σ
2/(σ2 + λ2) so as to provide a smoothing lter
which dampens the eects of singular values smaller than λ.
Values of k or λ must be chosen by the user, similarly to the hyperparameter
in TK-R. The general process of tSVD is very similar to TK-R with the dierences
being the choice of lter and lter parameters, and the inversion itself.
GREIT
The Graz Consensus Reconstruction algorithm for EIT (GREIT) (Adler et al.,
2009) was developed as an attempt to produce an algorithm incorporating best
practice knowledge from the clinical EIT community. The original publication of
GREIT also dened several gures of merit, referred to as the GREIT parameters.
These parameters are applicable to tomograms produced by any algorithm, as
well as being central to the way GREIT works.
GREIT works by using desired performance parameters to produce a recon-
struction matrixR. Conductivity changes and measurement noise are represented
in separate sets of training data, and a desired output is produced using the g-
ures of merit - for example, zero position error. Once this is done the problem is
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to produce an R that produces the output with the closest possible values for the
gures of merit. Each of the gures of merit is weighted when calculating R. If
the desired behaviour for each of the gures of merit is ideal, and the weights are
uniform, GREIT is equivalent to TK-R. Once R has been produced, the recon-
struction is simply σ = RV . GREIT gives more control over dierent parts of
the reconstruction than other algorithms, but also requires work to determine the
best weighting scheme in the gures of merit when calculating the reconstruction
matrix.
Iterated Tikhonov
The iterated TK-R algorithm is a combination of the standard TK-R algorithm
and the Newton-Raphson method (Yang, W. Q. and Peng, 2003)(Yang and Peng,
2003). Newton-Raphson optimisation is used to minimise the error between the
measured voltages and the voltages predicted from the conductivity distribution.
The algorithm begins by nding a conductivity distribution σ using standard TK-
R. This σ is then used in a forward simulation, producing a simulated voltage set
V . A new distribution is then calculated using the iterative procedure:
σk+1 = σk − (JTk Jk + αR)−1JT (Vk − V ) (2.13)
Where k is the iteration number, and all other symbols are as in standard TK-R.
The process can be run for a predetermined number of iterations, or stopped
when Vk − V falls below a certain value. A pseudocode example of this is given
below.
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Voltage data 1 = Import(file1)
Voltage data 2 = Import(file2)
VDiff = Voltage Data 2 - Voltage data 1
tolerance = user input()
Element data = tkr(model)
Vcalc = 0
While (Vcalc - Vdiff) > tolerance
Previous element data = Element data
Jk = calculate Jacobian(Previous element data)
Vcalc = Jk * Previous element data
Element data = ((Jk'*Jk + Alpha*R)^-1) * ...
(J'*(Vcalc - VDiff))
End
Depending on the choice of tolerance, the error in measured and calculated
voltage may never decrease suciently so it is probably more sensible to loop
through a predetermined number of iterations.
Total Variation
Regularisation methods work by balancing two conicting interests: minimising
the error between the solution and measured data, and using prior information
to ensure that the solution is plausible and not totally noise dominated. In the
derivation of the TK-R equation, L2 norms are used to calculate the magnitudes
of errors in both of these terms. In regularisation using Total Variation (TV)
L1 norms are used instead (Rudin et al., 1992). TV regularisation tends to
produce better results for imaging of cracks in concrete(see the passage about
the work of Smyl et al. (2018) in Section 3.5) but is more complex to implement
than more commonly used methods. An implementation of TV regularisation for
EIT is given by González et al. (2017) along with some information about the
distinction between the isotropic and anisotropic variants of TV. González et al.
tested TV regularisation in some saline phantom studies, and found that with the
right parameter choices it provides excellent reproduction of the size and position
of the inclusion, with some interesting distortions to shape.
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2.5 Applications for EIT
The earliest practical application of EIT/ERT was medical imaging. Barber
et al. (1983) used an ERT system to produce cross-sectional images of a human
wrist, with lower conductivity bone being readily distinguishable from higher
conductivity esh. Since then the technology has been progressed and considered
for several medical applications. Generally ERT or EIT are considered over other
EPI modalities since measurements are easier and the need for physical contact
with the body is not typically an issue. EIT is not well suited to conventional
pure imaging applications in the same way that X-Ray and Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) are because it provides much lower spatial resolution in images.
However EIT has characteristics that give it advantages over these technolo-
gies in certain applications. EIT technologies can be operated at very high tem-
poral resolution and do not involve subjecting a patient to any harmful ionising
radiation. This makes EIT well suited for longer duration patient monitoring.
Swisstom AG (2013) has marketed an EIT based device for monitoring of lungs
which can be applied for the duration of a hospital stay. The system is able to
provide more detail than existing monitoring devices
Packham et al. (2012), L. Yang et al., (2016) and other have worked towards
the use of EIT for stroke detection. This is potentially an excellent application
for EIT since the equipment is much more portable than radiation based imaging
methods and could be carried in an ambulance.
M.H. Choi et al., (2007), Boverman et al. (2008), Murphy et al. (2017) and
others have worked towards using EIT for mammography. This would remove
the need to expose patients to X-Rays, improving patient safety. Murphy et al.
investigated rotating the electrode array around the target in order to improve
resolution, using experimental arrangements shown in Fig. 2-3.
EIT has also been suggested for use in human-computer interfaces. Yao and
Soleimani (2013) used EIT and a conductive fabric to create a pressure mapping
system that could be incorporated into garments or used in robotics. Y. Zhang
et al., (2016) and Y. Wu et al., (2018) have developed EIT devices worn on
users' wrists which can correlate dierent conductivity maps of the forearm with
a number of hand gestures. The equipment is small enough to be potentially of
use with mobile devices.
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Figure 2-3: Experimental simulation of EIT imaging using rotating electrodes for
mammography. a. shows a setup typical of experimental simulations using EIT,
while b. shows a tank and electrode arrangement designed for mammography.
From Murphy et al. (2017).
2.6 Conclusions
EIT remains a relatively niche technology due to its combination of high temporal
and low spatial resolution. However in some applications it opens up some unique
possibilities impossible with other technologies, such as the long term monitoring
provided by the Swisstom AG device.
Some examples of EIT being applied to concrete and cementitious materials
are discussed in Section 3.5.
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3 | Literature - Concrete proper-
ties and assessment
Concrete is a complex material, and can be studied to great depths along a
number of axes. This chapter contains some very general information on con-
crete and its cracking behaviours as well as a literature review on its electrical
properties and existing methods of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) and
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT).
3.1 Composition of concrete
Concrete is a composite material ubiquitous in modern construction. Concrete
consists of aggregates bound together by hydrated cement. The aggregates sup-
port the bulk of compressive loads, and typically consists of gravel and stones of
dierent sizes depending on the load to be supported. The water/cement mixture
must ensure that the concrete remains bound when under the design loads, so
an appropriate water:cement ratio is necessary. Water:cement ratio also strongly
inuences the viscosity of the concrete in its uid form before hydration, and
thus is important when considering the possibility of manufacturing a given con-
crete element. In order to achieve necessary strength and workability, plasticisers
are sometimes added to the water/cement mixture. Concrete is often reinforced
with metal bars (sometimes called rebar) to provide some capacity for tensile
loading.
After casting, concrete undergoes a process called hydration. This is where
liquid water bonds with the cement and hardens. Concrete changes in strength
over this process. In most cases it will have achieved 90% of its maximum strength
after around 30 days of hydration.
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3.2 Electrical properties of concrete
Knowledge of the electrical properties of concrete has been shown to have uses
far outside of NDT and imaging. In particular they have been found to be related
to the state of the concrete in the hydration process (Forde et al., 1981), which is
known to be related to its mechanical properties. Thus electrical measurements
provide a way to estimate the strength of a concrete element at a particular point
in time, provided that the details of the time development of the electrical and
mechanical properties of that particular concrete are known.
3.2.1 Conduction paths
Whittington et al. (1981) produced an equivalent circuit model for concrete, given
three possible conduction paths. These are conduction exclusively through the
cement paste; exclusively through the aggregate; and through the cement paste
and aggregate in series. This is illustrated by Fig. 3-1.
1. 2. 3.
Figure 3-1: 1. Conduction through cement paste. 2. Conduction through the
aggregate. 3. Conduction in series through both phases.
Whittington et al. give typical resistivity values of cement paste of 10−13
Ω·m. They also oer some typical resistivity values for aggregates, which are
several orders of magnitude higher. Thus the majority of the current passes
though the cement paste, and the resistivity of concrete is strongly dependent on
both the resistivity of the cement paste and the proportion of paste to aggregates.
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3.2.2 Resistivity and frequency response of concrete from
literature
The electrical properties of concrete and cementitious materials have been stud-
ied, principally for the aforementioned purposes of assessing hydration status.
Hornbostel et al. (2013) gives a typical resistivity for dry concrete as 106 Ω·m.
Yim et al. (2017) gives the resistivity of fully hydrated and dry cement paste
(which is more relevant to the work presented in Chapter 6) as between 103 Ω·m
and 104 Ω·m. In both cases, material that is not fully hydrated, water saturated,
or both, would have lower resistivity.
Forde et al. (1981) studied the resistivity of concrete over a long period and
found that the most rapid changes over time occur in the rst 20 or so days of
curing, but also that the resistivity continued to change more slowly over more
than 100 days. This result would be expected to hold for mortar since the changes
are occurring in the cement.
McCarter (1994) took average resistivity values across a 1Hz to 15MHz fre-
quency range for dierent concrete compositions, and found a range of values
from 0.815 Ω·m to 14.69 Ω·m. This is a signicant variance depending on mix.
The experimental procedure has some eect on the recorded readings, so these
results are best used for comparison between mixes used in the study. Also of
interest from the perspective of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is the
strong frequency dependence of the resistivity in the kHz range. This would sug-
gest that Frequency Dierence Electrical Impedance Tomography (FDEIT) may
be feasible for concrete.
Nyquist plots
Complex impedance is described in more detail in Section 2.2.1. Studies into the
electrical properties of concrete have generally investigated the complex impedance
of the concrete rather than the resistance, and this has generally been measured
over a range of frequencies. Complex impedance spectra are used because the in-
formation over the range of frequencies can be used to make inferences (although
not necessarily detailed ones) about mix properties, hydration state, and the ef-
fects of the measurement equipment on the reading. Results of these studies are
often expressed using Nyquist plots.
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A Nyquist plot for complex impedance shows real (Re) impedance on the X
axis and negative imaginary (Im) impedance on the Y axis. Each point gives the
complex impedance at a particular frequency. A Nyquist plot obtained during
















Figure 3-2: An example of a Nyquist plot for complex resistivity of mortar. The
arrow indicates increasing frequency.
Fig. 3-2 shows the results of a measurement on mortar, and is a typical result
similar to those obtained by McCarter et al. (1988). Plots obtained for concrete
by McCarter (1996) and others show the same overall shape, with some variation.
The electrode arc is observed at lower frequencies. This arc is dominated by
the behaviour of the contact between the electrode and cementitious material.
The bulk arc is observed at higher frequencies, and is dominated by the capac-
itance and polarisation behaviour within the cementitious material (McCarter,
1994).
McCarter (1996) gives a number of Nyquist plots for various concrete mixes.
Changes to the mix proportions resulted in larger changes to Re impedance than
Im, and no change to the plot shape. Ordinary Portland cement and pulverised
fuel ash based concretes are presented, and the dierent materials do result in
dierent shapes, particularly in the electrode arc.
Equivalent circuits
By using the complex impedance information it is also possible to model an
equivalent electrical circuit of the material being measured. The actual circuit
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model must be developed based on the physical characteristics of the experimental
system, with dierent physical characteristic corresponding to parts of the circuit.
This is illustrated by Fig. 3-3, adapted from (Brantervik and Niklasson, 1991).
Figure 3-3: Equivalent circuit for typical mortar under certain humidity condi-
tions, after Brantervik and Niklasson (1991).
Where R is a resistor, C is a capacitor, and Q is a Constant Phase Element
(CPE), an invented component similar to a capacitor used to t experimental
data. CPE behaviour is sometimes attributed to the eects of a material's surface
interacting with electrodes (Jorcin et al., 2006); as such they are common when
modelling cementitious materials. See Barsoukov and Macdonald (1987)[Section
2.2.2.2] for a detailed explanation of CPEs and their behaviour.
Once a model has been developed, the frequency response can be used to cal-
culate values for the components. This allows the numerical comparison of each
conduction path within the material. Models for conductive cementitious mate-
rials or those with other additions are necessarily more complex than those for
conventional ones, due to a greater number of conduction paths to be considered.
A number of equivalent circuit models for cementitious materials are reviewed by
Hu et al. (2019).
3.2.3 Production of conductive concrete
Several investigators have worked on modifying the resistivity of concrete. This
has had three main applications:
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 Self-heating concrete (Gomis et al., 2015)
 Electromagnetic shielding (Khalid et al., 2017)
 Self-sensing concrete (Chen et al., 2017)
Aside from these applications, conductive concrete has the potential to facil-
itate the use of EIT by reducing the resistivity and making it easier for existing
EIT equipment to penetrate a concrete body.
A number of substances may be used as conductive additions. Xie et al.
(1995) lists metallic and conductive bres including metallic glass bres and car-
bon bres, particles including those made of conductive polymers, coke breeze,
and metallic or graphite akes. Pan et al. (2015) conducted a review of the
additions and substitutions to concrete mixes used to produce conductive con-
cretes for self-heating applications. The substances mentioned by Pan et al. are
graphite powder, carbon black, aluminium chips, carbon bre, steel bres, steel
wool, carbon nanobre, and the replacement of some fraction of aggregates using
conductive particles such as steel slag. Gomis et al. also mentions using carbon
nanotubes.
Cost is a large factor in the choice of addition or substitution, beyond the eect
on resistivity. Depending on the proposed application the eect on durability
and thermal properties may also be important. Replacing a fraction of typical
aggregates with conductive particles will add cost, as will any addition in the
cement paste. Carbon nanobres and nanotubes in particular have an extremely
high cost per unit mass compared to many of the other suggested substances.
Adding steel bres or wool to the cement paste may be cost-eective even in
large concrete elements, but as J. Wu et al., (2015) mentions they are vulnerable
to corrosion, which increases resistivity. Conductive additions in general may
necessitate additional controls in the process of manufacturing concrete, since
they can be damaging to electrical circuits. For example, the Carbon Fibre
Powder (CFP) used by the project requires that equipment be protected to a
standard of IP65 against dust. Carbon based additions also have additional
health risks when compared to working with conventional concrete components,
which must be addressed with appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
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Modelling of conductive concrete
Percolation theory and eective medium theory are both useful areas of math-
ematics for understanding the eects of conductive additions on the electrical
properties of cementitious materials.
Eective medium theory is concerned with the modelling of properties of
composite materials based on known properties of their constituent elements.
Suryanto et al. (2016) gives an eective medium theory expression for the elec-
trical conductivity of a composite containing randomly oriented short bre addi-
tions, reproduced in Eq. 3.1:
σe = σm
(
1− φ(σm − σa)[(σa − σm)(S11 + 2S33) + 3σm]
3(σa − σm)2(1− φ)S11S33 + σm(σa − σm)R + 3σ2m
)
(3.1)
Where σe is the electrical conductivity of the composite, σm is the electrical
conductivity of the matrix, σa is the electrical conductivity of the addition and φ
is the volume fraction of the addition. Values of R, S11 and S33 are given below.
















S33 = 1− 2S22 (3.4)
Where L is length and d is diameter of the particle additions. Suryanto
et al. also gives a version for bres which are not randomly aligned in one plane,




φ(σa − σm)[(σa − σm)(S11 + S33) + 2σm]
2(σa − σm)2(1− φ)S11S33 + σm(σa − σm)R′ + 2σ2m
)
(3.5)
S11 and S33 have the same denitions as in Eq. 3.1, while R′ is given below:
R′ = (2− φ)(S11 + S33) (3.6)
Percolation theory is a eld of mathematics dealing with the formation of
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clusters by elements randomly distributed in some space (Stauer and Aharony,
1994). This eld has many applications far outside the scope of this work, but one
application that is relevant is in the production of conductive concrete using con-
ductive additions as described above. If the additions are randomly distributed
within the concrete matrix then the formation of clusters of these additions will
be a signicant factor in the electrical properties of the resulting material.
The most interesting aspect of percolation theory here is the concept of the
percolation threshold. Stauer and Aharony describes this as a critical value
of the probability that an element is present in some subdivision of the space
at which a cluster of elements will provide a path from one side of the space to
the other. Assuming random distribution of the addition, the volume fraction
of the addition can be used in place of probability when considering conductive
additions in a concrete matrix.
The expression for electrical conductivity of a composite containing conduc-
tive additions is given by Eq. 3.7 from Boland et al. (2016).
σe ∝ (φ− φc,e)ne (3.7)
Where σe is the electrical conductivity of the composite, φ is the volume
fraction of the addition, φc,e is the percolation threshold, and ne is the exponent.
The constant of proportionality in Eq. 3.7 is the conductivity of the addition
(Huang, Y. et al., 2020).
When φ is greater than the percolation threshold, further increases will yield
a proportionally smaller change to conductivity, for example as observed by H.J.
Choi et al., (2019, Fig. 4) and others.
3.2.4 Resistivity results of existing work producing conduc-
tive concrete and cementitious materials
Gomis et al. gives d.c. resistance of mixes with dierent quantities of carbona-
ceous conductive additions. Although the other parameters of the mix are not
kept constant, it is clear that even a relatively small quantity of conductive ad-
dition has a signicant eect on resistance. Their standard, non-conductive mix
has a resistance of 3100 Ω, while a mix containing 5% of Graphite Powder (GP)
by weight has 1470 Ω and one with 0.25% of carbon nanotube addition has 1650
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Ω.
Mason et al. (2002), Wansom et al. (2006), and Suryanto et al. (2017a) have
all investigated the frequency response of cementitious materials with some con-
ductive additions.
Mason et al. measured impedance spectra between 10MHz and the Hz range
for cement pastes containing conductive bres at 1% by weight in each case. The
samples were purely cement, water, and bres. All measurements were performed
at three days hydration. They found that the addition of the bres led to an
additional bulk arc forming in the frequency response; a very signicant change
to the shape. They also measured d.c. resistance and found that it was not
substantially changed by the addition of the bres. The d.c. resistance also
agreed well with the Re impedance at the end of the electrode arc/beginning of
the bulk arc for the cement paste, taken to indicate that not enough bres were
present to form the dominant conduction path in the material.
Wansom et al. measured impedance spectra for cement paste containing
carbon nanotubes (two mixes, one of 0.75% and the other 1% by weight) and
methylcellulose and a superplasticiser in 0.4% and 0.5% by weight respectively.
The frequency sweep was particularly large, between 0.1Hz and 30MHz. Mea-
surements were taken at a number of time points until eight hours after mixing,
and then again after demoulding at one day. The measurements at one day are of
most interest here as they are more comparable to the results described in Chap-
ter 6. Similarly to Mason et al., they found a second bulk arc when additions
were present in some cases. In others another feature is evident, resembling a
dog-leg in the electrode arc, where the gradient is much smaller.
Suryanto et al. used electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to assess the
eects of dierent quantities of y-ash. Fly-ash is a replacement material for
Portland cement, the use of which can reduce the embodied CO2 of a concrete
structure. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy allows the characterisation of
the y-ash in terms of its unburned carbon content, which aects its suitability
as a cement substitute. This work studied cement pastes containing six y-ashes
in four dierent replacement percentages, including one 0% reference cement
paste. Nyquist plots are presented from 100Hz to 10MHz. The shape of the
frequency response is undoubtedly changed by the addition of the y-ash, and
the changes become more pronounced as more conductive material is present.
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The y-ash creates a plateau region, similar to the dog-leg feature in the work
of Wansom et al., between the electrode and bulk arcs which can take dierent
shapes depending on the quantity of unburned carbon. Higher quantities of the
conductive material result in the plateau region becoming more pronounced and
shaped more like the second bulk arc in Mason et al.'s work.
All three of these studies into the frequency response of conductive cementi-
tious materials found signicant changes as a result of the conductive additions.
These changes in shape presumably demonstrate a change in the predominant
conduction paths within the cement matrix. It should be noted that the fre-
quency response results presented in these studies are for relatively small changes
to overall conductivity compared to some of the materials presented by Gomis
et al..
Other considerations in using conductive additions in concrete
The use of any conductive addition or substitution in concrete will almost in-
evitably increase the cost of the nal product by some amount. Even in cases
where the conductive material is inexpensive, it will add some amount of com-
plexity to the supply chain and manufacturing process. A detailed assessment of
the increase in cost resulting from the use of conductive additions or substitutions
in construction is out of scope for this review, but it is instructive to compare the
o-the-shelf price per kg of some of the materials suggested by Pan et al., Gomis
et al. and others. Pricing for a selection of materials is given by Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Example pricing of materials proposed for increasing the conductivity
of concrete. All prices exclude UK VAT.
Material £/kg Source
Carbon Black £5.30/kg 5kg @ ¿26.66, Mistral Industrial Chemicals
Aluminium Powder £12.10/kg 5kg @ ¿60.50, Easy Composites
Graphite Powder £11.65/kg 2.4kg @ ¿27.95, Easy Composites
Carbon Fibre Powder £18.29/kg 17.5kg @ ¿320.00, Easy Composites
Carbon Nanobers £3800/kg 0.025kg @ ¿95, Sigma-Aldrich
Carbon Nanotubes (multi-walled) £25700/kg 0.01kg @ ¿257.00, Sigma-Aldrich
A number of types of carbon nanotubes are available; Gomis et al. species
the multi-walled variety. Clearly there is large variation in the quantities of
materials being sold, and as with any purchase of material the cost per kilogram
will depend in part on the quantity being procured. However it is clear from the
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ndings shown in Table 3.1 that the variation in price among conductive materials
is substantial, and in particular the large resistivity reductions from the use of
carbon nanobres and carbon nanotubes reported by Gomis et al. come at a
large nancial cost.
Some conductive additions undoubtedly pose additional manufacturing chal-
lenges relative to structures using conventional concrete. CFP and GP as well as
carbon black all have some level of additional health risks associated with them
relative to typical concrete components, which may need to be mitigated through
the use of additional PPE. As mentioned above, conductive additions in a powder
form will pose some level of risk to electrical equipment, requiring them to be
dust-proofed to a higher standard than otherwise necessary. Finally, conductive
additions will in some cases aect the workability of the concrete, for example
the addition of graphite powder has been found to cause a large decrease in work-
ability requiring further additions to the mix (Wang, D. et al., 2019). Each of
these eects will vary in scale depending on the material used, which will have
to be accounted for when deciding on the material to use.
Conductive additions and substitutions may have some implications for con-
crete strength. Chen et al. (2017) tested the compressive strength of four concrete
mixes containing varying amounts of 6mm carbon bres and graphite at 7 and
28 days hydration, and found an increase in strength related to the quantity of
carbon bres. No mix containing graphite without the carbon bres was tested,
but increasing the quantity of graphite powder does not appear to have an ef-
fect of compressive strength from the published results. Similarly, Shengxi et al.
(2011) found increasing the quantity of steel bres in the concrete mix to increase
its compressive strength. (Xu et al., 2015) performed compressive and exural
strength tests on cement paste containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes, and
found a 6.25% increase in compressive and 7.5% increase in exural strength at 28
days from with the addition of 0.025 weight % of the carbon nanotubes, and fur-
ther strength increases with higher quantities. These results are consistent with
the concept of bre-reinforced concrete, in which bres bonded into the concrete
matrix lend extra strength. Conversely, Liu et al. (2019) found that increasing
the weight % of graphite powder decreased both compressive and tensile strength.
Liu et al. proposes reduced frictive resistance to force between graphite particles
and the rest of the concrete matrix, low bond strength between graphite particles
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and cement, and the necessary increase in water quantity as reasons for this.
The eect of any conductive addition or substitution on the durability of a
structure built with it is of course of critical importance. Carriço et al. (2018)
examined the durability of concretes reinforced with multi-walled carbon nan-
otubes, some with weight % 0.05 and one with 0.1%, according to a number of
criteria. These included the absorption of water (and thus vulnerability to freeze-
thaw cycling), resistance to carbonation, and resistance to chloride penetration.
The carbon nanotube reinforced concrete performed better than reference con-
crete according to all of these criteria, though the authors note that in some cases
the performance improvement was modest. Xin et al. (2012) reports improved
resistance to freeze-thaw cycling in carbon bre reinforced concrete. A literature
search found no reporting on the durability of graphite powder infused concrete,
though in a related development Miguel-Ángel et al. (2016) did nd it feasible to
use a graphite powder infused cement paste as a coating on a concrete structure
to facilitate the application of anti-corrosion treatments. Abbas et al. (2015)
found that increasing quantities of steel bres in ultra-high performance concrete
generally improved durability, although Frazão et al. (2015) did not report sig-
nicant changes to durability characteristics when changing the dosage of steel
bres in self-compacting concrete.
There is increasing demand for the design of structures to account for what will
happen when they reach the end of their useful life, in large part due to concerns
surrounding lifetime carbon emissions(Alwan et al., 2017). It is necessary to
consider the eects of any conductive addition or substitution on the process of
deconstruction of the structure, and the potential for recycling its components.
This is of special interest when conductive materials have been used, simply
due to the extra cost of manufacturing. Kunieda et al. (2014) investigated the
potential for recycling of bre-reinforced concrete, including steel bre-reinforced
concrete. The typical method for recycling concrete involves crushing it and
using it to replace aggregates in the concrete matrix. Kunieda et al. crushed
concretes reinforced with steel and polymer bres, and found that the size of the
fragments produced by the crushing reduced with an increase in bre content.
It should be noted that this relationship was only observed in the polymer bre
cases since a single steel bre-reinforced concrete was crushed, but there is no
reason to expect that the steel bre would cause a dierent outcome. They also
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performed water absorption tests, which they explain are useful for evaluating
the quality of a recycled aggregate, which returned an outcome of low quality
in all cases. They did not attempt to produce any concrete using the recycled
aggregates and there does not appear to be any further research on the topic. A
literature search found no research into the use of other conductive concretes as
recycled aggregates.
3.3 Cracking in concrete
Cracking in concrete is often unavoidable. There are a number of mechanisms
by which cracks form, and those cracks may be a threat to structural durability
depending on a number of factors.
Concrete is far stronger in compression than in tension. Tensile cracks are
therefore expected and not necessarily a great concern. A crack caused by com-
pressive loading is much more likely to be a serious problem.
This section gives a brief overview of the causes, eects, and classication of
cracks, as well as the development of Self-Healing Concrete (SHC) which origi-
nally motivated this project.
3.3.1 General causes of cracks
Cracks in concrete occur either before or after hardening, with generally dierent
causes in each case.
Cracks occurring before hardening are generally caused by shrinkage of the
concrete, because of either the thermal environment or loss of liquid water as
the concrete hydrates. These risks can be mitigated somewhat by site practices
ensuring an optimal curing process and protecting the concrete from thermal
extremes.
Post-hardening cracks may have a wider variety of causes. As with pre-
hardening cracks, shrinkage is a potential cause. Otherwise post-hardening cracks
are generally caused by the environment of the structure, through chemical attack
or thermal stresses, or by inadequate design for mechanical loading.
These causes may also compound each other. For example a pre-hardening
shrinkage crack may provide a means of ingress for water, leading to expansion
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from freeze-thaw cycles. The Concrete Society (2010) provides a detailed treat-
ment of the various classications and causes of pre and post-hardening cracks,
with a general family tree reproduced in Fig 3-4.
Figure 3-4: Categories of cracks in concrete. From The Concrete Society (2010).
Crack size and location is related in all cases to the loading of the structure
and the design of its reinforcement; see The Concrete Society (2010, Section 3.2)
for more detail on this.
3.3.2 Eects of cracks
Some level of tensile cracking is almost inevitable in any concrete structure, and
this is often accounted for at the design stage. The majority of these cracks are
likely to be quite small and structurally harmless. When a crack in a concrete
element is problematic, it is for one of the following reasons:
 The crack is considered aesthetically unacceptable.
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 The crack immediately compromises the load bearing capacity of the ele-
ment.
 The crack is liable to ll with water and the structure is in an environment
that makes it vulnerable to freeze-thaw cycles.
 The crack allows the intrusion of substances which can chemically attack
the steel reinforcement or cement.
The presence of cracks may also indicate problems with the concrete rather than
specically being a problem. For example the presence of shrinkage cracks can be
the result of improperly cured concrete. Stress cracks will form due to failure to
either calculate or design for the loads on the structure. In these cases the crack
does not necessarily have a negative eect, but the underlying cause indicates a
problem with the structure.
Cracks that are merely ugly obviously require no specialised techniques to
identify. A crack compromising load bearing capacity of an in-use structure is
very unusual and will only occur as a result of serious errors in the design or
construction process. Dangers of freeze-thaw cycles and chemical attack can also
be present in the absence of cracks; cracking exacerbates the issue. In the case of
chemical intrusion, the concerns surround chlorides and sulphates attacking the
cement paste. If a crack is present this exacerbates the problem, making it more
likely that reinforcement may be exposed to attack.
3.3.3 Existing methods for classifying cracks
Cracks formed after hardening are generally more serious in themselves, as well as
indicating problems with the structure since this type of crack is often the result
of an inadequacy of the design for the loads or environment that the structure is
experiencing. Therefore being able to distinguish between pre and post-hardening
cracks is potentially valuable.
These is not currently any accepted way of describing cracks other than by
their observed width on the surface of the concrete, a measurement which may
not be representative or repeatable (The Concrete Society, 2010, p.13), so cate-
gorisation is still done by visual inspection and surface measurement. There is
also no recommended method for measurement in the building codes. This means
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that there is a degree of subjectivity to any crack classication. An experienced
engineer may have the knowledge to identify types of crack from its location and
appearance, particularly with some information about locations of features such
as joints or reinforcement. The permissible size of a crack depends on the risk
factors for the structure generally, and on the location of the crack on the struc-
ture. Cracks are assumed to be a potential risk to durability if they are more
than 0.3mm wide, and watertightness is also assumed based on crack size as well
as concrete thickness and water depth.
There is a preference to err on the side of caution in cases when the danger
posed by a crack is uncertain. More sophisticated methods for classifying cracks
have the potential to assist in the characterisation of cracks and the risks they
pose, so that engineers can make informed decisions on ignoring, repairing, or
discarding concrete structural elements. Because of the limitations of methods for
classifying cracks, there is a tendency to misidentify harmless cracks as structural
ones, and discard perfectly usable concrete (The Concrete Society, 2010, p.1).
This is one potential use for Electrical Property Imaging (EPI) and other NDT
technologies as they provide more information than a visual inspection of the
crack at the surface.
3.3.4 Self-healing concrete
Considerable research activity surrounds SHC, which is a potential method for
mitigating the risks of cracks without requiring human attention. (De Belie et al.,
2018) reviews the numerous approaches for producing these concretes. Seven
examples of cracks produced to study a bacteria based SHC and given 165 days
to heal by Alazhari et al. (2018) are shown in Fig. 3-5.
As described in Section 1.1, there is a concern that with many of these meth-
ods the SHC mechanism is most eective at the surface. Most of the work that
De Belie et al. cite shows results photographically (one exception is in J. Wang
et al., (2014), whose work performing X-Ray CT on SHC is discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4.1) and the possibility remains of subsurface voids not visible from the
surface being created by the process as shown in Fig. 1-1, which was one of the
original motivations for this work.
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Figure 3-5: Cracks in SHC after 165 days healing. Dierent cracks contained
dierent concentrations of bacterial spores. MC and M100 are controls and show
no healing. M50, M80 and M90 similarly show no healing. The SHC has healed
successfully in M60 and M70. From Alazhari et al. (2018).
3.4 Integrity assessment of concrete
In situ integrity assessment methods for concrete can be divided into two broad
categories. Here NDT is used to mean the assessment of some aspect of the
structure at a single point in time. This category includes many of the more
established assessment methods, such as the use of rebound hammers. SHM is
used to mean the long-term assessment of a concrete structure, possibly using
either integrated sensors or some combination of sensors and modications to the
concrete material.
It is dicult and unnecessary to make solid distinctions between these two
categories - for example NDT performed repeatedly over a longer period may
be described as SHM - but this section groups assessment methods into one
or the other for the sake of clarity. This section concentrates on methods for
assessing cracking, methods that use measurements of the electrical properties of
the structure, and methods involving modication to concrete.
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3.4.1 Non-destructive test for concrete
NDT for concrete is, unsurprisingly, an area of considerable research activity. In
addition to crack assessment, NDT methods for assessment of hydration levels
and moisture content, mechanical properties, and even measuring mechanical
stress have been investigated.
The majority of work in concrete integrity assessment has been in NDT on
structures not designed with features to facilitate assessment. Detailed infor-
mation on the internal conguration of structural elements cannot be assumed
in these cases, as structures may be old and records may be unavailable. NDT
equipment is necessarily more versatile than that designed to interface with a
more co-operative structure.
Covermeter
A cover meter is used to determine the distance between rebar and the concrete
surface. The cover meter is usually a handheld device, operating by inducing
and measuring either eddy currents or a magnetic eld in the reinforcement (The
Concrete Society, 2000, p.38).
The cover meter is a well established tool which when used properly gives
the location of reinforcement with a useful degree of accuracy. However it is
only really useful for quality control and in cases where records of the structure's
design and construction are unavailable, and doesn't provide information about
the condition of the structure.
Rebound hammer
A Rebound or Schmidt hammer is used to determine concrete strength (Gorse
et al., 2012, p. 342) by propelling a spring loaded mass into the surface of the
concrete and measuring the distance rebounded by the mass. This can be used
to infer the energy absorbed by the concrete surface, which can then be used
to indicate hardness, resistance to penetration, and compressive strength of the
concrete under test.
The rebound hammer is another standard tool, also useful for quality control.
Information from surface testing is only applicable to around 30mm depth, but
this information can be useful in itself and empirical relationships between the
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properties being measured and others may be developed. Testing at multiple
sites can give an indication of uniformity across the build (The Concrete Society,
2000, p.37) .
Thermography
Thermography is the use of temperature sensing equipment to detect areas of
dierent temperature on the surface of concrete. If the whole surface is subject
to the same heating, it can be concluded that temperature dierences are the
result of discontinuities, including air voids, within the concrete. This method
can be used to nd the general area of discontinuities but not the size or depth.
The nature of the discontinuity cannot be determined beyond some inference from
the relative temperature of the region. Surface quality and weather conditions
may also have a strong eect on the outcome of measurements and aect the
usefulness of the technique (The Concrete Society, 2000, p.42).
Electrical property measurements
Measurement of the electrical properties of concrete has been used as a method
for assessing various characteristics related to its structural performance. In these
cases electrical property measurements are recorded and used to estimate some
other characteristic, typically by comparing those measurements with established
data.
Dérobert et al. (2017) has examined using resistivity and capacitance mea-
surements to evaluate levels of chloride contamination in otherwise undamaged
concrete. Resistivity and capacitance measurements, as well as a commercial
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) system, were applied to three dierent con-
cretes. The concretes were tested for strength and porosity, and then dierent
concrete samples were contaminated to dierent degrees using a sodium chlo-
ride/water solution. Given proper calibration, these measurements were found to
be very sensitive to chloride concentration and reasonably sensitive to porosity.
Fares et al. (2016) studied using capacitance measurements from a relatively
small number of electrodes to generate a capacitance prole within a material
using the same mathematical regularisation principles employed by EPI. This
information can be used to infer the quantities of water and ionic substances
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within the concrete, which in turn can indicate the level of corrosion of reinforce-
ment and vulnerability of the structure to freeze-thaw cycles as well as other
health problems. By setting up a capacitive circuit and measuring its resonance
frequency the capacitance of the concrete under test is inferred. Use of dier-
ent electrode pairs, which can perform this measurement incorporating dierent
depths of concrete, a permittivity prole of the concrete can be produced. This
appears to be reasonably sensitive to changes to the permittivity at depths of up
to 100mm.
Forde et al. (1981) measured the resistivity of various cement and concrete
mixes during the hydration process, nding that resistivity is heavily inuenced
by factors of the mix design. If this information is known then the changes in
resistivity can be used to estimate the stage of hydration of the concrete being
measured, which is itself a good indicator of mechanical properties.
Ground penetrating RADAR
GPR is a technique commonly used in geophysics which has also been proposed
for inspection of concrete, for example by Amer-Yahia and Majidzadeh (2012). In
this technique radar waves are transmitted into the body being measured, where
changes in the electrical properties cause the waves to be reected. The reected
waves are measured by the equipment, and using the change in one of a variety of
wave characteristics depending on the system, a distance to the material interface
can be inferred.
In the case of concrete NDT, the interface would be concrete/air or con-
crete/metal. Amer-Yahia and Majidzadeh's work focused on the potential of us-
ing GPR for verifying that insulated concrete foam, which is dicult to evaluate
using other methods because of its insulation, is setting correctly without voids.
Amer-Yahia and Majidzadeh had success in detecting most voids, but found that
the method was relatively poor at detecting voids smaller than 20mm, which
limits its usefulness in crack characterisation. The output of the GPR is also not
easy to interpret, and could cause voids near to rebar to be missed.
Dérobert et al. (2017) assessed the use of GPR for measuring chloride con-
tamination and compared it to the ecacy of electrical property measurements.
GPR was found, along with the measurement of resistivity and permittivity, to
be very sensitive to chloride content.
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X-Ray
X-Ray imaging is a well known technique often used in medicine and other elds.
In X-Ray imaging, X-Rays are projected through an object and captured by a
detector on the other side. Dierent features in the object will absorb dierent
amounts of X-Ray, and this will be represented in the intensity captured by the
detector. In X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT), the X-Ray projector is moved
around the object and many images taken, with a 3D representation of the object
being reconstructed from the results of all of the projections.
X-Ray CT is a mature imaging method, and it produces very high resolution
3D images, much higher than anything achievable using EPI methods. X-ray CT
has been used in proving self-healing concrete performance (Wang, J. et al., 2014)
as well as internal imaging of a concrete cylinder during loading (Yuan, Q. et al.,
2015). Images produced in both cases are extremely detailed and very good for
the purpose of assessing crack healing. An example is shown in Fig. 3-6, from J.
Wang et al., (2014).
Figure 3-6: X-Ray CT showing before and after self-healing has occurred. Bottom
of the image shows sample surface. From J. Wang et al., (2014); this image has
had brightness and contrast increased from the original to aid legibility when
printed.
However, X-Ray imaging has disadvantages for application on concrete. X-
Ray equipment is extremely expensive to buy and operate, with EPI equipment
being much cheaper. 2D X-Ray imaging also requires access to both sides of the
object being imaged, and X-Ray CT needs access to the entire outside of the
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object. This is in contrast to EPI, which can operate on an open domain. These
requirements also limit the permissible sample size, with J. Wang et al's cylinders
being 8 mm wide and 10 mm tall.
Ultrasound
Ultrasound operates on a similar principle to GPR, in that high-frequency sound
waves are transmitted into a body and returning waves measured. A wide range
of approaches have been taken in using ultrasound for concrete NDT.
Aggelis et al. (2012) used ultrasound transducers from a single side of concrete
to assess internal cracks. Steel bre-reinforced concrete samples were cracked
on one side using a three-point bending machine. Sensor pairs were applied
to the non-cracked side of the samples. By sending a surface wave (which will
penetrate down into the concrete to some degree) from one sensor to the other
and measuring the wave velocity and amplitude the damage from a crack can be
assessed. These measurements appear to be consistently sensitive to the presence
of subsurface damage close to the surface. However the technique does not provide
more information about the crack, and is limited in the eective depth.
Dem£enko et al. (2016) used ultrasound to measure the layer thickness of
concrete. The stated application of this is the assessment of deteriorated layers
that occur in concrete buried in certain soil environments. Layer measurement
like this is a similar application to the work of Fares et al. (2016) using capacitance
measurements. The ultrasound measurements can provide high spatial resolution
even when three layers are present.
Kozlov and Kozlov (2015) published a review paper on the use of ultrasound
for concrete NDT. They suggest that the composition of the concrete has a strong
inuence on the optimal frequency range and conguration for ultrasound imag-
ing. Rucka and Wilde (2015) applied ultrasound to concrete blocks while sub-
jecting them to a bending test. They were able to monitor the propagation of
cracks from the concrete surface. However their experimental setup involved
ultrasound transducers permanently installed in recesses in the concrete, which
acted as stress raisers during the bending test and ensured that cracks occurred
directly over the transducers. The careful preparation required is limiting for
in situ health monitoring as cracks may occur anywhere on the surface of the
concrete.
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A commercially available device, the A1040 Mira (Acoustic Control Systems,
2014), is marketed for concrete inspection. It appears that no references to the
device exist in academic literature, and as a device intended for a niche application
no independent assessment of its performance could be found. The manufacturer
claims to be able to provide imaging at depths of up to 600mm. It is unclear
what resolution the device can provide.
3.4.2 Structural health monitoring for concrete
SHM refers to the monitoring a structure over a long period of time. This may be
done by integrating sensors with the structure, modications to the properties of
the concrete itself, or simply by repeated NDT measurement. This section deals
with the rst two subcategories of SHM methods. Simple SHM methods, such as
the strain gauge, have been in use for many years, but the use of more complex
systems of integrated sensors and the development of concrete with properties
facilitating assessment is more recent. Structures with health monitoring features
are often described as being self-sensing, and concrete which has been made
with intrinsic modications to facilitate health monitoring may be called self-
sensing concrete. Han et al. (2015) gives a good overview of methods of SHM
for concrete.
The majority of work done on long-term in situ SHM for concrete has used
sensor equipment integrated into the structure. Incorporation of instrumentation
in structures as they are built could provide a quicker and more reliable method
of inspection of the structure than the more traditional methods described in
section 3.4.1. Integrated here refers to methods of SHM where sensors would
be attached to the structure for its whole service life.
Mounting sensors in the structure during construction potentially gives more
freedom in conguration and arrangement, which is especially advantageous in
EIT where contact impedance and model accuracy are important. EIT could be
applied in this space if the use of integrated sensors becomes more widespread.
Xue et al. (2014) determined that it is feasible to monitor the health of pave-
ment using an integrated sensor system. They used a variety of sensors, along
with a wireless data logger, mounted under a section of road which was in use by
vehicles. This appears to be a particularly hostile operating environment, and
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the system performed well. Niederleithinger et al. (2015) successfully embedded
ultrasound sensors in concrete during lab experiments. They have also embedded
the same sensors in in-use structures, but have not yet published their ndings
from that work. Most of these sensors are more sophisticated, and presumably
more fragile, than the electrodes which would need to be embedded for EIT.
Strain gauges
Measurement of strain can be useful for assessing movement in structures, or
determining mechanical properties of a material or structural element in the lab.
Strain gauges used for SHM use a number of mechanisms.
In a mechanical strain gauge two points on the gauge are securely fastened
to the structure, and allowed to move independently of each other. Strain is
given by the distance between the points, which may be measured by a variety of
methods giving dierent levels of resolution. For example visual measurements
using a standard or vernier scale, or electronic measurement with equipment
such as a linear encoder. Electrical strain gauges use a specially shaped electrical
resistance element bonded to the surface and connected to a circuit measuring
its resistance. Changes to the shape of the element caused by structural strain
alter its resistance, and strain is inferred from this measurement.
Strain gauges allow the monitoring of crack size over time. Strain gauges
can be installed for low cost if a simple mechanical type is permissible. In a
crack monitoring application, this is likely to be the case since a resolution of
better than 0.1 mm would not be necessary. Lifespan principally depends on
the adhesive used, and how eective it is under the conditions that the device is
installed in.
Chew et al. (2018) used bre optic strain gauges to measure strain in a con-
crete beam subjected to a bending test. These were found to provide a very high
degree of precision, much greater than necessary for crack monitoring. This type
of sensor is also presumably much more expensive and fragile than the more con-




Computer vision techniques can be used for measuring strains, including those
induced by cracking. This is commonly employed in laboratory experiments as-
sessing the mechanical properties of a material, such as bending and compressive
tests.
A number of researchers have also investigated the practicality of using video
monitoring on actual structures (Feng and Feng, 2018) and found them to be
workable for the measurement of structural parameters such as frequency response
characteristics and deection under load. Monitoring of surface cracks seems to
be an obvious possibility, but Feng and Feng also list instances of researchers
using the displacement and frequency characteristics along with computational
simulation methods to detect non-visible damage to the structure.
This technology could provide information on the health status of certain
types of structure that exhibit signicant deections under load, such as high-
rise buildings and bridges, with relatively few sensors. However once a problem
is detected using this method it still needs to be diagnosed, requiring inspection
or other SHM equipment. For smaller scale monitoring where a single camera
would replace fewer sensors, relatively extreme bandwidth and computation re-
quirements (even for basic 2D strain measurements) put the technology at a
disadvantage. In all applications the system is sensitive to weather conditions,
movement of the camera and any kind of damage to the lens.
Piezoelectric transducers
The piezoelectric eect is a phenomenon observed in piezoelectric materials in
which these materials generate some amount of electrical charge when a stress is
applied. If the charge is measured then the stress can be inferred. Piezoelectric
materials also exhibit the reverse piezoelectric eect, in which the application of
an electrical charge results in mechanical force.
Tseng and Wang (2004) used a network of piezoelectric transducers bonded to
concrete elements to detect damage in a concrete beam. By using a transducer
to produce and then measure vibrations in the beam, simulated damage was
detected and the distance of the damage from the transducer inferred. Tseng and
Wang suggest that this could be used to detect damage at up to 500mm from the
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transducer. This method can only track changes occurring after the transducer
has been attached, but this is achievable for a structure designed with SHM in
mind. Kim et al. (2014) used embedded piezoelectric sensors to monitor concrete
strength during the curing process. This method was successful in estimating
the strength of the concrete, but it is not known how the shape of the concrete
element, or features such as reinforcement and voids would aect the accuracy.
Acoustic Emissions monitoring
Acoustic emissions monitoring involves listening for sound being produced within
a body, typically in the ultrasound frequency range (Prem and Murthy, 2017).
Receivers used in active ultrasound applications can therefore be used.
Acoustic emissions are produced by the development or propagation of a crack.
The method can be applied similarly to various structural materials including
non-cementitious ones. By using multiple sensors the location of the emission
can be estimated.
This is a method for determining that cracks are forming. It is less useful
for locating and characterising cracks. While it has been successful in the lab,
in a functional structure it is less likely to be useful because of the risk of false
positives
Intrinsic self-sensing concrete
Self-sensing concrete is concrete where composition has been altered in some
way to facilitate health monitoring. These materials belong to the ever-growing
constellation of smart concretes. A structure making use of self-sensing concrete
must also incorporate equipment to provide an interface with the material; this
may take the form of integrated sensors similar to those used in conventional
concrete. In general self-sensing concrete is made by controlling the concrete's
electrical properties using methods described in section 3.2.3.
Self-sensing is one of the main reasons for producing conductive concrete..
Happily, some of these modications may also confer structural advantages. Wen
and Chung (2003), Nguyen et al. (2014) and others have investigated the potential
of bre-reinforced concrete as a self-sensing material. Concrete reinforced with
bres made from materials including steel and carbon bre has been studied for
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purely structural purposes independently of self-sensing applications.
Nguyen et al. (2014) reports strong correlation between resistivity of Steel
Fibre-Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) and the level of microcracking present in the
material, and can therefore be described as self-sensing. Unlike strain-sensing
in other self-sensing materials, resistivity correlation in bre reinforced concrete
may continue to operate after cracks have appeared if there is still continuity in
the bres.Nguyen et al. also found that the bre type does have an eect on the
change in resistivity that needs to be considered. This would cause diculty in
instances where details of the construction are not known. Chen et al. (2017) also
achieved good correlation between strain and resistivity in conductive concrete
made using carbonaceous powders.
3.5 EIT for Concrete
Relatively little work has been done on using EIT specically for concrete. Most
of the work that does exist can be divided into two categories, with some work
overlapping. Firstly some work is concerned with either imaging of internal voids,
cracks, and discontinuities. Distinguishing metal reinforcement has been less of a
priority. Secondly, other work investigates moisture transit through cementitious
materials, which is particularly interesting from the perspective of durability and
chemical attacks as discussed in Section 3.3.2. Of course there is also some work
which does not t into either of these categories.
The use of EIT and Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) in civil engineer-
ing is not exclusive to concrete. ERT has been used for geophysics applications,
such as the work by Martínez-Moreno et al. (2018)
EIT and ERT are often used interchangeably in scientic literature. The
distinction is discussed in Section 2.2.1. Here the terms are used to remain
consistent with the publications being described.
Hou, T. C. and Lynch (2008) studied using EIT for detecting crack damage
and strain elds in bre reinforced concrete samples using ne sand as an ag-
gregate. Measurements were taken using standard current generation and data
acquisition equipment, as opposed to a dedicated EIT machine. This can result
in noisier readings than would be obtained with an EIT machine but this can be
addressed by taking large numbers of measurements and averaging them. Little
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detail is provided on electrode contact, but it seems to use colloidal silver paint
similarly to (Hallaji et al., 2015). Electrodes were attached to concrete blocks
during tensile and bending tests. Conventional strain gauges were also used as
a comparison for the results. Imaging of strain elds and cracks produced good
results. However, in the strain eld imaging case it seems that experiments with
ne aggregate may not be representative of results that could be expected when
using more typical coarse aggregates. This is because on the small scale, the strain
will distribute evenly when using the sand aggregate. With a coarse aggregate
the majority of the strain will occur in the cementitious part.
Karhunen et al. studied the feasibility of using EIT for crack detection in
early hydration concrete, and obtained good results imaging plastic inclusions
and cracks in slabs (Karhunen et al., 2010a) and cylinders (Karhunen et al.,
2010b). These results were achieved using Time Dierence Electrical Impedance
Tomography (TDEIT), with a KIT4 EIT machine as described by Kourunen
et al. (2009). Karhunen et al. was able to image inclusions with good position
and shape accuracy, although it was found that reconstructing an accurate value
for inclusion conductivity was dicult due to the model not accounting for the
contact impedance of between it and the concrete. It would seem that due to
the variety of conditions that may be encountered while imaging actual concrete,
as well as the number of dierent types of inclusions that a user may be looking
for, including contact impedance data in a model would be impractical. This
could present a problem for distinguishing between dierent inclusions using time
dierence imaging. The diculty in reconstructing conductivity did not lead to
any diculty in locating inclusions.
Ammari et al. (2014) performed numerical simulations of time dierence imag-
ing at dierent excitation frequencies on concrete. Their ndings indicated that
reconstructing the permittivity parts of an image as well as the conductivity
might provide useful information. Additionally, their simulations showed that in
time dierence imaging the chosen excitation frequency aects the quality of the
reconstruction. From the study it appears that in cases where inclusions both
more resistive and conductive than the background are present, performing com-
plex image reconstruction and using as large a range of frequencies as possible
gives the best chance of distinguishing everything of interest in the body.
Hallaji and Pour-Ghaz (2014) applied a sensing skin to the surface of concrete,
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and used it to image surface cracks. The skin was made of silver colloidal paint,
and applied to concrete samples before cracks were induced to get dierence
measurements. This method avoids diculties in making electrode contact, but
requires the application of the sensing skin to the surface. The durability of the
skin has not been studied.
Seppänen et al. (2017) returned to the sensing skin concept as a means of
simultaneously imaging chlorides and surface cracks. This was achieved using
a more sophisticated sensing skin consisting of two conductive layers separated
by an insulating layer. Both layers were bonded to the concrete surface, and
would be damaged by surface cracks in the same way as in Hallaji and Pour-
Ghaz (2014). However, only the inner layer would have its conductivity aected
by chlorides at the concrete surface. The resistive regions of the outer skin are
taken to be cracks, and by essentially subtracting the inversion of the outer skin
from the inner one the regions of chlorides are identied. The inversions show the
shapes and positions of cracks and chlorides at the surface well, and the system
distinguishes between cracks and chloride regions very well.
Smyl et al. (2018) continued with the use of sensing skins, using the concept
to work on inversion algorithms. Algorithms in EIT tend to spatially smooth
conductivity discontinuities, making the change in conductivity between two re-
gions more gradual. This is not a problem in applications such as monitoring of
moisture transit, where the conductivity distribution is generally quite likely to
be smooth. But as Smyl et al. note, it poses a problem when attempting to accu-
rately reproduce the shape of a crack, and a greater problem when attempting to
accurately reproduce a number of cracks in close proximity. Performing imaging
on the conductive sensing skin rather than on the concrete itself, their approach
uses structural modelling to determine three regions of interest which are ranked
by the likelihood of cracking occurring within them. This information is incorpo-
rated into the inversion by simply assuming that the conductivity change outside
of the region of interest is zero. They also use an approach called non-linearised
dierence imaging, which involves reconstructing the conductivity distribution
of the background simultaneously with the post-cracking distribution since the
conductivity distribution of the background may be inhomogeneous. An isotropic
Total Variation (TV) method (see Section 2.4.3) is used for regularisation, and
it is this that provides the improvement in reconstructing sharp changes in con-
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ductivity. The approach to inversion provides good distinction between cracks
in a relatively complex (>12 distinct cracks) simulated crack network. The pro-
cess was tested on much less complex crack networks in physical experiments,
where it performs very well on crack orientation and location. In a real structure
such clear imaging of surface crack networks would make it easier to distinguish
between cracking and chloride ingress, so in a sense the system provides an al-
ternative to the work of Seppänen et al. (2017). For subsurface cracks the ability
to image in such detail is potentially very valuable, especially for monitoring the
performance of SHC, since in this case a visual inspection of the crack network
is not possible.
A sensing skin provides a means of concrete imaging which avoids some of
the diculties of directly imaging concrete which come from the resistivity of
concrete and the problem of making good contact between the electrodes and
the material. In most cases cracks will form at the surface of the concrete, and
sensing skins do an excellent job of imaging those cracks. However the motivation
for this project was principally the imaging of subsurface cracks that may form
when using SHC (see Section 1.1) for which a sensing skin is not useful.
Reichling et al. (2014) were able to achieve good imaging of a bar of rein-
forcement in a concrete beam by using a single line of electrodes on one side of a
concrete beam, by using a resistivity meter designed for geophysics applications.
This is a rare example from the literature the open domain capability of EPI
being applied to concrete. The system was not tested on reinforcement deeper
than approximately 50mm.
Hallaji et al. (2015) used EIT to monitor moisture ow through a block of
cement paste for dierent moisture sources. The cement block is intended to be
particularly porous, and electrodes are made of colloidal silver paint on the edges
of the block. These are then attached to the EIT device using bolts screwed
through a frame surrounding the block. The EIT in this case was performed on
a square body, and the progress of moisture through the block was also tracked
visually and with neutron radiography imaging for comparison. The resistivity
reconstructions in this case compare well to the other methods used to track the
moisture. One of their results is shown in Fig. 3-7.
Smyl et al. (2016) continued the work of Hallaji et al. on monitoring of
moisture transit by using 3D EIT to monitor the absorption of plain water and
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water containing iohexol, a substance used to improve contrast in radiation based
imaging. The EIT results were compared to X-Ray CT images. Though as
expected the spatial resolution of the 3D EIT is much lower than the X-Ray, EIT
is much more sensitive to smaller changes to uid concentration.
B.S. Huang et al., (2016) used four cylinders with dierent quantities of con-
ductive additions, and found that decreasing the resistivity of the concrete re-
sulted in better ERT images.
Suryanto et al. (2017b) used ERT to image the distribution of moisture in
a concrete cylinder. The cylinder had some surface damage from demoulding.
An automatic system was used to take measurements over 20 hours while water
was absorbed by the cylinder. The ERT measurements showed the water behav-
ing moving into the damaged region at a higher rate, which is consistent with
expectations.
Capozzoli and Rizzo (2017) attempted to locate steel, aluminium and plastic
pipes as well as damage in a simulation of a segment of road. In addition to
an ERT system made made from a geophysics resistance measurement device,
GPR was also used. This was another example of ERT being used on an open
domain, and as in Reichling et al. (2014) the depth at which the ERT could resolve
features was limited. The GPR worked on features at depths of around 1000mm,
whereas the ERT was functional down to around 240mm. Some allowances had
to be made for the impedance of the materials; ERT was not successful when
electrodes were applied to asphalt but it did work when used on concrete.
It appears that more experimental work has been done on monitoring of
moisture transit than on crack detection and characterisation. Naturally the re-
quirements of the application tend to inform the choice of algorithm. Algorithm
development is generally done by researchers with mathematical rather than en-
gineering backgrounds, and typically takes individual requirements (such as the
time required to arrive at an inversion, or reconstructing accurate conductivity
values) of some application and provides improvements on those lines. Imag-
ing of moisture transit and cracks have dierent requirements, with the biggest
dierence being moisture transit requiring smooth conductivity transitions and
cracks requiring sharp ones. This has led to crack imaging work favouring TV,




Cracking in concrete is an area in which NDT and SHM techniques could serve
a useful purpose by providing more accurate and consistent methods of classi-
cation, to give engineers a better idea of the implications of a particular crack.
EIT may not be an obvious technique for use in concrete due to the high
resistivity of the material, but given specialised equipment and the increased
interest in self-sensing concrete it could be a valuable tool for not only crack
detection and assessment but also monitoring of moisture transit and chemical
attack.
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Figure 3-7: Neutron radiography (left) and EIT imaging (right) of moisture tran-
sit through a square cement paste sample using a water source 1/3 the width of
the sample in the top centre of the block. From Hallaji et al. (2015).
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4 | Experimental programme, equip-
ment, materials and methods
This chapter describes the programme of work and gives information on the
contents of the later chapters. It also serves as a reference on the equipment,
materials and methods used throughout the project.
Chapters 5 and 7 presented in the traditional format, and their associated
methods are given in this Chapter in Sections 4.3 and 4.5 respectively.
Chapters 6 and 8 are presented in journal paper format and as such contain
their own methods sections. Because this chapter is meant to serve as a reference,
these methods sections are also presented here as they are in the papers, with
some additional information included where appropriate, in Sections 4.4 and 4.6
respectively.
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Section 1.3 gives a broad overview of the decisions about direction that were
taken during the project, whereas this chapter describes the methods used to
achieve the objectives.
4.1 Summary of experimental work undertaken
The project had three objectives, given in Section 1.2 and restated here. Each
objective was achieved through experimentation.
4.1.1 Objective one
Assess the feasibility of using Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) on con-
crete using the available equipment
Firstly, EIT was performed on some dental plaster cylinders manufactured specif-
ically for the project. Plaster was used as it was expected to be less challenging
to work with than concrete, while being more representative of cementitious ma-
terials than working on a saline phantom. This work is described in Section 4.3.1
and its outcome is described in Section 5.1.
Following the work on dental plaster cylinders, EIT was attempted on concrete
cylinders. This work is described in Section 4.3.2 and its outcome is described in
Section 5.2.
These two experiments taken together fullled objective one.
4.1.2 Objective two
Investigate the electrical properties of concrete containing conductive additions,
and thus determine how best to produce a concrete that can be imaged using the
available equipment
Objective two was fullled though a comprehensive experiment examining the
eects of conductive additions and other aspects of mix design on mortar resis-
tivity, described in Chapter 6 which presents the paper A multi-variable study of
factors aecting the complex resistivity of conductive mortar. Methods for this
work are also reproduced in Section 4.4. Some further work on understanding
the electrical properties of the mortars produced for that paper is described in
Section 4.5 with outcomes in Chapter 7.
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4.1.3 Objective three
Develop a methodology for performing EIT imaging on this conductive concrete
with the available equipment
The nal objective was fullled through EIT imaging work on conductive mortar
cylinders produced using the knowledge gained from the completion of objective
two. Four cylinders were produced, three of which had resistive inclusions with
one homogeneous to use as a background. The imaging study on the conduc-
tive mortar is described in Chapter 8 which presents the paper EIT imaging of
conductive mortars. Methods for this work are also reproduced in Section 4.6.
4.2 Electrical equipment
Two electrical instruments were used in this research. All EIT measurements
were recorded using a KHU Mark 2.5 EIT machine. Impedance measurements
including all of those used for the mortar resistivity experiment as well as some
supplemental work were done using the Agilent E4990A impedance analyser.
4.2.1 KHU Mark 2.5 EIT machine
All EIT measurements were performed using the Kyung-Hee University Mark 2.5
EIT machine (KHU Mk 2.5) EIT machine, which is described in more detail by
Oh et al. (2011) and Wi et al. (2014). This was used because it was the EIT
hardware available to the project, and is similar in conguration to other EIT
devices used in research. EIT devices are typically expensive instruments, and
the construction of new electrical equipment was outside the scope of the project.
An image of the unit used in this project is given in Fig. 4-1.
The KHU Mk 2.5 operates on the current injection principle, where a desired
current is selected and the voltage of the source is increased until the desired
current is reached. This is a result of its origin as a medical research system;
driving a current more than 100mA can be dangerous to a patient. Data on the
maximum voltage and current which the KHU Mk 2.5 can operate at have not
been published, but the fact that the machine was designed with medical imaging
in mind suggests a low capacity for both.
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Power supply unit Main unit Electrode connections
Figure 4-1: The KHU Mk 2.5 used in the project.
The KHU Mk 2.5 is described by Oh et al. as a parallel EIT machine, meaning
that it can inject and measure on multiple channels simultaneously. The machine
has sixteen channels. It attaches to electrodes with sixteen cables and one ground-
ing cable ending in banana plugs - these were the connected to crocodile clips
for this project. It is capable of variable current injection patterns controlled by
scripts, and operates on an adjacent measurement protocol.
The KHU Mk 2.5 is able to operate at frequencies between 10Hz and 500kHz.
It maintains an Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) above 75dB and Common Mode
noise Rejection Ratio (CMRR) above 80dB across this range (Oh et al., 2011).
This does not account for averaging of measurements, which can further improve
performance - due to the static nature of concrete testing this is trivially easy
to achieve. It is fully capable of measuring phase dierence for spectral imaging.
The KHU Mk 2.5 is a high-performance system from the perspective of noise
performance.
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Data capture using the KHU Mark 2.5
Data capture using the KHU Mk 2.5 was done in all cases in a manner conven-
tional for EIT. The four point, stimulation pair/measurement pair conguration
(as mentioned in Section 2.3) was used in all cases. The KHU Mk 2.5 records
self-measurements, in which the stimulation and measurement pair share an
electrode. These measurements were always discarded as this was found to pro-
duce better results.
Each imaging experiment used a dierent set of electrodes. The work done on
dental plaster and concrete (Chapter 5) illustrated the need for care in the choice
and positioning of electrodes, in order to avoid producing signicant conduction
paths around the outside of the body and to maintain good position agreement
with the computer model. The electrode congurations for each imaging experi-
ment are described in their relevant chapters. Several measurement arrangements
were tested in the conductive mortar imaging work in Chapter 8. These are also
described in Section 4.6.3. Figs. 4-2 and 4-2 show photographs of the two types
of electrodes used as part of this work, which were not included in the journal
paper due to limitations on number of gures. One set of the gel electrodes man-
ufactured for the project is shown in Fig. 4-2. The silver paint electrodes which
provided the nal images are shown close-up in Fig. 4-3.
4.2.2 Agilent E4990A Impedance Analyser
The Agilent E4990A impedance analyser was used to provide complex impedance
measurements, primarily for the work on mortar resistivity (Chapter 6) but also
for some preliminary and test work. This instrument features four BNC connec-
tions on the front panel for use with standard shielded oscilloscope probes. The
model used by the project had a frequency range of 20Hz to 20MHz. An image
of the Impedance Analyser (IA) used in the project is given in Fig. 4-4.
Data capture using the Impedance Analyser
Measurements to determine material such as those performed for the investigation
into mortar resistivity were done using the IA. All of these measurements used the
four-terminal pair probe conguration from Agilent Technologies (n.d.) section
3.1.4. since it provided a relatively simple means of setting the connection up
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Figure 4-2: A set of 3D printed sponge-gel electrodes.
that would be not limit the frequency range of the testing. This method involved
two points of contact with the part under test. The IA has a high and low supply
terminal, and a high and low measurement terminal. In this connection method,
both of the high terminals are connected, as are the low terminals. This is in
contrast to the connection method used by the KHU Mk 2.5, in which each of
the four terminals is connected to the part under test at a dierent point.
Probes capable of reliable measurement above 10MHz were not available,
but such high frequencies were not necessarily relevant to the project since EIT
typically only uses kHz range measurements. The probes in use had standard
hook ends, which were connected directly to the electrodes on the material under
test. In the resistivity investigation these electrodes consisted of stainless steel
plates connected to short lengths of multi-core wire. The connection was made by
soldering the wire to copper tape which was stuck to the steel, with the connection
being veried by the continuity test of a multimeter. At other times when the
IA was used it was connected to o-the-shelf Ag/AgCl gel electrodes.
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Figure 4-3: Close up of the nal electrode conguration.
4.3 Materials and methods used in initial work
imaging plaster and conventional concrete
Methods for the rst two sets of experiments are presented in this Section. Results
of these experiments are presented in Chapter 5. The work on dental plaster was
intended to broadly investigate the general feasibility of the rest of the project,
and some decisions were made to prioritise quick completion. The attempts to
image concrete were then meant to see if good results could be obtained under
conditions more representative of a real Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) scenario.
These were distinct experiments, but the results are presented together since in
combination they fullled the rst objective of the project.
However because of the dierences between the materials and experimental
arrangements, the materials and methods are separated in this Section. The rst
experiment, involving dental plaster, is covered by Section 4.3.1 and the second,
involving concrete, is covered by Section 4.3.2. The bulk of the experimental
work on the concrete cylinders was done on electrode attachment and image
reconstruction. Much of the experimental work in this project involved some
iteration and trial and error, and this experiment was a particularly extreme
example of this. This section presents the nal methods used before the project
moved on.
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Display ControlsBNC connections to probes
Figure 4-4: The IA used in the project.
4.3.1 EIT imaging of dental plaster cylinders
The results of the work on imaging of dental plaster cylinders are presented in
Section 5.1.1.
Materials
A dental plaster mix was substituted for concrete in the initial imaging work. This
substitution was made because working with dental plaster was more convenient
than concrete in a number of ways - it hardens very quickly; expands on hardening
(making the process of casting in electrodes trivially simple); doesn't need to be
specied; and is easy to mix to the point of homogeneity. The electrical properties
of the plaster were not measured as the purpose of the work was simply to start
by performing EIT on a material closer to concrete than a saline phantom.
The dental plaster used was Dentstone KD made by Saint-Gobain (Saint-
Gobain Formula, n.d.), used due to availability. It has a nominal water to plaster
ratio of 30% by mass, which was adhered to for this work. Dental plaster was




Electrodes were cast directly into the plaster in order to reduce contact impedance
and control the electrode position conveniently. Air inclusions were used exclu-
sively, and constant cross-sections were maintained in each sample so that a 2D
image reconstruction could be performed. The electrodes were stainless steel
shims, located using laser cut wooden jigs held in place above the cylindrical
moulds while the plaster was poured. The electrodes interfaced directly to the
plaster, which held them rmly in place without the need for an adhesive. No
relative movement was observed after hardening.
Five cylinders were produced. Four of these contain resistive inclusions (1 to
4) while the homogeneous cylinder (H) was produced to use as a background for
Time Dierence Electrical Impedance Tomography (TDEIT). The cylinders are
shown from above in Fig. 4-5.
Figure 4-5: The ve plaster cylinders, shown from above.
Modelling accuracy of the cylinders was not ideal due to some out of plane
curvature in the steel shims caused by the manufacturing process. The wooden
jigs had to be sized to accommodate this, and the result was that electrode
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position was not as tightly constrained as had been planned. Electrodes were
therefore less evenly placed than in the initial design.
The process of positioning the electrodes before pouring the plaster mix also
resulted in reduced amounts of plaster around the outside of the samples because
of its viscosity. In one case this led to the plaster coming o as the sample was
removed from the mould, exposing two of the electrodes from the outside of the
cylinder.
Finally it was found that a mould release agent intended for concrete will
not work with plaster, since concrete contracts while it hardens whereas plaster
expands. Therefore the air cavities were produced using a power drill and a saw,
and the cavities were larger and less even than planned. This can be seen in
Fig. 4-5.
No information on a curing regime was provided by the manufacturer of the
plaster; the stated total setting time is 23 minutes. The cylinders were left in
a room at approximately 19◦C for three days before measurements were taken;
this room was not humidity controlled. After three days it was assumed that
the liquid water content of the plaster would be small, but given that this was
not measured, it is possible that it had some eect on the results of this initial
experiment. The electrical properties of the plaster were also not measured at
this point, on the assumption that air would be several orders of magnitude more
resistive than the plaster, and since accurate reconstruction of true conductivity
values (as opposed to relative dierences across the cross-section) was not a focus
for the project.
Performing EIT measurements
Measurements were recorded three days after casting of the cylinders. All mea-
surements were recorded using the KHU Mark 2.5 equipment described in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. Leads were clipped directly to the steel electrodes, as shown in Fig. 4-6.
All of the measurements used adjacent stimulation/adjacent measurement.
Measurements were recorded at 10, 50 and 100 kHz. Five sets were taken at each
frequency for averaging. Other frequencies were not used due to the KHU Mk
2.5 software consistently indicating a contact impedance test fail.
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Figure 4-6: One of the plaster cylinders attached to the EIT machine for mea-
surements.
Modelling and image reconstruction
Electrical Impedance and Diuse Optical image Reconstruction Software (EI-
DORS) was used for all computation in this experiment. Inversion was done
using the EIDORS default method. Initially TDEIT was attempted; following
the low quality of these results Frequency Dierence Electrical Impedance To-
mography (FDEIT) was also applied.
All combinations of frequency dierence were attempted, along with varying
values of the hyperparameter α. Data was scaled such that each pair of frequency
datasets had the same mean value, to account for the KHU Mk 2.5 measuring
dierent magnitudes at dierent frequencies. This was done after reading the data
into the program and did not aect the saved data. A value of α = 0.005 was used
as a starting point since it had provided good outcomes in some familiarisation
work done using the equipment with a saline phantom. Following this starting
point, dierent values of α were tested. Of those values α = 0.001 and α = 0.005
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are presented in Section 5.1.1. This informed future work, which generally (but
not exclusively) used α values between 0.001 and 0.01.
Section 3.5 discusses a number of previous applications of EIT on concrete
and mortars. This includes some notes on the algorithms that have been used
by previous investigators, some of which are also described by Section 2.4.3.
The inversion algorithm used here is an L2 norm based method, more typically
used for moisture transit imaging, rather than a Total Variation (TV) L1 norm
based method as used for crack imaging by Smyl et al. (2018) and others. This
decision was made because of the relative simplicity of implementing L2 norm
based methods. While a TV method would be expected to provide better detail
of the inclusion due to its promotion of sharp conductivity changes, the more
basic method was expected to provide satisfactory results considering the size of
the inclusions relative to the body. Therefore the extra eort of implementing
TV was not necessary.
4.3.2 Initial imaging using concrete
The results of the initial work on imaging of concrete cylinders are given in
Section 5.2.
Materials
Cement All cement paste was made with a Portland y ash cement (CEM
II/B-V 32.5N) conforming to BS EN 197-1.
Fine aggregate Fine aggregates were an alluvial sand and Marlborough grit
aggregates conforming to BS EN 12620. Grading of ne aggregates is given in
Fig. 4-7.
Coarse aggregates Coarse aggregates were 10mm crushed limestone, conform-
ing to BS EN 12620. Grading of the coarse aggregates is given by Fig. 4-7.
Concrete mix proportions The concrete used in the work described by Sec-
tion 5.2 was composed of the aforementioned components. The mix proportions
are given by Table 4.1:
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Figure 4-7: Grading of aggregates used to produce the concrete cylinders. This
graph has been reproduced from Ioannou (2012).







Production of the concrete cylinders
Three concrete cylinders containing inclusions were available for this experiment.
These cylinders were inherited by the project, and had been cast approximately
three years prior to the experiment being performed. These mature concrete
cylinders presented an opportunity to apply EIT on concrete whose electrical
properties had stabilised. After moulding, the cylinders were placed in a con-
trolled environment room (20°C, 40% RH) for 24 hours. They were then de-
moulded at 24 hours and stored in water at 20°C until an age of 35 days. They
were then allowed to dry naturally and stored in an uncontrolled environment
until being used in this experiment.
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Geometry of the concrete cylinders
Each cylinder was slightly dierently sized, and they also had dierent cross sec-
tions. One contained a relatively resistive inclusion and two contained relatively
conductive inclusions. Each contained a long region of constant cross-section
starting from the top of the concrete; enough that image reconstruction was at-
tempted using the 2D approximation. Figure 4-8 gives a top-down view of the
samples showing the cross section.
Figure 4-8: The three concrete samples.
Table 4.2 gives the sizes and locations of the dierent inclusions; everything
is assumed to be circular.
Table 4.2: Geometrical data for the concrete samples used in testing.
Plastic pipe Single metal bar Two metal bars
Overall diameter 150 mm 152 mm 153 mm
Inclusion dimensions I.D. 32.5mm O.D. 36.2mm O.D. 13mm O.D. 5mm
Inclusion location(s) 40mm from edge 50mm from edge
45 mm and 85mm
on a line roughly
normal to edge
Investigation of factors aecting impedance across electrode pairs
A number of congurations of electrode that had been used in EIT on concrete
have been described in the literature. Once a decision on the basic type of
electrode to use had been made, some experimentation was done to determine
how the electrodes could be applied to give the best results. This was generally
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intended to be a more realistic application of EIT than the work on dental
plaster, hence the use of existing cylinders. This meant that electrodes could not
be moulded in to the cylinders as they had been previously. It was decided to
use circular electrodes applied to the cylinder surface. These were to be arranged
in a single ring parallel to the cylinder ends. The inclusions were arranged such
that the cross-section of the cylinders was constant throughout, as in the work
on dental plaster. However, the electrodes not being connected to the full height
of the cylinder potentially renders this arrangement more vulnerable to problems
if the conductivity of the concrete were to dier along the cylinder height near
the electrode ring. Although the use of the smaller electrodes introduces the
possibility of these 3D eects, they were considered extremely unlikely and the
experiment was treated as a 2D problem, as in Suryanto et al. (2017b).
Karhunen (2013, p.39) makes reference to having used two types of electrode
in experiments on concrete. Of the two types, the ones based on a conductive
gel are said to be less prone to problems caused by concrete absorbing liquid
than the ones based on a conductive liquid. On this basis it was decided to use
gel electrodes to achieve contact with the concrete. A sixteen electrode pattern
was used as in the plaster experiments. Silver-silver chloride electrodes designed
for medical ECG machines were bought o-the-shelf for the sake of convenience.
These electrodes provided easy connection to the KHUMk 2.5 using the machine's
crocodile clips, and were strongly self-adhesive. The contact part of the electrodes
consisted of a circular sponge of approximately 20mm diameter, which held the
gel.
In preliminary testing, impedance between electrodes was found to be very
high. Some brief testing was done to see if this could be reduced without changing
the materials. A smaller homogeneous concrete cylinder was prepared for this
purpose. The cylindrical shape was used simply because of available moulds,
and the smaller size was desired to reduce the base level of impedance across the
electrodes. The smaller size of the cylinders made it impossible to accommodate
enough electrodes to use readings from it as a background. During this testing the
smaller cylinder was between one and two weeks old, and was thus less resistive
than the other concrete. This was done to ensure that the IA would be able to
produce meaningful results to compare in spite of its relatively low voltage.
Concrete is a porous material, and can absorb liquids. Karhunen (2013) de-
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scribes encountering problems with conductive uid being absorbed when using
wet electrodes, and low impedance conduction paths being produced at the sur-
face of the concrete body. Karhunen apparently did not encounter the same
diculty when using gel, but there was still some question as to how much of an
eect the transit of the gel in the concrete might have on the impedance between
two electrodes.
Test of impedance magnitude across gel electrodes over time Two elec-
trodes were attached to either side of one of the homogeneous concrete cylinders,
and the impedance across them measured using the IA. The IA was used to mea-
sure the magnitude of the impedance between the electrodes across a frequency
range of 10kHz to 500kHz, and the measurements were repeated over the course
of two days at intervals of several hours. Over this time concrete cylinder was
kept in an air conditioned room, although temperature and moisture content were
not measured. The measurements were taken manually so as not to leave the IA
on for extended periods, so intervals were irregular.
Test of application of pressure to electrodes Finally, another test was
performed using the IA to determine how much improvement adding pressure to
the electrodes might reduce impedance across electrodes. Investigators such as
Hallaji et al. (2015) applied some amount of pressure to their electrodes through
some mechanism. There are several reasons that the pressure might have some
eect. Gel or wet electrodes tend to consist of a conductive uid stored in a
sponge, which is then applied to the boundary. Pressure applied to these sponges
would simply promote the ow of the uid to some degree. In any case, com-
pressing the concrete will reduce impedance by reducing the size of pores and
reducing the amount of air that the current must travel across. Neither of these
causes seemed likely to have a large eect on impedance but anything that might
reduce impedance would be welcome so a test was performed.
Two pairs of electrodes were applied to opposite sides of one of the homoge-
neous concrete cylinders. One of the pairs was compressed using a G-clamp, with
pieces of wood used to distribute the force and prevent the metal clamp from
shorting the two electrodes.




Without casting the electrodes into the samples as in the plaster cylinders, con-
trolling their position was more dicult. Following the observations about exces-
sive electrode size form the previous experiment, some simulations were performed
with EIDORS to try to establish an electrode length:body diameter ratio which
would avoid concentrating the electric eld around the outside of the body. In
this case the result was that an electrode length of around 10mm would be suf-
cient to ensure good distribution of the electric eld. Because this was smaller
than the actual sponge diameter, the electrode positioning could be done quite
simply. Belts made of Mylar were laser cut to a length specic to each sample,
with circular holes cut to allow sixteen gel electrodes to be equally spaced on the
body. The initial experimental setup is shown by gure 4-9.
Figure 4-9: A concrete sample connected to the KHU Mk 2.5.
Other than the gel from the electrodes, the cylinders were completely dry when
tested. Twenty readings were taken at each frequency for averaging. Adjacent
stimulation/measurement patterns were used.
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Modelling and image reconstruction
The computational part of the experiment was generally similar to the plaster ex-
periment. EIDORS was used for modelling and Tikhonov regularisation (TK-R)
was used for the inversion. TK-R was used in this case for the inversion. TV was
not used for the same reasons as in the work on dental plaster described in Sec-
tion 4.3.1; given the size of the inclusions the sharp conductivity discontinuities
reconstructed by TV was not expected to provide an improvement proportionate
to the extra work of implementing it.
Only FDEIT was attempted due to unavailability of a blank background, all
frequency combinations were used, and a number of hyperparameters were tested
in each case. As in the dental plaster work, data was scaled such that each pair
of frequency datasets had the same mean value to account for the KHU Mk 2.5
measuring dierent magnitudes at dierent frequencies.
4.4 Materials and methods used in the investiga-
tion into conductive mortar resistivity
This section gives materials and methods for the investigation into conductive
mortar resistivity (Chapter 6) which fullled objective two of the project. This
investigation was intended to produce information useful in deciding how to pro-
duce mortar to be used for EIT, both inside and outside the context of this
project. Some of the materials used carried safety risks beyond those typically
used in mortar production, and much of the procedure for producing the mortars
was intended to minimise those risks as far as possible. This section is largely
identical to Section 6.3 since the chapter is presented as a complete and self-
contained journal paper. Some additional information included here that could
not be included in the journal paper is indicated by italics.
4.4.1 Materials
The aim of this research was to investigate how mortar resistivity changes with
the presence of a carbonaceous material (CBM) addition whose only purpose was
to reduce resistivity magnitude. Two other factors common to all mortar mixes
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- relative quantities of dierent aggregates, and water to cement ratio - were also
considered. No plasticisers were used.
A Portland y ash cement, CEM II/B-V 32.5 N conforming to BS EN 197-1, was
used for all mortars. Two natural ne aggregates conforming to BS EN 12620 of
diering particle size distribution were used to assess the eect of neness of ne
aggregate. The grading of both ne aggregates is shown in Figure 1. The ner of
the two aggregates was an alluvial sand (s), whilst the coarser ne aggregate was
a Marlborough grit (g). The two ne aggregates were combined in g/s ratios of
0.6 to 1.2. This represents a change in neness (expressed as percentage passing
the 500 µm sieve) of 36.5% to 50% by mass. Grading of the aggregates is given
in Figure 4-10:
Figure 4-10: Particle size distribution of the ne aggregates.
The CBMs selected were: milled carbon bre powder (CFP) and graphite
powder (GP). The CFP was typically greater than 5 µm in length and less than
3 µm in diameter. The particle density was approximately 1800 kg/m3. The
particle size of the GP was such that 85% passed a 44 µm sieve. The parti-
cle density was approximately 1900 kg/m3. Conductivity of the CBMs was not
provided by the manufacturer and was not measured due to the safety concerns
described below.
Working with these carbonaceous powders presents health risks beyond those
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usually encountered when preparing cementitious materials. The Material Safety
Data Sheets (MSDS) were obtained for both CFP and GP from the manufac-
turer. These indicated essentially the same safety considerations for both mate-
rials: protection of skin, eyes, and the use of a dust mask to prevent skin, eye
and respiratory irritation. In practice, both materials were found to become air-
borne very easily. The powders were supplied in large tubs; opening the lid to a
tub was enough to produce a small dust cloud. Therefore the personal protective
equipment was used at all times when handling the powders, and other measures
were taken to reduce the amount of powder that became airborne, as described in
Section 4.4.2.
Details of the 24 mixes used are given by Table 4.3. One cube was manufac-
tured per mix. Table 4.4 is included to aid reproducibility, and gives the mixes
with the quantity of each dry material as a percentage of the overall mass of
dry materials. Note that WPCM is a percentage of the overall material mass
including water, so diers from the weight percentage of dry material for each
CBM.
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Mass ratios relative to cement
Mix ID CBM WPCM g/s w/c s/c g/c CBM/c
1 None 0 0.8 0.70 1.67 1.33 0.00
2 None 0 0.8 0.80 1.78 1.42 0.00
3 None 0 0.8 0.90 1.89 1.51 0.00
4 None 0 0.6 0.80 2.00 1.20 0.00
5 None 0 1 0.80 1.60 1.60 0.00
6 None 0 1.2 0.80 1.45 1.75 0.00
7 CFP 1 0.8 0.90 1.73 1.42 0.05
8 CFP 3 0.8 0.90 1.63 1.42 0.14
9 CFP 5 0.8 0.98 1.54 1.42 0.24
10 CFP 9 0.8 1.06 1.30 1.42 0.48
11 CFP 4 0.8 1.04 1.44 1.33 0.22
12 CFP 5 0.8 1.17 1.63 1.51 0.26
13 CFP 4 0.6 1.14 1.76 1.20 0.24
14 CFP 5 1 1.11 1.36 1.60 0.24
15 CFP 5 1.2 1.08 1.21 1.75 0.24
16 GP 1 0.8 0.90 1.73 1.42 0.05
17 GP 3 0.8 0.90 1.63 1.42 0.14
18 GP 5 0.8 0.90 1.54 1.42 0.24
19 GP 9 0.8 1.14 1.30 1.42 0.48
20 GP 5 0.8 0.95 1.44 1.33 0.22
21 GP 5 0.8 1.00 1.63 1.51 0.26
22 GP 4 0.6 1.16 1.76 1.20 0.24
23 GP 5 1 0.90 1.36 1.60 0.24
24 GP 5 1.2 1.08 1.21 1.75 0.24
Table 4.3: Table of mixes tested.
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Weight percentage of dry material (%)
Mix ID CBM WPCM w/c % Sand % Gravel % Cement % CBM
1 None 0 0.70 41.66 33.33 25.01 0.00
2 None 0 0.80 42.32 33.87 23.81 0.00
3 None 0 0.90 42.93 34.35 22.72 0.00
4 None 0 0.80 47.62 28.57 23.81 0.00
5 None 0 0.80 38.10 38.10 23.81 0.00
6 None 0 0.80 34.63 41.56 23.81 0.00
7 CFP 1 0.90 41.18 33.87 23.81 1.14
8 CFP 3 0.90 38.90 33.87 23.81 3.43
9 CFP 5 0.98 36.61 33.87 23.81 5.71
10 CFP 9 1.06 30.90 33.87 23.81 11.43
11 CFP 4 1.04 36.03 33.33 25.01 5.62
12 CFP 5 1.17 37.13 34.35 22.72 5.80
13 CFP 4 1.14 41.90 28.57 23.81 5.71
14 CFP 5 1.11 32.38 38.10 23.81 5.71
15 CFP 5 1.08 28.91 41.56 23.81 5.71
16 GP 1 0.90 41.18 33.87 23.81 1.14
17 GP 3 0.90 38.90 33.87 23.81 3.43
18 GP 5 0.90 36.61 33.87 23.81 5.71
19 GP 9 1.14 30.90 33.87 23.81 11.43
20 GP 5 0.95 36.03 33.33 25.01 5.62
21 GP 5 1.00 37.13 34.35 22.72 5.80
22 GP 4 1.16 41.90 28.57 23.81 5.71
23 GP 5 0.90 32.38 38.10 23.81 5.71
24 GP 5 1.08 28.91 41.56 23.81 5.71
Table 4.4: Table of mixes tested in terms of weight percentage of dry material.
4.4.2 Preparation of mortar specimens
A series of 24 mortar mixes were produced. Ratios of the dierent ne aggre-
gates were intended to correspond to the range of ne aggregate nenesses used
in concrete. Water to cement ratios were chosen largely for practical reasons
with a high water content used to maintain workability, which was found to be
decreased by the presence of CBM, to facilitate mixing. The sand to cement ratio
ranged from 3 to 3.4 in all mixes and the w/c ratio ranged from 0.7 to 0.9 for the
non-conductive mortars and from 0.9 to 1.2 for mortars containing CBM. Higher
w/c ratios were used for the CBM mortars because it was found that this was
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necessary to maintain consistence and properly mix the materials. Whilst it may
have been possible to use lower w/c ratios by use of water-reducing admixtures,
as will be likely when conductive concrete is produced for practical applications,
this would have increased the complexity of the mixes and may have obfuscated
the eect of w/c on conductivity in this parametric study.
CBM was added to the mortars in proportions of 1 to 9% by mass of mortar;
which represents approximately 5 to 32% by mass of cement + CBM.
Mixing was carried out by hand. Prismatic specimens of 40 x 40 x 48mm were cast
for each mix. Slight variations in length were allowed and accounted for in elec-
trical property calculations. Fine aggregates and cement were mixed together
before the addition of water. The manner in which the CBM was added dif-
fered when using CFP or GP. CFP preliminary mixes with relatively low WPCM
showed that initially dispersing the CFP in water was a viable way of reducing
some of the safety risks associated with the powder. When making the higher
WPCM mixes this practise was found to lead to occulation of the powder and
extra physical mixing had to be done to mitigate this eect. In contrast the GP
was found to oat in the water, so was added directly with the ne aggregates
and cement, with the safety risks being addressed with personal protective equip-
ment.
The specimens were placed in a controlled environment room (20°C, 40% RH)
for 24 hours. All specimens were demoulded at 24 hours and stored in water at
20°C until an age of 35 days.
4.4.3 Electrical measurements
Measurements were taken using an Agilent E4990A impedance analyser. Each
mortar cube was removed from the water and surface dried using a cloth before
measurements were taken. Surface temperature was not controlled when out of
the water. These temperatures were not used in the analysis but are included in
the online data for the study.
Measurements were taken at 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 days after casting the mor-
tar. Stainless steel electrodes were clamped to the cubes and connected to the
impedance analyser using the four-terminal pair probe conguration described
by Agilent Technologies (n.d.) section 3.1.4, as shown in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: Mortar cubes as clamped and connected to measurement equipment.
The initial set of measurements was taken at 200 frequencies within the 20Hz-
20MHz range, using a linear frequency sweep. For subsequent measurements the
scheme was changed to use 1000 frequencies in a logarithmic sweep to better
represent the response at lower frequencies. A complete measurement set for
each cube took no more than two minutes. Measurements above 10MHz were
found to be signicantly aected by the measurement probes in use. These were
discarded.
Some particular combinations of mixes and times have not been presented in this
paper where they are not pertinent to comparisons being made, but all of the
data produced for the research is available online - see the data access statement
for details.
4.5 Materials and methods used to perform fur-
ther analysis on the conductive mortars
Further analysis was performed on the conductive cubes (following the publication
of the work) to better understand the eects of varying mortar mix parameters
on resistivity. Since fully hydrated concrete was of primary interest for the EIT
application all of this work was done using the measurements taken at 35 days
hydration. No new experimental work was performed; all the materials and ex-
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perimental methods applying to the initial work investigating conductive mortars
apply here. All of the cube numbering has also been carried over. This section
describes the methods used for the further analysis.
4.5.1 Equivalent circuit analysis
Equivalent circuit analysis, as described in Section 3.2.2, was used to compare
the relative eects of each mix parameter.
The analysis was performed using EISAnalyser software described in Pomer-
antsev (2005, pp. 89-102). Fitting was done using the Powell algorithm imple-
mented in the software. This is an iterative algorithm, and varying numbers of
iterations were used to obtain a good t to the measured data. The number of
iterations used is given along with the calculated component values in Table 7.1.
A number of equivalent circuit models applicable to conductive cementitious ma-
terials have been proposed, including by Torrents et al. (2001), Woo et al. (2003),
Cruz et al. (2013), and Suryanto et al. (2016). The model used here was that
developed by L. Zhang et al. (2017), chosen because it provided the best t for
the data. The circuit is given by Fig. 4-12.
Figure 4-12: Diagram of the equivalent circuit, after L. Zhang et al. (2017).
L. Zhang et al. give an explanation for the physical meaning of the com-
ponents, with R1 representing the resistance of the uid solution in the pores
(this assumes a saturated mortar, which the cubes were when measured), R2Q2
representing the eects of the cement matrix excluding the additions, R3Q3 rep-
resenting the eects of the electrodes, and R4Q4 representing the eects of the
cement matrix in series with the additions.
Unlike the initial investigation into these conductive mortars, this analysis
used impedance measurements (|Z|) rather than resistivity (|Z|·m). This is be-
cause using impedance was necessary for the equivalent circuit modelling process
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to produce meaningful values for the equivalent circuit. Resistivity for each mix
was calculated and used to scale the impedance to that of a 40 x 40 x 48mm
specimen (each specimen had the same cross-sectional area, and 48mm was the
average length) and this was used to calculate the equivalent circuit parameters.
Results of this analysis are given in Section 7.1.1 and discussed in Section 7.2.1.
4.5.2 Fitting conductivity values to a theoretical model
The eective medium theory approach for predicting electrical conductivity as
given by Suryanto et al. (2016) was applied to the conductive mortars, to see if
they would behave as expected. This is described in Section 3.2.3 and Eqs. 3.1
and 3.5.
Some physical information on the conductive additions is required by this
method; length L and diameter d of the particles, as well as the conductivity σm.
This information was not measured for safety reasons discussed above, but some
information relating to Carbon Fibre Powder (CFP) was available. The MSDS
obtained from Easy Composites (n.d.c) states L > 5 µm and d < 3 µm, with an
aspect ratio A greater than 3. For σa Wypych (2016, pp. 252-255) suggests a
conductivity value of 6·104S/m for milled carbon bres, but this can apparently
vary depending on manufacturing processes.
In Suryanto et al., σm was taken at the point between the interface and bulk
arcs for the control mix in which φ = 0. Next they took conductivity values
from another interface (at a frequency fc) between arcs that appeared at higher
frequencies in their data as σe and compared these to simulated values, testing
the versions of the equation for randomly and less-randomly oriented particles.
σm using this method was taken from the control mix 3 at fc = 25kHz, giving
a value of 0.017 S/m. σe was taken from the φ = 1.1% CFP mix number 7 at fc =
320kHz, giving 0.045 S/m. Initially it was attempted to use Eq. 3.1 with known
σe, σm, φ, L and d (assuming A = 4) to solve for σa, since it was not known
how applicable the value from Wypych (2016) was. This produced results that
were not physically reasonable. However, examining the equation with Wolfram
Mathematica demonstrated two things: rstly that at low volume fractions the
result σe has a relatively low sensitivity to changes to σa, and secondly that the
sub-equation for R could be rewritten in terms of L/d, so if σa were known it could
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be solved for the particle aspect ratio A.
Therefore the approach was changed. R was rewritten in terms of aspect ratio
A. Because of the low sensitivity of the equation to σa, it was reasonable to trust
the 6·104S/m value and it was used in Eq. 3.1. The brentq function in the scipy
Python library was then used to solve for A. This resulted in an aspect ratio of
38.4. This was higher than expected, but appeared to be physically reasonable
- Wypych (2016) gives A for milled CFP at 6-30. It was also only slightly lower
than the A of the additions used by Suryanto et al. (2016). Therefore based
on their ndings, the version of the model for use with non-randomly oriented
additions (Eq. 3.5) was also used and compared. Finding values experimental
values of σe in the same way Suryanto et al. was impossible to do precisely in
some cases since no interface between higher frequency arcs could be discerned.
σe values were estimated by inspecting the Nyquist plots for changes in gradient.
In some cases a value could not be discerned with any condence and these mixes
were not used in the analysis.
Ultimately this process was only applied to CFP mixes, in the absence of a
trustworthy value for σa and because distinctive arc transitions were indistin-
guishable in almost all of the associated Nyquist plots.
Finally the same method was applied to Graphite Powder (GP), assuming the
same σa as for CFP. The eventual procedure was:
1. Determine σm and σe by inspection of experimental data for the φ = 0%
and φ = 1% mixes respectively.
2. This data along with the σa from the literature was used to solve both
Eqs. 3.1 and 3.5 to nd values of A for CFP, in cases assuming random and
non-random orientation of additions.
3. These values of A were used to predict σe for a variety of φ.
4. Experimental values of σe were obtained by inspecting Nyquist plots for the
higher φ mixes.
5. Experimental and predicted values were graphed and compared.
Results of this are given in Section 7.1.3 and discussed in Section 7.2.2.
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4.5.3 Percolation
Some work was also done to attempt to determine whether or not the conductive
additions in the mortars had achieved percolation as described in Section 3.2.3
and at what quantity of additions this would be expected to happen. It is im-
portant to note that when the mixes were designed, quantities were assigned by
weight because of course this is much more convenient to work with during manu-
facturing. When considering percolation, volume percentage (also called volume
fraction) rather than weight percentage of the conductive additions must be used.
Densities of the components that were used to calculate these are as follows: sand
at 2650kg/m3, grit at 2700kg/m3, cement at 3150kg/m3, water at 1000kg/m3, CFP at
1800kg/m3 and GP at 1900kg/m3. Volume percentages of the conductive additions
for each of the mixes containing conductive additions used in the percolation
analysis are given by Table 4.5.
CFP density kg/m3 GP density kg/m3
Mix 7 1.1 Mix 16 1.0
Mix 8 3.3 Mix 17 3.1
Mix 9 5.3 Mix 18 5.2
Mix 10 10.0 Mix 19 9.3
Table 4.5: Table of volume percentages of conductive additions in the mortar
mixes containing them.
Firstly the conductivity of mixes was graphed against the quantity of conduc-
tive additions for inspection. Next, this data and σa = 6·104S/m was used to t
Eq. 3.7, nding φc,e and ne. Fitting was done with the leastsq function in the
scipy Python library, but the results were not physically feasible and are not
presented. The graphs are given in Section 7.1.4 and discussed, along with the
failure to t the data to the threshold equation, in Section 7.2.3.
4.6 Materials and methods used in the imaging of
conductive mortar cylinders
This section gives materials and methods for the imaging of conductive mortar
cylinders (Chapter 8) which fullled objective three of the project. This work
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was focused on imaging from the perspective of industrial NDT, particularly in
the image reconstruction methods. Safety was again a concern as it was when
the mortar cubes were produced, and the procedure that he been found to be
safe previously was used again. As with the previous section, this is reproduced
from Section 8.2 since the chapter is presented as a complete and self-contained
journal paper. As in Section 4.4, any additional information included here that
could not be included in the journal paper is italicised.
4.6.1 EIT equipment
Impedance readings were taken using a KHU mark 2.5 EIT machine described
by Wi et al. (2014) and using the standard control software provided with the
machine. The KHU mark 2.5 is a PC-based system, consisting of an analogue
measurement module, a digital control and network module, and the power sup-
ply.
The KHU series of EIT devices has been developed from the perspective of
medical imaging rather than structural health monitoring or industrial process
imaging. This requires that the current source be limited to low amperage for
reasons of patient safety.
4.6.2 Conductive mortar cylinders
The mortar used a Portland y ash cement, CEMII/B-V 32.5N. Fine aggregates
used were an alluvial sand (s) and Marlborough grit (g), both conforming to BS
EN 12620. The g/s ratio used was 0.8. The mortar's electrical resistivity was re-
duced by the addition of Graphite Powder (GP) such that the Weight Percentage
of Carbonaceous Material (WPCM) was 5%. According to the manufacturer, the
GP particles were sized such that 85% passed a 0.044mm sieve. Particle density
was roughly 1900 kg/m3. GP was used to represent ne sand for the purposes
of calculating g/s. The composition of the conductive mix was based on earlier
experiments into mortar conductivity and had a w/c ratio of 0.95, GP/c ratio
of 0.22 and an overall aggregate (s+g+GP) to cement ratio of 2.77. It was not
intended to closely represent a mix that might be used in a structural application.
The choice of mixing method was guided by the need to minimise the safety
risks that carbon powders pose to humans and electrical equipment. The mix-
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ing process was basically the same as the one for GP from Section 4.4.2. GP
was mixed by hand with ne aggregates and cement powder, and water added
afterwards. Moulds were made by cutting plastic pipes in half lengthways and
reassembling them with tape. The water content of the mortar was unusually
high since it was found that this was necessary to ensure that the components
mixed properly with the water in the presence of the GP.
Three cylinders were investigated. These were of approximately 120mm height
and 65mm nominal diameter. Each had a dierent defect created during casting
using wooden inclusions, with the wood removed to produce air-lled voids. The
inclusions were aligned with the long cylinder axis as far as possible, so that cross
section was constant for 80% of the cylinder height. The diameter of all cylinders
was 65mm. Cross sections of each cylinder are given by Fig. 4-13.
After moulding, the cylinders were stored at 20°C and 40% RH for 24 hours.
They were then demoulded after 24 hours and kept in 20°C water for around
six months before being allowed to air dry for the rst set of tests. A more
comprehensive drying protocol was not used since natural air drying better rep-
resents the actual conditions under which EIT might be used for structural health
monitoring.
1. 2. 3.
Figure 4-13: Diagrams of all mortar cylinders.
Testing of this conductive mortar versus a conventional mortar of the same
mix parameters showed a reduction of real resistivity magnitude of over 50% at
the frequencies used in this study. The real resistivity of the mortar at 1 kHz (at
which the most useful imaging results were obtained) was 37 Ω·m.
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4.6.3 Interfacing the cylinders and EIT equipment
Preliminary work found that the results of imaging attempts were very sensitive
to the approach to connecting the EIT hardware and the mortar cylinders. Three
measurement congurations were tested.
The rst approach (method A) was to use electrodes consisting of sponges
soaked in a conductive electrode gel. The small size of the mortar cylinders
prevented the use of readily available commercial gel electrodes. To produce
electrodes of the necessary size sponges were soaked with a medical electrode gel
and located using 3D printed jigs. Copper tape was used as an intermediary
between the sponge and the clips from the connection cables of the EIT system.
The sponges were left attached to the mortar surface for four hours between the
initial application and the measurements being taken to allow the gel to penetrate
the mortar to some degree and reduce overall impedance across electrodes. A
photograph of one of the sets of sponge electrodes is given by Fig. 4-2.
In method B electrodes consisted of colloidal silver paint applied to the surface
of the mortar, similarly to Hallaji et al. (2015). The connection to the EIT system
was made by securing one end of a short length of multi-core wire to the painted
electrode. The other end of the wire could then be attached to the connection
cable of the EIT system. This produced a lower impedance connection between
the electrode and the EIT system than the gel electrodes. Particularly useful was
the ability to use a basic multimeter to verify continuity between parts of the
electrode to ensure the integrity of each electrode. The same process was used
to verify that each electrode was properly connected to the EIT system before
measurements were taken.
Finally in method C, the cylinders were immersed in water to reduce the
overall impedance of the mortar. It was found that the painted silver electrodes
would survive the immersion reasonably well, and any erosion could be easily
repaired by applying more paint. Cylinders were allowed to sit in water for
seven days until saturation, and surface water was removed with a cloth before
measurements were taken. Otherwise the process was identical to method B. A
photograph some of the painted on electrodes electrodes is given by Fig. 4-3.
Results using the method A were poor and did not produce usable inversions.
Problems encountered during cylinder preparation included verication that the
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sponge was properly located and seated, and ensuring continuity from the elec-
trode to the EIT system. Method B was easier to control and required less
experimental work than the rst. In spite of this it did not produce usable data
when used with the available EIT equipment. Method C was a minor variation
on method B in terms of preparatory work, but produced usable data.
Karhunen et al. (2010a) had success using gel to make contact between con-
crete and electrodes. It is possible that better results could have been obtained
here if the electrodes used were rened further. This was not undertaken in this
instance since the third method was shown to work quite successfully. The results
presented here should not discourage the use of gel electrodes in other work.
4.6.4 Image reconstruction in EIT
Here follows a basic description of the mathematical process of image reconstruc-
tion in electrical property imaging - for a more detailed treatment see Holder
(2004). The fundamental goal of EIT is to infer a conductivity distribution σ
within a medium Ω from voltage measurements V taken on the medium bound-
ary ∂Ω. This is in practice dicult to do well but the basic principles of image
reconstruction can be understood intuitively.
EIT image reconstruction uses a sensitivity matrix (taking the form of ∂V/∂σ
it is often referred to as the Jacobian) relating the eect of each voltage mea-
surement in V to each element in σ.
Reconstructing σ from V is an example of an ill-posed inverse problem. The
diculty comes from the fact that signicant variations in σ can produce vari-
ations in V which are signicant compared to the resolution at which measure-
ments can be obtained. This means that for a given V, there may be no unique
σ. The image reconstruction algorithm must determine the most plausible σ
possible with the collected data.
Many algorithms have been developed to nd solutions to inverse problems.
Tikhonov regularisation is particularly common in EPI, and is the method used
for all image reconstructions in this work. It balances the inuence of the noisy
measured data against an assumed solution or type of solution (prior). In the
case of Tikhonov regularisation this assumption is of a uniform distribution of
resistivity, expressed by an identity matrix. The regularisation parameter (or
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hyperparameter) α is used to control the relative inuence of the data and the
prior. As elsewhere in the project, TK-R is used over TV because the inclusions
were large enough that the benets of TV were outweighed by the eort of im-
plementing it. This results in the Tikhonov functional which is to be minimised,
shown in Eq. 4.1 from Kirsch (2011, p.37), in EIT terms.
||Jσ −V||2 + α||σ||2 (4.1)
Once the sensitivity matrix J is obtained, Tikhonov regularisation calculates
the conductivity of the physical body from the measured data as shown in Eq. 4.2:
σ = (J∗J + αL)−1J∗V (4.2)
Where α is the regularisation parameter which is chosen before performing the
calculation and L is the regularisation matrix, which for Tikhonov regularisation
is an identity matrix of the necessary dimensions. However if information is
already known about what σ should be, L can be modied to favour or penalise
particular elements. This can also produce results which are misleading - see the
section Cheating with EIT in Adler and Lionheart (2006) for more details.
A limitation of this method in the context of mortar and concrete NDT is
the need for the user to choose and appropriate hyperparameter α. The quality
of reconstruction when conductivity is so low relative to the available equipment
is strongly dependent on the choice of the hyperparameter, as described in sec-
tion 8.3. Additionally it does not appear that there is a reliable best setting
for a given experimental conguration. This is an area where further work is
needed before the technique can be applied to mortar and concrete bodies in
which locations of defects are not known.
An image can be reconstructed from a single set of measurements (absolute
imaging) but this is dicult in practice as it requires perfect correspondence
between the computer model and experimental setup. Much more common is
dierence imaging, in which V = V1 − V2 where V1 and V2 are two dierent
sets of voltage measurements. Dierent voltage measurements may be the result
of frequency dependent behaviour of materials within the boundary, as used in
Frequency dierence EIT (FdEIT) or some time-variance as in Time dierence
EIT (TdEIT).
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The diculty in time dierence imaging is ensuring that the change which
is interesting to the user is the only one represented in the measured data. For
example, changes in the electrode position around the cylinder, changes in the
impedance between the electrodes and the medium, or changes in the body shape
(possibly as the result of introducing a crack) will all change the measurements in
ways which may obfuscate the interesting feature. Some of these diculties can
be mitigated if FdEIT can be used, since in this case an image can be produced
with two sets of data taken within a few minutes of each other. However FdEIT
requires that the background and feature to be distinguished exhibit suciently
dierent frequency dependence in their conductivity. It also is more sensitive to
errors between the physical experiment and computer model than TdEIT.
For this work, a method equivalent to TdEIT was used. While there was
no actual time variance in any of the cylinder cross sections, a plain background
cylinder provided data that was compared to readings from the cylinders with in-
clusions. This method was used as opposed to physically modifying the cylinders
to avoid producing GP dust, which requires some safety protocols. Image recon-
struction was done in Matlab using functions from the EIDORS library (Adler
and Lionheart, 2006) and the Distmesh FEM meshing tool (Persson and Strang,
2004), which provide tested and veriable software for EIT imaging.
Two hyperparameters were used and the results compared to the known cross-
section of the cylinders; the dierences in results arising from these changes are
shown and discussed. Additionally a simple method for combining the results
of multiple image reconstructions, described in section 4.6.5, was applied and
compared to the results of the individual image reconstructions.
4.6.5 Combining images produced using dierent recon-
struction parameters
The following describes a simple method for combining several image reconstruc-
tions at dierent parameters into a single image.
This method is based on the observation that less noise-dominated (higher α)
image reconstructions often give good contrast between an inclusion and noise-
related artefacts, but are less useful for assessing the actual size and details of
the inclusion. Conversely an image reconstructed with a lower α often has better
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detail of the inclusion but more erroneous high contrast regions caused by noise.
These noise regions cannot necessarily be distinguished from actual inclusions
using only information present in a single image reconstruction. With this in
mind a simple algorithm was developed to combine the relatively reliable low
noise images with the higher detail of the high noise images, to improve usability
and reduce the sensitivity to user selection of parameters.
The algorithm process is outlined below. The implementation used in this
work was done in MATLAB and based on the EIDORS library, as with all of the
image reconstruction. The process is based on repeated image reconstructions
on the same FEM mesh, which is simplied by the EIDORS default behaviour of
caching and reusing meshes unless the user requests a recalculation. It would be
possible to apply the method to dissimilar meshes provided they had very similar
levels of coarseness by correlating elements in each mesh based on their location,
but this was not necessary for this work.
σn large produced by retaining a percentage of the highest and lowest
valued elements within each σn and setting all others element values to
zero.
for each element within the mesh do
if Current element value is non-zero in each σn large then
Element added to σall
end
if Current element value is non-zero in any σn large then
Element added to σany
end
end
(Note that σall is a subset of σany)
Set σcombined = σall
while new connected elements were found on the last iteration do
for each element in σall do
if element in adjacent to one in σcombined then




Elements from σcombined shown on original mesh
Algorithm 1: Basic process for combining the results of several independent
image reconstructions.
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5 | Results of initial work imaging
plaster and conventional concrete
This chapter describes and discusses the results of the initial work on imaging
of dental plaster and concrete cylinders. The experimentation was intended to
partially establish feasibility of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) for con-
crete, or at least to show if the idea was completely infeasible given the available
equipment, in service of the project's objective one.
Since it was known from the literature that EIT could be used on concrete,
the experiment was primarily intended as a test of the available equipment and
to develop a better understanding of the experimental challenges that would be
encountered in the project. A secondary goal was reproduction of Frequency
Dierence Electrical Impedance Tomography (FDEIT) images.
5.1 EIT imaging of dental plaster cylinders
Initial imaging work was performed on dental plaster casts. The intent of the
experiment was to produce images from four dental plaster cylinders containing
resistive inclusions. This experimentation produced some reasonably good images
and was an opportunity to develop understanding of the general process of EIT,
particularly the relevant software and available equipment. This section describes
the methods used in the work, followed by results and discussion. An illustration
of the congurations of each of the plaster cylinders is given in Fig. 5-1.
Cylinder preparation was the bulk of the experimental work. Once this had
been completed, data collection and image reconstruction were done using more





Figure 5-1: Numbered plaster cylinder cross sections.
5.1.1 Results
This experiment produced image reconstructions using Time Dierence Electrical
Impedance Tomography (TDEIT) and FDEIT.
Time dierence imaging
A homogeneous cylinder was produced to serve as a background in order to fa-
cilitate TDEIT. Expectations for the quality of this were low due to some incon-
sistencies in electrode conguration resulting from the manufacturing, described
in section 4.3.1. Measured frequencies were 10kHz, 50kHz and 100kHz. Repre-
sentative results showing the dierence between cylinder 1 and the homogeneous
cylinder at 10kHz and 50kHz are shown in Fig. 5-2.
Discussion of the results is given in Section 5.1.2.
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Figure 5-2: Examples of time dierence imaging on the plaster cylinder 1. Image
a) shows 10kHz, b) shows 50kHz. Both use α = 0.001.
Frequency dierence imaging
FDEIT was attempted since it would be less sensitive to electrode positioning
errors. Fig. 5-3 shows four image reconstructions of cylinder 1 to illustrate some
of the eects of changes to α as well as the result of using a larger frequency
dierence. Figs. 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6 show two frequency dierences for cylinders 2,
3 and 4 respectively. Each of these images uses α = 0.001.
5.1.2 Discussion and outcomes of EIT imaging on plaster
cylinders
TDEIT was unsuccessful on in the dental plaster. Neither of the images in Fig. 5-
2 reects the actual cylinder, and this is representative of the other images that
were obtained. This failure was expected to some degree due to the errors between
electrode locations on the background and inclusion cylinders. It is also possible
that the issue was exacerbated by plaster inhomogeneities.
In contrast several of the FDEIT images on the same cylinders are good
representations. Images a), b) and c) from Fig. 5-3 all show resistive regions
in the correct position and orientation, close to the rst electrode and with the
long axis of the region running roughly tangential to the boundary. The size
in all cases is incorrect to some degree, with the slot width being exaggerated
and the length too short in image b). Images a) and c) use the same data with
α being lower in a) resulting in a more noise dominated image. As a result
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Figure 5-3: FDEIT on plaster cylinder 1. Image a) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz with
α = 0.001, b) shows 50kHz vs 100kHz with α = 0.001, c) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz
with α = 0.005, d) shows 10kHz vs 100kHz with α = 0.001.
image a) is a clearer representation of the slot size than c), but also includes
several erroneous conductive regions which would potentially be misidentied by
an observer without knowledge of the cylinder.
The images of cylinder 2 are not useful, and in fact are quite misleading.
Neither of the slots are shown, but several erroneous regions are shown in both
a) and b). It is interesting that image b) appears to be roughly the negative of
image a) in terms of conductive vs. resistive regions. This would be expected
in the case of a highly non-linear impedance frequency response. For example if
V50kHz > V10kHz and V50kHz > V100kHz then in the ideal case the Vdiff between
10kHz and 50kHz would be the negative of that between 50kHz and 100kHz,
multiplied by some scale factor related to the dierence between the impedances
at 10kHz and 100kHz, resulting in the negative image. However none of the other
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Figure 5-4: Plaster cylinder 2, a) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz, b) shows 50kHz vs 100
kHz. Both use α = 0.001.
Figure 5-5: Plaster cylinder 3, a) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz, b) shows 50kHz vs 100
kHz. Both use α = 0.001.
cylinders exhibit the same behaviour in the two frequency dierences, and it is
unknown what exactly caused the eect in this case.
Both of the images of cylinder 3 shown in Fig. 5-5 show the location and
orientation of the inclusion well, although the size and shape are distorted. Image
a) also doesn't show any signicant erroneous regions.
Finally the images of cylinder 4 in Fig. 5-6 do not show any signicant contrast
in the appropriate location. Image b) appears to show a faint resistive region in
the wrong place.
The experiment demonstrated FDEIT working on plaster. It also demon-
strated some of the diculties of applying EIT, even in a laboratory setting.
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Figure 5-6: Plaster cylinder 4, a) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz, b) shows 50kHz vs 100
kHz. Both use α = 0.001.
Some good images were obtained for cylinders 1 and 3. Cylinders 2 and 4 were
not successfully imaged.
The experiment also showed the sensitivity of the results to choice of hyper-
parameter and frequency combination. This is an obstacle to adoption of EIT.
However, it was observed that for the good images (one and three) the majority
of parameters would produce something reasonable, and that the inclusion would
generally be shown much more intensely than any noise until a very small hy-
perparameter was used. Some work has been done on using multiple images to
alleviate this issue, described in Chapter 7.
Dierences between the computer model and physical experiment also led
to inaccuracies in images. Cylinder 2 was particularly uneven in its electrode
positioning and this likely accounts for the failure to produce useful images of it.
Data was only obtained at three frequencies because of limitations of the
Kyung-Hee University Mark 2.5 EIT machine (KHU Mk 2.5) and the electrode
conguration. Comparing the two frequency dierence images for each cylinder as
well as the 10kHz vs 100kHz image for cylinder 1, it appears that larger dierences
and dierences at higher frequencies do not necessarily produce better images.
Therefore there is no reason to expect that data at higher frequencies would have
produced better results in this case.
The electrode size was chosen from the perspective of manufacturing. Sim-
ulation using Electrical Impedance and Diuse Optical image Reconstruction
Software (EIDORS) suggested that the gaps between the electrodes were small
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enough that the low impedance of the conduction path around the outside of the
body would have distorted the results due to a lack of current penetration into
the centre.
Going forward, the intention was to attempt to perform EIT on more realistic
samples. The use of a dental plaster in place of concrete and the casting of
electrodes into the samples were intended to improve the chances of obtaining
good results. The use of FDEIT appeared to be feasible, and observations about
the eects of electrode position and sizing were useful in subsequent work.
5.2 Initial imaging results using concrete
Following the imaging work on plaster cylinders, attempts were made to image
three cylinders made from concrete. The intent of this experiment was to as-
sess the possibility of using the available equipment for more realistic imaging.
Therefore the cylinders and the circumstances of the measurements were intended
to more closely represent an industrial use of Non-Destructive Testing (NDT).
The bulk of the experimental work here was done on electrode attachment and
image reconstruction.The materials and methods used are described in detail in
section 4.3.2.
The cylinders had been manufactured several months beforehand and were
as such close to or at the maximum resistivity that they would achieve (see
section 3.2). Each cylinder had some conguration of either resistive or conduc-
tive inclusions (steel reinforcement or plastic piping) cast into them and did not
incorporate electrodes in the same way that the plaster cylinders did. Less repre-
sentative of an industrial usage case was the cylindrical shape, which is the ideal
shape for EIT.
This work was useful for developing some understanding of electrode be-
haviours, but was ultimately unsuccessful in producing EIT images.
5.2.1 Results
Two distinct types of experiment were performed using these concrete cylinders.
Experiments were done to optimise the way the electrodes were applied to the
cylinders, followed by attempts at imaging them. Results of the electrode work
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are presented rst since they informed the method for the image reconstruction
attempts.
Investigation of factors aecting impedance across electrode pairs
Two experiments were done to provide data to optimise the electrode congura-
tion. The rst test looked at the eects of pressure on the contact impedance,
and the second looked at variation of contact impedance with time after the
application.
Test of impedance magnitude across gel electrodes over time In the
test on impedance across two gel electrodes over time, all of the measurements
showed the same shape of the impedance frequency response but the magnitude
of the impedance did vary signicantly. A graph showing the magnitude of the
impedance measured at 5kHz is presented in gure 5-7.
Based on these results it appeared that the optimal time to take measurements
would be around 22 hours from the initial application of the electrodes.
Test of application of pressure to electrodes Another test was performed
to determine whether or not added pressure would reduce the impedance across
electrodes. Impedance across two gel electrode pairs was measured over time, one
with some clamping pressure and one without. The measurements taken over the
course of a few hours showed that the force did reduce the overall impedance
across the electrodes. The results of the test are shown by gure 5-8.
The test showed some reduction in impedance from the pressure on the elec-
trodes. The actual clamping pressure was not known, and the method of clamp-
ing used would not be practical for use on a full 16 electrode setup - a custom
clamping jig would have to be produced.
The results of these tests inuenced the procedure for subsequent tests.
Results of imaging on concrete
A background for these concrete samples was not available, so only FDEIT was
attempted. Some representative results are given by Figures 5-9 to 5-11. While
results were also obtained at using dierent reconstruction parameters they were
of no better quality and are not presented here.
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5.2.2 Discussion and outcomes of experiments on concrete
cylinders
The EIT imaging attempts on the concrete cylinders available to the project were
unsuccessful. The impedance of the concrete cylinders in use was much higher
than that of the plaster cylinders, and it was concluded that this was the most
likely cause of the diculty of producing images. Other investigators who had
some success performing EIT on concrete describe using early age concrete, which
in general has lower resistivity (see Section 3.2.2) than the mature concrete used
in the study.
The observations on electrode impedance were useful in later experimenta-
tion. However, the diculty in obtaining useful results in a relatively realistic
usage case using the available equipment informed the decision to proceed with
investigations into concrete resistivity and imaging of conductive concrete.
5.3 Conclusions
The results presented in this chapter are grouped together because of their role
in inuencing the later direction of the project. The failure of the concrete imag-
ing work to produce usable image reconstructions presented several options for
subsequent work, and the study of conductive mortars was performed in order
to facilitate EIT on the available equipment. The observations on electrode con-
guration and arrangement, and the image reconstruction process informed the
later imaging work that was carried out, in the measurement conguration, data
inversion, and observations on the eects of α led to the combination method
proposed in section 8.2.5.
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Figure 5-7: Impedance magnitude at 5kHz against time since electrode applica-
tion.
Figure 5-8: Impedance magnitude at 20Hz against time since application for two
pairs of electrodes.
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Figure 5-9: FDEIT image reconstruction of the concrete with the plastic pipe.
Image a) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz, b) shows 100kHz vs 250kHz. Both use α = 0.001.
Figure 5-10: FDEIT image reconstruction of the concrete with one piece of metal
reinforcement. Image a) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz, b) shows 100kHz vs 250kHz.
Both use α = 0.001.
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Figure 5-11: FDEIT image reconstruction of the concrete with two pieces of metal
reinforcement. Image a) shows 10kHz vs 50kHz, b) shows 100kHz vs 250kHz.
Both use α = 0.001.
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6 | A multi-variable study of fac-
tors aecting the complex re-
sistivity of conductive mortar
Following the diculty in imaging of concrete, it was decided to proceed by
producing conductive mortar cylinders for imaging - a decision described in Sec-
tion 1.2. A literature search found some examples of this, described in sec-
tion 3.2.3, where concrete resistivity was modied for various purposes using
conductive additions. However no detailed information on the complex resistiv-
ity of the resultant materials was available. There was also a gap in the literature
on the eects of other mix parameters on complex resistivity in mortars.
The decision was made to perform a more comprehensive investigation into
complex resistivity of conductive mortars, and to publish the results to help any
other investigators producing conductive mortars and concrete for any applica-
tion. Because the value of the work was not restricted to facilitating Electrical
Impedance Tomography (EIT), it is mentioned only briey in the paper. This
work fullled objective two of the project.
As mentioned in Section 1.2.1 and the paper itself, mortar was substituted
for concrete for practical reasons, and this was believed to be justied since the
cement paste is really the only part of a structural concrete in which the electrical
properties can be controlled.
The accepted manuscript is largely unedited except to integrate it into the
thesis formatting. Figures have been resized, and some of the graphs have been
altered to make lines easier to distinguish. An additional paragraph discussing
safety issues associated with the use of carbonaceous powders is included in the
methods section. Some other additional information been added for clarity; this
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is italicised to distinguish it from the published text. Some typographical errors
have also been xed. The bibliography has been integrated into that of the thesis.
The methods from this paper are reproduced in Section 4.4.
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Abstract
Twenty four mortar mixes have been tested to assess the eects mix design fac-
tors on complex electrical resistivity. Of these mixes, 6 were conventional and
18 were conductive mixes containing varying quantities of either graphite or car-
bon bre powder additions, which have been shown in previous studies to reduce
the resistivity of cementitious materials. Complex resistance measurements from
20Hz-10MHz taken between 7 and 35 days after casting were analysed. Compar-
isons were made between the eects on complex resistivity of varying quantities of
additions, water/cement ratio (w/c), and grit/sand ratio (g/s). In conventional
mixes w/c was found to have more signicance for complex resistance than g/s.
Conductive additions were found to reduce complex resistivity magnitude as well
as the inuence of other mix factors. This novel and comprehensive compari-
son of the eects of three elements of mix design on complex resistance will be
of use to anyone wishing to produce mortars or concrete for use in self-heating,
self-sensing, or electrical property imaging contexts.
Keywords
Cement/cementitious materials; Composite materials; Electrical properties
6.1 Introduction
In some applications, it may be advantageous or necessary to design concrete with
the intent of controlling its electrical properties. The resistivity of conventional
concrete varies signicantly with its saturation level, but for dry concrete a value
of 106 Ω·m is typical (Hornbostel et al., 2013). This compares to metals which
generally have resistivity in the order of 10−7 or 10−8 Ω·m. Therefore reducing
the resistivity is likely to be the more common usage case for eorts to control
the electrical properties of concrete.
One example of an application of conductive concrete is self-heating concrete, as
described by Tumidajski et al. (2003), Z. Hou et al. (2010), Maleki et al. (2017)
and others. In this application, the conductive concrete dissipates energy by
heating when a current ows through it. The principal use for this is in de-icing
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of pavement or road surfaces.
Conductive concrete has also been studied as a potential material for electro-
magnetic shielding by Ogunsola et al. (2009) and Khalid et al. (2017). In both
studies the resistivity of the concrete was decreased by the addition of conductive
materials. J. Zhang et al. (2017) demonstrated the possibility of using conduc-
tive concrete to produce grounding electrodes for use in components of power
networks.
Another major application for conductive concrete is for assessment of damage
via structural health monitoring  so-called Self-sensing concrete. Ding et al.
(2015) measured the change in resistivity of conductive concrete as a method
for detecting damage caused by freeze/thaw cycles, and found that the relation-
ship between resistivity change and number of cycles was quite consistent. Their
results also show that conductive additions may have desirable eects on the
mechanical properties of the concrete. Chu and Chen (2016) compared the re-
lationship between resistivity versus strain for conductive concrete during cyclic
loading, showing that damage can be detected by observing changes to the resis-
tivity.
Another potential application is the production of concrete that can be more
easily imaged using electrical property measurement techniques similar to those
described by Ammari et al. (2014) and Hallaji et al. (2015). This has been ex-
plored by B.S. Huang et al. (2016).
The list of substances that may be useful as additions given by Xie et al. (1995) is
relatively comprehensive. More recently other carbonaceous materials have been
considered, including graphite powder, carbon nanobres and carbon nanotubes
(Gomis et al., 2015) and carbon bre reinforced polymer (CFRP) (Maleki et al.,
2017). From the results presented by Gomis et al. graphite powder and carbon
bre powder have varying eects on the resistivity of cement paste depending
on the moisture content of the mix, but variations in w/c in that study make it
dicult to isolate the eects of the carbonaceous materials. In the same study
the nanobres and nanotubes had a profound eect with the nanotubes reducing
resistance in their dry test specimens by four orders of magnitude compared to
the same weight percentage of carbon bre powder, though again the w/c ratio
was not held constant.
Z. Hou et al. (2007) investigated the DC resistance of concrete with 5-10mm
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long carbon bres as conductive additions, nding that for concretes with a con-
stant dosage of 0.73% by mass of carbon bre, increasing the content of coarse
aggregate decreased resistance. Chen et al. (2017) also used carbon bre powder
combined with graphite powder, with several dierent combinations of the two
materials up to 7.75% by mass of cement showing around 10 to 11.5 Ω·m before
any cyclic loading. This was reduced by the gradual application of a compressive
stress up to 30MPa, and then consistently reduced by around 10% compared to
the original value after returning to the no-load state. This represented around
an order of magnitude decrease in resistivity as compared to dry conventional
concrete.
Gomis et al. found that with 5% by mass of carbon nanotubes, the DC resistivity
of the concrete mix was 0.23 Ω·m, and for the same quantity of carbon nanobres
7.45 Ω·m. This is a particularly low value for a conductive concrete, but cannot
be used to compare the two materials directly as other mix parameters were also
varied. They also found that resistivity for the two concrete mixes were not sig-
nicantly aected by moisture content, compared to the same weight percentage
of carbon bre powder and graphite powder. This suggests that the nanotubes
and nanobres were better distributed in the concrete matrix, and conduction
paths were not reliant on the cement.
Steel bres may be vulnerable to corrosion in the same way that concrete rein-
forcement is, which would aect their electrical properties and as such they are
not preferred in this application. Carbon nanotubes have a profound eect on
resistivity according to Gomis et al. but due to their present cost it is unlikely
that they will be adopted for use in industrial contexts in the short to medium
term. Therefore, graphite and carbon bre powders were selected for testing in
this research.
The purpose of this work was to assess the relative eects of the water-to-cement
ratio (w/c), neness of the ne aggregate and weight percentage of carbonaceous
materials (WPCM) on the resistivity of several mortar mixes. Mortar has been
used since it provides the dominant conduction path in concrete, particularly at
lower frequencies. In each mix, two of these variables were held constant while
the other was varied. Avoiding coarse aggregates eliminated the possibility of
variability caused by the distribution of the aggregates, at the cost of some direct
applicability to concrete. However, the data obtained remains useful in designing
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conductive concretes.
In this work the complex resistance (Ω), a property of the particular component
being measured, of a number of mortar cubes was measured using an impedance
analyser. These resistance measurements were converted into resistivity (Ω·m),
an intrinsic property of a type of material, using the physical measurements of
the mortar cubes. Complex resistance diers from simple resistance in that it
accounts for dierence in phase between voltage and current. Thus Complex
resistivity is used here to specify that both the ratio of magnitudes and phase dif-
ference between voltage and current are being accounted for, and that knowledge
of the dimensions of the cubes is being used to convert into an intrinsic material
property.
6.2 Research signicance
In order to make an informed decision when producing conductive concrete, it
will be necessary to understand the eect that choice and quantity of carbona-
ceous material as well as other parameters of the mix design will have on the
electrical properties of the mix. This comparison of the eects of parameters of a
conductive mix design on its complex resistivity will be useful for the production
of conductive mortars and concretes for the applications mentioned in section 6.1.
6.3 Materials, methods and equipment
6.3.1 Materials
The aim of this research was to investigate how mortar resistivity changes with
the presence of a carbonaceous material (CBM) addition whose only purpose was
to reduce resistivity magnitude. Two other factors common to all mortar mixes
- relative quantities of dierent aggregates, and water to cement ratio - were also
considered. No plasticisers were used.
A Portland y ash cement, CEM II/B-V 32.5 N conforming to BS EN 197-1, was
used for all mortars. Two natural ne aggregates conforming to BS EN 12620 of
diering particle size distribution were used to assess the eect of neness of ne
aggregate. The grading of both ne aggregates is shown in Figure 1. The ner of
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the two aggregates was an alluvial sand (s), whilst the coarser ne aggregate was
a Marlborough grit (g). The two ne aggregates were combined in g/s ratios of
0.6 to 1.2. This represents a change in neness (expressed as percentage passing
the 500 µm sieve) of 36.5% to 50% by mass. Grading of the aggregates is given
in Figure 6-1:
Figure 6-1: Particle size distribution of the ne aggregates.
The CBMs selected were: milled carbon bre powder (CFP) and graphite
powder (GP). The CFP was typically greater than 5 µm in length and less than
3 µm in diameter. The particle density was approximately 1800 kg/m3. The
particle size of the GP was such that 85% passed a 44 µm sieve. The parti-
cle density was approximately 1900 kg/m3. Conductivity of the CBMs was not
provided by the manufacturer and was not measured due to the safety concerns
described below.
Working with these carbonaceous powders presents health risks beyond those
usually encountered when preparing cementitious materials. The Material Safety
Data Sheets (MSDS) were obtained for both CFP and GP from the manufac-
turer. These indicated essentially the same safety considerations for both mate-
rials: protection of skin, eyes, and the use of a dust mask to prevent skin, eye
and respiratory irritation. In practice, both materials were found to become air-
borne very easily. The powders were supplied in large tubs; opening the lid to a
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tub was enough to produce a small dust cloud. Therefore the personal protective
equipment was used at all times when handling the powders, and other measures
were taken to reduce the amount of powder that became airborne, as described in
Section 6.3.2.
Details of the 24 mixes used are given by Table 6.1. One cube was manufac-
tured per mix.
Mass ratios relative to cement
Mix ID CBM WPCM g/s w/c s/c g/c CBM/c
1 None 0 0.8 0.70 1.67 1.33 0.00
2 None 0 0.8 0.80 1.78 1.42 0.00
3 None 0 0.8 0.90 1.89 1.51 0.00
4 None 0 0.6 0.80 2.00 1.20 0.00
5 None 0 1 0.80 1.60 1.60 0.00
6 None 0 1.2 0.80 1.45 1.75 0.00
7 CFP 1 0.8 0.90 1.73 1.42 0.05
8 CFP 3 0.8 0.90 1.63 1.42 0.14
9 CFP 5 0.8 0.98 1.54 1.42 0.24
10 CFP 9 0.8 1.06 1.30 1.42 0.48
11 CFP 4 0.8 1.04 1.44 1.33 0.22
12 CFP 5 0.8 1.17 1.63 1.51 0.26
13 CFP 4 0.6 1.14 1.76 1.20 0.24
14 CFP 5 1 1.11 1.36 1.60 0.24
15 CFP 5 1.2 1.08 1.21 1.75 0.24
16 GP 1 0.8 0.90 1.73 1.42 0.05
17 GP 3 0.8 0.90 1.63 1.42 0.14
18 GP 5 0.8 0.90 1.54 1.42 0.24
19 GP 9 0.8 1.14 1.30 1.42 0.48
20 GP 5 0.8 0.95 1.44 1.33 0.22
21 GP 5 0.8 1.00 1.63 1.51 0.26
22 GP 4 0.6 1.16 1.76 1.20 0.24
23 GP 5 1 0.90 1.36 1.60 0.24
24 GP 5 1.2 1.08 1.21 1.75 0.24
Table 6.1: Table of mixes tested.
6.3.2 Preparation of mortar specimens
A series of 24 mortar mixes were produced. Ratios of the dierent ne aggre-
gates were intended to correspond to the range of ne aggregate nenesses used
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in concrete. Water to cement ratios were chosen largely for practical reasons
with a high water content used to maintain workability, which was found to be
decreased by the presence of CBM, to facilitate mixing. The sand to cement ratio
ranged from 3 to 3.4 in all mixes and the w/c ratio ranged from 0.7 to 0.9 for the
non-conductive mortars and from 0.9 to 1.2 for mortars containing CBM. Higher
w/c ratios were used for the CBM mortars because it was found that this was
necessary to maintain consistence and properly mix the materials. Whilst it may
have been possible to use lower w/c ratios by use of water-reducing admixtures,
as will be likely when conductive concrete is produced for practical applications,
this would have increased the complexity of the mixes and may have obfuscated
the eect of w/c on conductivity in this parametric study.
CBM was added to the mortars in proportions of 1 to 9% by mass of mortar;
which represents approximately 5 to 32% by mass of cement + CBM.
Mixing was carried out by hand. Prismatic specimens of 40 x 40 x 48mm were cast
for each mix. Slight variations in length were allowed and accounted for in elec-
trical property calculations. Fine aggregates and cement were mixed together
before the addition of water. The manner in which the CBM was added dif-
fered when using CFP or GP. CFP preliminary mixes with relatively low WPCM
showed that initially dispersing the CFP in water was a viable way of reducing
some of the safety risks associated with the powder. When making the higher
WPCM mixes this practise was found to lead to occulation of the powder and
extra physical mixing had to be done to mitigate this eect. In contrast the GP
was found to oat in the water, so was added directly with the ne aggregates
and cement, with the safety risks being addressed with personal protective equip-
ment.
The specimens were placed in a controlled environment room (20°C, 40% RH)
for 24 hours. All specimens were demoulded at 24 hours and stored in water at
20°C until an age of 35 days.
6.3.3 Electrical measurements
Measurements were taken using an Agilent E4990A impedance analyser. Each
mortar cube was removed from the water and surface dried using a cloth before
measurements were taken. Surface temperature was not controlled when out of
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the water. These temperatures were not used in the analysis but are included in
the online data for the study.
Measurements were taken at 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 days after casting the mor-
tar. Stainless steel electrodes were clamped to the cubes and connected to the
impedance analyser using the four-terminal pair probe conguration described
by Agilent Technologies (n.d.) section 3.1.4, as shown in Figure 6-2.
Figure 6-2: Mortar cubes as clamped and connected to measurement equipment.
The initial set of measurements was taken at 200 frequencies within the 20Hz-
20MHz range, using a linear frequency sweep. For subsequent measurements the
scheme was changed to use 1000 frequencies in a logarithmic sweep to better
represent the response at lower frequencies. A complete measurement set for
each cube took no more than two minutes. Measurements above 10MHz were
found to be signicantly aected by the measurement probes in use. These were
discarded.
Some particular combinations of mixes and times have not been presented in this
paper where they are not pertinent to comparisons being made, but all of the
data produced for the research is available online - see the data access statement
for details.
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6.4 Results and discussion
Comparisons of measurements showing the impact of three factors on the resistiv-
ity of mortar are presented. Nyquist plots show the frequency response for some
mixes, as well as graphs and tables showing variation in individual frequency
resistivity values. Results are separated between those pertinent to electrical
properties at 35 days, and during the hydration process.
6.4.1 Conventional mortar results
This section deals with the complex resistivity of non-carbonaceous mortar in
order to provide a baseline. As the mixes were not typical of industrial mortars,
and did not contain some of the materials used in commercial contexts, they can-
not necessarily be taken as representative of all mortar. However they are useful
as a comparison with the conductive mortars.
The complex resistivity of non-carbonaceous mortar has been studied by Mc-
Carter (1994) and others. Figure 6-4 shows the frequency response for mix 1,
which exhibits behaviour consistent with that previously reported for mortar.
This response consists of an electrode arc, dominated by electrode contact ef-
fects, up to a frequency of around 10kHz. Above this frequency the bulk arc is
observed, which is the result of capacitive behaviour of the mortar matrix.
Mix properties of conventional mortar and resistivity at 35 days hy-
dration
Figure 6-3 shows resistivity values for non-carbonaceous mixes at 35 days after
casting. Mix 2 (w/c=0.8, g/s=0.8) is also compared to mixes 4 and 5 to consider
the eects of varying the g/s ratio.
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Figure 6-3: Resistivity of non-carbonaceous mixes at 35 days after casting.
Figure 6-4 shows a Nyquist plot for mix 1 taken at 35 days after the initial
casting. This was a typical response for mortar, showing a clearly dened bulk
and electrode arc. Figures 6-5 and 6-6 show the frequency responses for the
non-carbonaceous mortar mixes taken at 35 days after casting. Dierent markers
show order of magnitude increases in frequency, from 20Hz to 10MHz - the same
markers are used in all following Nyquist plots, and measurements at these order
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of magnitude frequencies are used to compare mixes.
Figure 6-4: Nyquist plot for mix 1: g/s = 0.8 w/c = 0.7 WPCM = 0. Markers
indicate order of magnitude change for frequency.
Varying the ratio of grit to sand in the mortar from 0.6 to 1.2, as shown in
Figures 6-3 and 6-6 changed the nal |Z|·m by an average of 2.9% (1.7 Ω·m)and
a range of 3.0 percentage points (2.7 Ω·m) over the order of magnitude change
frequencies with the largest percentage change, −4.1% (2.4 Ω·m) occurring at
1kHz and the largest absolute change of 3.1 Ω·m (−4.07%) occurring at 100Hz.
For the phase shift the average was −1.2% (0.2◦) with a much larger range of
11.7 percentage points (2.4◦).
For comparison, changing the water to cement ratio from 0.7 to 0.9, also shown
in Figure 6-3 as well as Figure 6-5 produced an average ∆|Z|·m of −29.2%
(−27.7 Ω·m) and an average change in phase shift of −10.7% (1.3◦). This rela-
tively small number of data points suggests that changes to the water to cement
ratio have a more signicant eect on the resistivity of mortar than altering the
proportions of non-conducting aggregate components.
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Figure 6-5: Nyquist plot showing the eect of varying w/c ratio on complex
resistivity at 35 days.
Figure 6-6: Nyquist plot showing the eect of varying g/s ratio on complex
resistivity at 35 days.
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Mix properties of conventional mortar and resistivity from 7 to 35 days
age
Figure 6-7 shows the percentage change between measurements taken at day 7
and day 35. Fewer spot frequencies were used in the 7 day measurements than in
subsequent sets. The results show that the resistivity generally increased over the
course of the hydration process, although mixes 1 and 5 showed a small reduction
in resistivity at low frequency. Changes to the phase angle over the hydration
process were small.
Forde et al. (1981) found that the resistivity of conventional concrete and
cement paste increased exponentially until around 20 days of curing, and then
continued to increase linearly at a gradual rate thereafter. This study did not
assess whether or not the resistivity change until 20 days was exponential.
There was a general trend towards an increase in resistivity magnitude over time,
especially at higher frequencies, as observed in mixes 1 to 6. This behaviour was
not always observed, and in some cases the day 21 resistivity magnitude was the
highest measured, with the other data exhibiting the expected behaviour. This
does not correlate with the variations in temperature measured on the cubes
during testing, and may instead be the result of variation in clamping pressure
on the electrodes.
6.4.2 Complex resistivity of conductive mortar at 35 days
The conductive mortar mixes were the main focus of the study. This section
deals with the resistivity of the conductive mortar mixes at 35 days of hydration.
Two aspects of the results are considered here: (i) the eects of dierent mix
parameters on resistivity magnitude and shape of the frequency response in con-
ductive mortars, and (ii) dierences between the two conductive additions used.
Since the dierences between GP and CFP were found to be relatively similar in
eects (see section 6.4.2) and GP appears slightly more often in the literature, it
is presented as the baseline addition.
Eects of changes in WPCM, g/s, and w/c on complex resistivity
Figure 6-8 shows resistivity values for mixes with varying WPCM, measured 35
days after casting. The results consist of a general decrease in resistivity mag-
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Figure 6-7: Change in complex resistivity at 7 and 35 days after casting, for
mixes 1, 3 and 5.
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nitude as WPCM was increased, for all frequencies. Resistivity magnitude for
each mix decreased as frequency was increased in all cases. At frequencies below
10kHz the resistivity was actually increased between 1% and 3% WPCM, and at
frequencies below 1kHz the same behaviour was observed between 1% and 5%
WPCM.
After around 35 days of hydration previous work has shown that there is lit-
tle further change to the mortar resistivity (Forde et al., 1981). Measurements
from this stage were used to compare the eects of variation in the other mix
parameters in conventional and conductive mixes.
Table 6.2 shows the change in measured complex resistivity caused by the
maximum changes to each mix parameter. The maximum dierences in w/c
and g/s in the conventional mortars and WPCM in the GP mortars are pre-
sented. The changes have been averaged over the order of magnitude frequencies
to compare the overall eect of each factor. W/c and g/s are compared in the
conventional mortar mixes, and WPCM is compared using mortars containing
graphite powder.
Table 6.2: Dierences in complex resistivity over parameter changes, averaged








= 0 to 1
∆|Z|·m -27.72 1.73 -32.65
∆θ◦ 1.28 0.16 3.62
WPCM
= 0 to 3
WPCM
= 0 to 5
WPCM
= 0 to 9
∆|Z|·m -27.45 -40.40 -57.48
∆θ◦ -3.13 -2.15 8.90
Figure 6-9 shows the development of the frequency response across mix 3 and
mixes 16 to 19, representing content of GP from 0% to 9% by mass, with less
variation in other variables. In contrast, Figure 6-10 shows the variation when
the GP content was kept at 4% by mass while other parameters were altered.
The two graphs show stronger variation in Ω·m as a result of changes to WPCM
than other parameters.
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Figure 6-8: Complex resistivity of Graphite Powder mixes at 35 days after casting.
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Figure 6-9: Nyquist plot showing the eect of varying GP content at 35 days.
Figure 6-10: Nyquist plot showing the eects of varying w/c and g/s with constant
4% GP content at 35 days.
Figure 6-9 shows the eect of varying WPCM on resistivity for the mor-
tars containing graphite powder. For comparison Figure 6-5 shows variation in
w/c, and Figure 6-6 shows variation in quantities of grit and ne sand in non-
conductive mortars. Table 6.2 is presented to give a condensed idea of the change
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caused by each of the variables tested in the study.
The change from w/c = 0.7 to w/c = 0.9 produced a change from 93.1 Ω·m to
58.6 Ω·m at 10kHz. Figure 6-6 shows an unexpected eect of changes to g/s,
where g/s = 0.6 and g/s = 1.2 were relatively close together and g/s = 0.8 had a
somewhat dierently shaped frequency response. This may be due to dierences
in the distribution of the grades of sand. If the results are taken to be represen-
tative, the largest change in resistivity magnitude at 10kHz was between g/s =
0.8 at 66.5 Ω·m and g/s = 1.2 at 50.1 Ω·m.
Water to cement ratio was varied from 1.0 to 1.2 (mixes 9 and 12) with a con-
stant mass of CFP, and from 0.9 to 1.0 (mixes 18 and 21) with a constant mass
of GP. In both cases the variation in measured resistivity was relatively small.
Between mixes 9 and 12 the resistivity changed by an average of −3.3 Ω·m with
a phase change dierence of 2.4◦. The dierence was smaller between mixes 18
and 21, which follows from the smaller change in w/c. For this case the resistivity
changed by an average of 1.0 Ω·m with a phase change dierence of 0.06◦. An
increase of 0.2 in the w/c of the conventional mortars led to an average change
of 27.7 Ω·m and 1.3◦.
Varying the grit to sand ratio from 0.6 to 1.2 in mixes containing 5% CFP by
mass (mixes 13 and 15) led to an average resistivity magnitude change of 0.03 Ω·m
and phase shift dierence of 1.7◦. This average change in resistivity magnitude
represented 1.2% of the |Z|·m for mix 13. For the same change in the GP case,
the average change in resistivity was 15.8 Ω·m, with a phase shift dierence of
5.6◦. For comparison, the average dierence in resistivity from the g/s variations
in the conventional mixes was 1.7 Ω·m.
Figures 6-5 and 6-6 show the changes made to the frequency response by altering
the ratios of water to cement and grit aggregate to sand in mixes with no CBMs.
Figure 6-10 shows the eects of similar alterations when CBM quantity was held
at 4%. Changes to w/c and g/s have very little eect on the shape of the com-
plex resistivity frequency response of the mortar. In the non-conductive mortars
this is shown by Figures 6-5 and 6-6, in which the basic electrode arc/bulk arc
shape was maintained consistently in spite of changes to resistivity magnitude.
In contrast, Figure 6-9 shows a large change in the shape of the Nyquist plot as
WPCM was increased. The electrode and bulk arcs became less distinct until the
response shape consisted of a single arc, ending in a region characterised by an
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increase to imaginary resistivity with very little change to real resistivity. Fig-
ure 6-10 shows that changes to w/c and g/s had a similarly small eect on the
shape of the Nyquist plot in mixes with a conductive addition.
Table 6.2 shows that at 35 days hydration the 3% WPCM graphite powder mix
(mix 17) had a larger mean resistivity magnitude than the 1% mix (mix 16).
Figure 6-11 shows this in more detail, and Figure 6-12 shows similar eects in
the carbon bre powder mixes. In the GP case the 1% WPCM mix had an unex-
pectedly low resistivity magnitude below 10kHz, and in the CFP case the same
was true below 1kHz. In both cases the progression from 3% WPCM onwards
was as expected i.e. a reduction in resistivity magnitude at all frequencies. The
unexpected behaviour of the 1% WPCM mix may have been due to dierences
in the distribution of the additions within the individual mortar cubes or due to
some eect of the additions on the hydration process.
Alterations made to the g/s and w/c parameters of conductive mortar have a
small eect on the resistivity of the mortar, when compared to changes to the
WPCM or to changes to those same parameters in conventional mortar. The prac-
tical result of this is that when considering the complex resistivity of a conductive
mortar designed using carbonaceous materials, the addition is the primary con-
cern. Further work is needed to determine if materials such as plasticisers have
an eect closer in scale to that of the carbon powders than w/c and g/s.
Comparison of graphite and carbon bre additions
Figure 6-11 shows resistivity magnitude against frequency for dierent weight
percentage of graphite powder. Figure 6-12 shows the same for carbon bre
powder.
Figure 6-13 shows the Nyquist plots for mixes 3 and 7 to 10, representing
CFP content of 0% to 9% by mass. Figures 6-9 and 6-13 can be used to compare
the dierence in eects on Nyquist plot shape between the two types of addition.
Figures 6-11 and 6-12 present |Z|·m at order of magnitude change frequencies
for dierent weight percentages of GP and CFP, while Figure 6-8 gives the com-
plex resistivity including phase shift of the graphite powder lled cubes measured
at 35 days.
The results for the graphite and carbon bre powders were generally relatively
close for the same WPCM, though this varied depending on frequency. The 9%
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Figure 6-11: Stimulation frequency vs. resistivity magnitude for dierent weight-
percentages of GP at 35 days.
WPCM case was the closest, with an average dierence of 1.5 Ω·m across the
order of magnitude frequencies. It should be noted that this still represented
a signicant percentage dierence because of the overall low resistivity at this
WPCM. The most signicant dierence was in the 1% case at 20Hz, in which the
CFP mortar had a smaller resistivity magnitude by 25.7 Ω·m, corresponding to
49.5% of the GP resistivity magnitude for that frequency. Other than this there
was only one other case (WPCM of 1% at 100Hz) of an absolute dierence of
more than 10 Ω·m. Dierences in phase shift were also relatively small, with the
largest being 12◦.
The dierences in spot measurements between the GP and CFP were of simi-
lar magnitude to those resulting from changes to g/s and smaller than those for
changes made to w/c. It is also important to consider that the two CBMs were
mixed dierently (see section 6.3.2), and this may account for some of the dier-
ence in resistivity.
A comparison of Figures 6-9 and 6-13 shows the dierence in the shape of the
frequency response of the two types of conductive mortar. The eect of increas-
ing WPCM was very similar in both cases. Each of these sets of responses was
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Figure 6-12: Stimulation frequency vs. resistivity magnitude for dierent weight-
percentages of CFP at 35 days.
dominated by the carbonaceous material, as evidenced by the very minor eects
of the changes to the other parameters. It is therefore reasonable to expect that
the dierences in shape of frequency response reected either dierences in the
frequency response between the two materials, or dierences in the distribution
of particles within the mortar matrix.
6.4.3 Conductive mortar over the hydration process
Time development of the resistivity of mortar is related to the hydration process.
It has therefore been studied for use as an indicator of the mechanical properties
of a mortar at a particular point in time. This section compares the time devel-
opment of Ω·m in mortar with and without carbonaceous materials.
Figure 6-14 shows the complex resistivity of a non-CBM mortar (mix 1) generally
increasing over the hydration process.
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Figure 6-13: Nyquist plot showing the eect of varying CFP content at 35 days.
Figure 6-14: Nyquist plot showing eects of age on complex resistivity for a mix
without conductive additions.
Figure 6-15 shows the resistivity of a 9% WPCM GP mortar (mix 19) over
the hydration process.
Figure 6-16 gives an indication of the eect of the addition of carbonaceous
materials on the time dependence of the resistivity of mortar.
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Figure 6-15: Nyquist plot showing eects of age on complex resistivity for a mix
with 9% GP by mass.
Figure 6-14 shows that the resistivity of the shown non-CBM mortar increased
over time, which is consistent with previous ndings (Forde et al., 1981). In the
CBM infused mortar the change in resistivity over time, as shown for a high-
CBM case by Figure 6-16, would be expected to be less signicant than than the
standard mortar, because the CBMs which dominate the conduction behaviour
are not believed to be aected by the chemical processes associated with curing.
Figures 6-14 and 6-15 show that neither mix 1 nor mix 19 underwent substantial
change to the shapes of their Nyquist plots during hydration. However it is imme-
diately clear that the change in Ω·m was much less signicant in the high-CBM
case than the non-CBM case. Use of electrical properties to indicate progress in
the hydration process can therefore be expected to be much more dicult in a
conductive mortar than a conventional one. However, small variations of complex
resistivity with hydration stage were observed even at the highest WPCM, espe-
cially at low frequency as shown in Figure 6-16. It is possible that there remains
scope for correlating resistivity with hydration stage given suciently sensitive
equipment.
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Figure 6-16: ∆% between complex resistivity measurements on mixes 16, 17, 18
and 19 taken at 7 and 35 days after casting.
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6.4.4 Mortars and concrete
This study has assessed the resistivity of mortars for practical reasons. Therefore
there is the question of how well this information could be applied to concrete.
McCarter (1996) measured the resistivity of both cement pastes and concrete.
The ndings in that case were that in general mortars and concretes would re-
spond to changes to the same parameters in similar ways. However the addition
of the large aggregates made a signicant dierence to not just the magnitude of
resistivity but also to the characteristics and shape of the frequency response.
In spite of this, information on altering the electrical properties of mortar will
inevitably be of some use for producing concrete. At lower AC frequencies or
when applying DC, the mortar paste will provide the dominant conduction path.
The interface between the concrete and any electrical measurement equipment
will also primarily be comprised of mortar paste.
Use of conductive mortar pastes in concrete may also aect the durability of the
concrete. Reduced resistivity may facilitate the ow of harmful ions such as chlo-
rides and sulphates into the concrete body, causing reinforcement to deteriorate.
Further research is necessary to determine whether the conductive mortar aects
the appropriate usage cases of the concrete.
6.5 Conclusions
Complex resistivity data for mortars containing varying mix parameters includ-
ing quantities of carbonaceous materials have been presented. From this data
it is clear that changes to the quantity of carbonaceous material present had a
greater eect on resistivity than these changes to the water or aggregate content
of the mix. The general eect of a graphite powder addition has been found to be
similar to that of carbon bre powder. Though the dierence between resistiv-
ity magnitudes when comparing mixes using the two additions was small, some
dierences in the shape of the frequency response were observed. If this shape dif-
ference can be ignored for a particular application, the decision on which option
to choose can be made based on other factors than eect on complex resistivity.
Separately from resistivity eects, both additions tested were found to increase
the necessary water content of the mix in order to mix properly. Potential users
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should be aware of this when working with these conductive additions.
The range of g/s tested roughly reected the extremes of what is practical. W/c
values were high to facilitate mixing, but the range in ratios was similar to the
range that would be found in practically useful mortars. The data shows that of
the two other mix factors varied, changes over these ranges to the w/c ratio have
a greater eect on resistivity than changes to aggregates. Neither factor caused
any change to the shape of the frequency response. In a conductive mix the
eects of changes to the other mix parameters on resistivity are reduced further
compared to the non-conductive mixes. The presence of carbonaceous powders
in the mortar reduced the eect of the hydration process on resistivity, even with
relatively small quantities of powder. All of these outcomes are consistent with
the dominant electrical conduction path shifting from the cement to the dispersed
CBMs in the mortar.
Overall the WPCM has been shown to be the most important factor for attempt-
ing to control the resistivity of a mortar. This has been demonstrated with two
materials which are relatively aordable. The literature identies other materials
which are more eective at reducing resistivity, and therefore very likely to render
other factors of the mix even less important.
These results on mortar will also be of interest to those investigating controlling
the electrical properties of concrete. Further work is perhaps needed to under-
stand the eects of conductive mortar on the complex resistivity characteristics
of concrete. Further work is also necessary to assess the way a conductive mortar
may aect the durability of concrete, especially in regards to reinforcement.
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6.6 Supplemental work
The preceding chapter is presented, except with small edits, as it was originally
published. This section includes information and work not included in the journal
paper due to format requirements.
6.6.1 Alternative table of mixes
Table 6.1 gives the mix proportions of each mix mostly in terms of the mass ratio
of each material to cement. To aid reproducibility, the same information is given
by Table 6.3 with the quantity of each dry material given as a percentage of the
overall mass of dry materials.
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Weight percentage of dry material (%)
Mix ID CBM WPCM w/c % Sand % Gravel % Cement % CBM
1 None 0 0.70 41.66 33.33 25.01 0.00
2 None 0 0.80 42.32 33.87 23.81 0.00
3 None 0 0.90 42.93 34.35 22.72 0.00
4 None 0 0.80 47.62 28.57 23.81 0.00
5 None 0 0.80 38.10 38.10 23.81 0.00
6 None 0 0.80 34.63 41.56 23.81 0.00
7 CFP 1 0.90 41.18 33.87 23.81 1.14
8 CFP 3 0.90 38.90 33.87 23.81 3.43
9 CFP 5 0.98 36.61 33.87 23.81 5.71
10 CFP 9 1.06 30.90 33.87 23.81 11.43
11 CFP 4 1.04 36.03 33.33 25.01 5.62
12 CFP 5 1.17 37.13 34.35 22.72 5.80
13 CFP 4 1.14 41.90 28.57 23.81 5.71
14 CFP 5 1.11 32.38 38.10 23.81 5.71
15 CFP 5 1.08 28.91 41.56 23.81 5.71
16 GP 1 0.90 41.18 33.87 23.81 1.14
17 GP 3 0.90 38.90 33.87 23.81 3.43
18 GP 5 0.90 36.61 33.87 23.81 5.71
19 GP 9 1.14 30.90 33.87 23.81 11.43
20 GP 5 0.95 36.03 33.33 25.01 5.62
21 GP 5 1.00 37.13 34.35 22.72 5.80
22 GP 4 1.16 41.90 28.57 23.81 5.71
23 GP 5 0.90 32.38 38.10 23.81 5.71
24 GP 5 1.08 28.91 41.56 23.81 5.71
Table 6.3: Table of mixes tested in terms of weight percentage of dry material.
Note that WPCM is a percentage of the overall material mass including water,
so diers from the weight percentage of dry material for each CBM.
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7 | Results of further analysis of the
conductive mortars
This chapter describes and discusses the results of further analysis that was per-
formed on the conductive mortar cubes manufactured for Chapter 6. This anal-
ysis used the same data, and the methods, materials and equipment described
in Sections 4.2.2, 4.4 and 6.3 apply here. Methods specic to this analysis are
described by Section 4.5. Mix numbering is also carried over from Chapter 6; see
Table 6.1 or 6.3.
The intent of this analysis was to develop a better understanding of the rela-
tive eects of the dierent parameters of the mix design on the mortar resistivity,
as well as any dierences between the Carbon Fibre Powder (CFP) and Graphite
Powder (GP) additions, following the analysis in Chapter 6. Those results indi-
cated that Weight Percentage of Carbonaceous Materials (WPCM) was the most
important of the factors examined, followed by W/c and then G/s.
Measurements of particle length, diameter and electrical conductivity of the
CFP and GP would have been useful in applying theoretical models to the mor-
tar electrical properties. However, because modelling was not a priority and
every eort was being made to reduce the risks from working with the carbona-
ceous powders, these quantities were not directly measured and performing more
physical experiments was outside the scope of this work. Due to dierences in
manufacturing processes between vendors, this information could not be reliably
sourced from the literature. The area in which measurements of these quantities
would have been useful are discussed in Section 7.2.2.
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7.1 Results
Some material from Section 4.5.1 is reproduced here for the reader's convenience.
As in Chapter 6, measurements above 10MHz were discarded because of issues
with the probes that were used to take the measurements.
7.1.1 Equivalent circuit modelling
The equivalent circuit used is reproduced here in Fig. 7-1.
Figure 7-1: Diagram of the equivalent circuit, after L. Zhang et al. (2017).
The explanation of the physical meaning of the components from L. Zhang
et al. (2017) states that R1 represents the resistance of the uid solution in the
pores (this assumes a saturated mortar, which the cubes were when measured),
R2Q2 represents the eects of the cement matrix excluding the additions, R3Q3
represents the eects of the electrodes, and R4Q4 represents the eects of the
cement matrix in series with the additions.
7.1.2 Equivalent circuit component values
Table. 7.1 gives equivalent circuit parameters for each mix at 35 days hydration.
This information is also available (although not in this collected format) in the
online data repository for the publication that it was collected for; see Section 6.5.
Measured and tted impedance spectra
Fig.7-2 gives some comparisons of measured and tted impedance spectra. 35






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































space, only six mixes are presented here. These results are representative of the
quality of t that was obtained for the other mixes.
Figure 7-2: Measured and tted impedance spectra for selected mortar mixes.
7.1.3 Theoretical and measured conductivity values
Measured conductivities for the conductive mortar mixes were compared to the-
oretical values. Mixes with varying quantities of CFP were used for this. The
relevant methods are given by Section 4.5.2.
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For clarity, a summary of variables and their uses is given here:
σe is the bulk conductivity of the mix, and is obtained from Nyquist plots or
predicted using Eqs. 3.1 and 3.5.
σm is the matrix conductivity, obtained from the control mix.
σa is the conductivity of the conductive addition. This was found from literature
for CFP as 6·104S/m Wypych (2016, pp. 252-255). φ is the volume percentage
(also called volume fraction) of conductive additions in a mix.
fc is the cusp frequency at which the Nyquist plot for a mix transitions from
one arc to another.
A is the aspect ratio of the particles of a conductive addition.
Several conductivity values had to be determined by inspection of Nyquist
plots, by looking for the transition between arcs and determining σ at this point.
Table 7.2 gives these values.
Mix 3 fc = 25kHz σm = 0.017 S/m Used as σm in all calculations.
Mix φ% fc σe S/m
CFP
7 1.1 320kHz 0.045 Used to calculate A.
8 3.3 530kHz 0.068
9 5.3 740kHz 0.199
10 10.0 5MHz 0.653
Table 7.2: Values obtained by inspection of Nyquist plots.
The value of σe for mix 7 was used in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.5 to solve for A in the
randomly oriented additions cases, which led to A = 30.2.
This A value was substituted back into Eqs. 3.1 and 3.5, to predict σe. Fig. 7-
3 shows the measured and predicted values of σe against φ for both the random
and non-randomly oriented cases.
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Figure 7-3: Measured and simulated σe against φ.
7.1.4 Percolation
Analysis was performed to determine whether or not the conductive inclusions
had achieved percolation. The concept of percolation as it applies to cementi-
tious materials containing conductive additions is described in Section 3.2.3, and
methods for this analysis are described by Section 4.5.3.
Graphs of conductivity vs. volume percentage of conductive additions for
CFP and GP by Figs. 7-4 and 7-5 respectively.
Attempts to t Eq. 3.7 to the data and hence determine φc,e and ne were
made, but produced physically unrealistic results and as such are not presented.
7.2 Discussion
Results presented in this chapter represent three fairly distinct lines of inquiry into
the mortar behaviour, intended to supplement the work presented in Chapter 6.
The three areas are discussed here separately, followed by a note about the data.
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7.2.1 Equivalent circuit analysis
The model from L. Zhang et al. (2017) was used because it was the only appli-
cable model found in the literature that t the measured data using the Powell
algorithm in the EISAnalyzer software to a reasonable level of accuracy for all
mixes.
The model consists of a single resistor in series with three parallel resis-
tor/Constant Phase Element (CPE) blocks. A resistor and CPE in parallel can
be used to model arcs in a Nyquist plot while accounting for errors between the-
oretical and actual systems. Three of these blocks in series simulates up to three
separate arcs in the Nyquist plot, and ts well with spectra where three distinct
arcs are apparent, such as in mixes 11 and 15.
Although the model ts the data well, it appears from the calculated com-
ponent values that the physical interpretation of the model given by L. Zhang
et al. is not applicable to the mortars used to obtain the measured data. For
example it would be expected that R3Q3, representing the electrodes, would be
expected to vary relatively little across the mixes. However as can be seen from
Table 7.1, while R3 values are often on the order of 101 ohms, several are much
higher with the highest being over 1 MΩ. Similarly the Q3 values range from
the order of 10−11 to 10−4, with CPE exponent values from 0.5 to 1.0. R1, pore
solution resistance, is more reasonable, but still varies by three orders of mag-
nitude. For R4Q4, which models the conductive additions and their interactions
with the cement matrix, it would be expected that impedance would reduce with
increasing WPCM as seen in Chapter 6.
However, R4 in mixes 7, 8 and 18, with WPCM 1%, 3% and 5% respectively,
are all higher than that of mix 3, the control. By nding the impedance of the
CPE using XCPE = Q(jω)−p (Woo et al., 2003) at an arbitrarily chosen 10kHz
and treating the R4Q4 as a parallel RC circuit, its impedance magnitude can be
calculated by (RXCPE)/(
√
R2 +X2CPE) (Floyd, 2010), resulting in 1.55Ω, 2.82Ω,
112.69Ω and 26.28Ω in CFP mixes with WPCM 1%, 3%, 5% and 9% respectively.
Based on the trends observed in Chapter 6, the part of the model representing
the conductive additions would be expected to trend downwards in impedance
with higher WPCM.
Computing the impedance of each RQ block and summing them along with
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R1 does result in the expected trend, but this is not useful for trying to separate
the eects of dierent mix factors on impedance.
Since no other model that could be found in the literature t the measured
data, it is likely that a new model would be required to both t the data and
provide a good physical interpretation for the calculated values. This would likely
require examination of the experimental setup; scanning electron microscopy on
some of the mortars might also be helpful. Alternatively it is possible that dier-
ent software would be able to t an existing model, if another software package
were available.
7.2.2 Theoretical and measured conductivity values
The graph shown by Fig. 7-3 represents the best t of the eective medium
theory based approximation for the data. In the absence of measured physical
data on the conductive particles, calculating A using another data point was the
only option available, but because of the way the equation works this will always
result in a line simply being drawn between the φ = 0% data point and the point
used to calculate A. Using the φ = 10.0% data point to perform the calculation
gives an A of 46.5, which may therefore be a more reasonable value as this line
would t the data somewhat better.
The randomly oriented model ts the data better when A is found assuming
random orientation, having a steeper gradient than the non-randomly oriented
model. When A is found assuming non-random orientation, the same is true;
the randomly oriented model is steeper, the only dierence being that whichever
model is used to calculate A has its line pass through both the φ = 0% and 1.1%
measured data points. The dierence suggests that the particles are entirely or
almost entirely randomly oriented in all planes.
A larger issue than the lack of a directly measured A is that the model assumes
a linear t, which is not present in any of the data - see Figs. 7-4 and 7-5. This
also aected the observations related to percolation, and possible explanations
for this are discussed in Section 7.2.3.
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7.2.3 Percolation
In the context of this work, percolation of the CFP and GP additions within their
respective mortars would cause a reduction in the rate of change of conductivity
with respect to the increasing quantity of the additions. If percolation were
achieved, it would be reected in a attening of the lines in Figs. 7-4 and 7-
5 - a reduction in the rate of change of σ with respect to φ. Increasing the
quantity of these additions has been found to lead to diculties with workability
and the materials are expensive relative to the other components of cementitious
materials, so this point of diminishing returns is of great interest when using the
additions.
From examining Figs. 7-4 and 7-5 it does not appear that percolation has
been achieved by the 5% volume percentage mark in either case. Neither CFP
or GP appears closer to achieving percolation than the other.
It is possible that percolation has been achieved at 10% with a percolation
threshold between 5% and 10%, but in neither material case is the gradient
between the 5% and 10% values substantially dierent to that between the 3%
and 5% values. This suggests that if the percolation threshold is lower than 10%,
it is very close to 10%. More data points between 5% and 10% would allow some
more condence, but ultimately in the absence of data showing the characteristic
attening of the conductivity lines it is only possible to conclude that percolation
has not been achieved by 5% volume percentage. It should be noted that this
would likely require signicant measures to improve mixing and workability of
the mortar mix. It should also be considered that Huang et al. (2016) was able
to achieve higher percentages (it is not specied if they have been calculated by
weight or by volume) of graphite powder in mortar mixes, and from the data
they present a percolation threshold of between 10% and 15% seems likely.
Mix 10, the φ = 10% CFP mix, exhibits some unexpected behaviour at
10MHz, with its conductivity decreasing below the 1MHz value. Inspection of
the data reveals that this is probably the result of the issues with data capture at
higher frequencies that were encountered with the probes used (as mentioned in
Section 4.4.3) with conductivity increasing as is generally expected until 5MHz,
at which point the behaviour becomes unpredictable. The unreliability of high
frequencies measurements with the probes was generally consistent in other cases,
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and it is unknown what has caused the problems at a comparatively low frequency.
Note that this issue does not aect any of the analysis in Chapter 6.
Attempts to t the data to the theory, and thus predict the φ at which per-
colation would be achieved, were not successful. In both the CFP and GP cases
the few data points available behave non-linearly, and it is not known if they
are anywhere near the percolation threshold. Determining the actual percolation
threshold would be best done with data on mixes that have undoubtedly achieved
percolation.
Non-linearity in the data
The non-linear behaviour in both Figs. 7-4 and 7-5 is unexpected. In the CFP
case the φ = 5.3% and 10% mix required extra water to mix properly, which
probably accounts for the jump in conductivity between φ = 3.3%. For GP this
was necessary for the φ = 9.3% mix, but not before, accounting for the increase
in gradient between mixes 18 and 19. Otherwise, the reasons for the non-linearity
are unclear. The most unexpected result is probably the decrease in conductivity
between GP mixes 16 and 17, φ = 1.0% and 3.1% respectively. It may be the
result of slightly dierent clamping force on the electrodes compared to others
when the measurements were taken.
7.3 Conclusions
From the data that was produced for this work, little can be concluded about the
actual percolation threshold of the conductive additions. Certainly percolation
has not been achieved by 5% volume of either addition. It is possible that it
has been achieved by 10%. Without more data it is impossible to say more, but
the observations are consistent with another case in the literature. Predicting
the conductivity of the mortars using the eective medium theory approach was
largely unsuccessful due to non-linearity of the data, but the results did suggest
that the bres in both cases are randomly or very close to randomly aligned.
Measured data was tted to an equivalent circuit from the literature, but no
meaningful physical interpretation of the modelled values could be made.
When the experiment in Chapter 6 was performed, it was as a purely experi-
mental investigation into mortar conductivity. Because of safety issues associated
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with working with CFP and GP, data not directly useful to the study as it was
originally conceived was not collected, some of which would have been useful for
this modelling work.
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Figure 7-4: Conductivity vs. volume percentage of CFP additions at 35 days
hydration. This graph shows varying φ on the X axis, using data from mixes 3,
7, 8, 9 and 10. Lines show conductivity for the same measurement frequency.
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Figure 7-5: Conductivity vs. volume percentage of GP additions at 35 days
hydration. This graph shows varying φ on the X axis, using data from mixes 3,
16, 17, 18 and 19. Lines show conductivity for the same measurement frequency.
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8 | EIT imaging of conductive mor-
tars
The nal objective of the project was the Electrical Impedance Tomography
(EIT) imaging of conductive mortars.
Based on the results of the mortar resistivity study a mortar mix was chosen
for testing of imaging of conductive mortar cylinders - Mix 20 from Chapter 6.
This mix was chosen since it would provide substantially reduced resistivity as
well as signicant frequency dependence to resistivity over the frequencies avail-
able to the study. One of the less resistive mixes was not selected for a number of
reasons. Firstly these would have been dicult to manufacture in quantity due
to the adverse eect that the powders used had on workability. Secondly using
an increased quantity of powder would have brought much greater cost and dif-
culty in maintaining lab safety. Imaging was carried out on the cylinders using
the Kyung-Hee University Mark 2.5 EIT machine (KHU Mk 2.5) EIT machine.
This built on the earlier work carried out on the dental plaster and concrete
cylinders. In spite of the decreased resistivity, imaging remains dicult. This
work fullled objective three of the project.
Special attention is paid in the paper to describing the dierent electrode con-
gurations since this is important for practical purposes. In addition, a method
of combining image reconstructions was proposed to reduce the dependence of
the image reconstruction quality on abstract parameters dened by the operator
was proposed and tested.
Not presented in the paper are attempts that were made at Frequency Dif-
ference Electrical Impedance Tomography (FDEIT) using the data. This was
done because of the success encountered using this method on dental plaster in
Section 5.1 This mortar mix had been determined in Chapter 6 to exhibit dif-
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ferent resistivity across the frequencies used, to a level that should have been
resolvable by the KHU Mk 2.5. FDEIT between 1kHz and 5kHz were attempted
using Tikhonov regularisation (TK-R). These image reconstructions were not
useful, and the fact that the Time Dierence Electrical Impedance Tomography
(TDEIT) images using the 5kHz data were also not useful suggests some issues
with the data that was collected, as described in Section 8.3.1.
This paper has some slight changes from the submitted version. References
have been changed from a numbered style to be consistent with the rest of the
thesis. The bibliography has been integrated with that of the thesis. The methods
from this paper are reproduced in Section 4.6.
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The purpose of this work was to explore practical issues related to the use of
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) for in-situ structural health monitoring
of buildings.
EIT was applied to conductive mortar cylinders to attempt to detect resistive
air void inclusions. Dierent electrode types and sample preparations were com-
pared, and imaging results were compared to simulated reconstructions. Im-
age reconstruction was done using the common Tikhonov Regularisation (TK-R)
method and used the open-source EIDORS Matlab library. A simple method for
combining the results of these reconstructions was also applied.
Good image reconstructions of an inclusion relatively close to the cylinder surface
was achieved with TK-R. Other inclusions were not properly distinguished using
TK-R. Electrode type and sample preparation was found to be very important
in obtaining good results using low voltage EIT equipment, in spite of the use
of conductive mortar. The method for combining images was found to improve
results in two out of three cylinders.
This work will be of use for anyone considering the practical aspects of imple-
menting EIT for structural health monitoring in an industrial context.
Keywords
Non-destructive testing; Electrical impedance tomography; Conductive mortar;
Mortar crack
8.1 Introduction
Deterioration in reinforced concrete compromises the strength and durability of
infrastructure worldwide. Most problems arise due to the ingress of CO2 or
chloride ions that negatively aect the passive oxide layer that protects the steel
reinforcement. Others are caused by the ingress of ions, such as sulphates, that
attack the hardened cement paste (Dyer, 2014, p. 431). The resistance of concrete
to deterioration can be enhanced by the use of appropriate cements and additions,
suitable mix designs, and eective site practice (Dhir et al., 2004; McCarthy et al.,
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2001). However some degree of cracking of concrete is inevitable and cracks within
concrete provide a route for rapid ingress of harmful ions and compounds that
prevails over all eorts to provide appropriate concrete specication. To this
end the observation and knowledge of the depth and interconnectivity of cracks
in concrete is an important consideration in the structural health monitoring of
concrete (Afzal et al., 2012; Zhang, B. et al., 2010).
Furthermore, due to concerns with cracks, there has been considerable recent
interest in the development of self-healing concretes that seal cracks soon after
they develop (De Belie et al., 2018). In most techniques crack healing is most
eective at the surface where water, and sometimes oxygen, are most readily
available to initiate crack closure. This often means that visual inspection of
self-healing concretes will show an uncracked and apparently unspoiled concrete
surface. However, only a few millimetres below the surface the crack may still
exist and consequently the resistance of the concrete to harmful ions and com-
pounds is little improved. A method to assess and monitor the presence of cracks
within the concrete is therefore required.
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a non-destructive test technique
belonging to the family of Electrical Property Imaging (EPI) methods. EPI pro-
duces images from the distribution of a particular electrical property within a
body or medium, with changes in that property showing some kind of material
discontinuity. Within this family of methods EIT is used for reconstructing con-
ductivity by measuring potential dierences across paths in a body, Electrical
Capacitance Tomography (ECT) reconstructs permittivity by measuring capac-
itance across paths in a body (Yang, W. Q. and Peng, 2003), and Magnetic
Induction Tomography (MIT) reconstructs conductivity by inducing and mea-
suring eddy currents in a body (Ma and Soleimani, 2017). ECT and MIT have
been used mostly for industrial process monitoring. Both modalities can be used
without making physical contact with the body, which can be advantageous in
that eld. For imaging of near-surface cracks in concrete, physical access to the
surface is not likely to pose a problem in general. ECT imaging is highly sen-
sitive to electrical interference and MIT is best used for distinguishing metallic
and non-metallic regions. For this reason work on the application of EPI to con-
crete has mostly focussed on EIT. Image reconstruction in all cases is based on
the same mathematics, so developments made in one area may be applicable to
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others.
Electrical conductivity of concrete is strongly inuenced by liquid water con-
tent, as well as other parameters of the mix (McCarter, 1994). In general dry
and fully hydrated concrete will typically have a DC conductivity on the order
10−6 S/m (Hornbostel et al., 2013). In contrast the conductivity of air is 10−14 S/m
depending on temperature and humidity, and the conductivity of steel is 107 or
108 S/m also depending on temperature. A properly reconstructed conductivity
distribution could therefore be used to distinguish reinforcement and voids lled
with air from the concrete matrix, providing a crack identication and charac-
terisation capability.
The EIT process involves injecting currents and measuring voltages on the
boundary of the medium to be measured. The inverse problem of inferring a
conductivity distribution from these boundary measurements is severely ill-posed
(Holder, 2004) which limits the achievable accuracy of the reconstructed images.
EIT was originally developed for medical imaging (Barber et al., 1983) in which
resistive regions represented bone. While the spatial resolution of EIT is relatively
coarse compared to X-Ray based methods or MRI, it can be used for much
lower cost and has no health risks associated with repeated applications. It has
therefore been positioned as a low cost method for monitoring patients, as a
complement to higher resolution imaging methods. Signicant progress has since
been made in development of hardware and the image reconstruction process,
leading to studies of EIT in such applications such as stroke detection (Zhou
et al., 2015) and breast cancer imaging (Murphy et al., 2017). The terms EIT
and Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) are often used interchangeably in
the literature. EIT may include the reconstruction of real and complex resistivity,
whereas ERT refers exclusively to the real part of the resistivity. Here both terms
are used to be consistent with the work being described.
ERT has been used for some geophysics applications. Martínez-Moreno et al.
(2018) used a combination of ERT and induced polarisation methods to identify
features correlated to the presence of water intrusion and erosion by creating a
resistivity prole of the surrounding area. In the structural eld, EIT and related
technologies have been established as feasible for use on concrete. Hou, T. C. and
Lynch (2008) applied EIT to beams made of a strain hardening bre reinforced
cementitious composite material during various mechanical tests to image cracks
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and internal strain elds. The results show some changes to the conductivity
map as a result of strain, and clear locations of large surface cracks resulting
from specimen failure. Karhunen et al. (2010a) showed the detection of resistive
and conductive (relative to the concrete body) inclusions in saturated early hy-
dration concrete using an ERT device built for industrial process tomography.
Hallaji and Pour-Ghaz (2014) did not image concrete directly, instead applying
a conductive skin to the surface of a concrete beam while cracks were produced
by loading. This allows the localisation of surface cracks without being sensitive
to the electrical properties of the concrete itself. Detection and localisation of
these cracks by ERT is good, but this system does require at least some prior
knowledge of where cracks are likely to form, and does not distinguish between
damage to the concrete and damage to the sensing skin. Reichling et al. (2014)
used an array of electrodes mounted in a single line on a single side of a beam
to examine conductivity distribution within the concrete in order to locate a
reinforcement bar, and were able to achieve good imaging of the high-contrast
feature. Several investigators have attempted to use EIT/ERT to measure wa-
ter saturation in concrete, due to its relation to durability. Hallaji et al. (2015)
used ERT to monitor moisture ingress in a block of cement paste material. The
progress of moisture through the block was also tracked visually and with neutron
radiography imaging for comparison. The resistivity reconstructions in this case
compare well to the other methods used to track the moisture. Smyl et al. (2016)
continued the work detailed in Hallaji et al. (2015), investigating EIT for 3D
monitoring of moisture ingress, comparing the results to simulations of moisture
ingress and X-Ray CT imaging. The EIT imaging results agreed reasonably well
with the simulations, better than the X-Ray CT images. Suryanto et al. (2017b)
cast electrodes into a concrete cylinder to perform ERT during water ingress.
The system used was able to show water movement consistent with expectations
based on some the presence of some damage in the cast concrete. Capozzoli and
Rizzo (2017) combined ground penetrating radar with ERT measurements taken
using geophysics resistance measurement equipment in a single-sided planar ar-
ray conguration. This system was used to locate pipes made from conductive
and non-conductive materials and damage in a simulated road segment. While
the ERT was not able to resolve at the same depth as the ground penetrating
radar, it was able to distinguish dierent layers of material at depths of up to
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24cm. In this case the ERT electrodes were applied to concrete after an attempt
to apply them to an asphalt layer was unsuccessful due to the high resistance of
the asphalt.
Recently there has been some interest in smart structures and materials, which
are constructed with features to facilitate health monitoring. Concretes with in-
creased electrical conductivity have been studied for various forms of self-sensing
including strain monitoring (Chen et al., 2017) and correlation of electrical re-
sistance with damage (Ding et al., 2015). B.S. Huang et al. (2016) performed
ERT imaging on four cylinders of identical cross-section and dierent levels of
graphite content, and found that increasing conductivity had a positive eect on
the quality of image reconstructions. Conductive concrete has also been exam-
ined for other purposes including electromagnetic shielding (Ogunsola et al., 2009)
and self-heating concrete for de-icing (Yuan, Y.Q. et al., 2011). This presents an
opportunity for using lower-voltage EIT equipment for NDT on mortars and con-
crete. Smart structures using conventional materials have also been investigated.
For example Niederleithinger et al. (2015) has investigated using ultrasound sen-
sors embedded in concrete for the detection and monitoring of the hydration
process and damage. EIT has the potential to be applied in a similar way, with
electrodes embedded in concrete. This would allow for constant monitoring, or
damage scans on demand, although care would have to be taken to ensure that
the damage would not also degrade the performance of the system.
In cases where a large number of concrete elements are to be tested it may be
more economical to spend the money on this high voltage equipment and take
the necessary safety precautions when using it. However, for applications where
a smaller number of elements are to be assessed, it may make sense to design
these elements to be friendlier to NDT at some added expense and use cheaper
equipment to carry out testing.
This paper presents EIT images produced with three cylinders made of a mor-
tar that has been altered to increase its conductivity - by addition of conductive
materials to the mortar mix, and by saturation with liquid water - in order to
facilitate EIT imaging using low-voltage equipment.
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8.2 Materials and methods
8.2.1 EIT equipment
Impedance readings were taken using a KHU mark 2.5 EIT machine described
by Wi et al. (2014) and using the standard control software provided with the
machine. The KHU mark 2.5 is a PC-based system, consisting of an analogue
measurement module, a digital control and network module, and the power sup-
ply.
The KHU series of EIT devices has been developed from the perspective of
medical imaging rather than structural health monitoring or industrial process
imaging. This requires that the current source be limited to low amperage for
reasons of patient safety.
8.2.2 Conductive mortar cylinders
The mortar used a Portland y ash cement, CEMII/B-V 32.5N. Fine aggregates
used were an alluvial sand (s) and Marlborough grit (g), both conforming to BS
EN 12620. The g/s ratio used was 0.8. The mortar's electrical resistivity was re-
duced by the addition of Graphite Powder (GP) such that the Weight Percentage
of Carbonaceous Material (WPCM) was 5%. According to the manufacturer, the
GP particles were sized such that 85% passed a 0.044mm sieve. Particle density
was roughly 1900 kg/m3. GP was used to represent ne sand for the purposes
of calculating g/s. The composition of the conductive mix was based on earlier
experiments into mortar conductivity and had a w/c ratio of 0.95, GP/c ratio
of 0.22 and an overall aggregate (s+g+GP) to cement ratio of 2.77. It was not
intended to closely represent a mix that might be used in a structural application.
The choice of mixing method was guided by the need to minimise the safety
risks that carbon powders pose to humans and electrical equipment. GP was
mixed by hand with ne aggregates and cement powder, and water added af-
terwards. Moulds were made by cutting plastic pipes in half lengthways and
reassembling them with tape. The water content of the mortar was unusually
high since it was found that this was necessary to ensure that the components
mixed properly with the water in the presence of the GP.
Three cylinders were investigated. These were of approximately 120mm height
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and 65mm nominal diameter. Each had a dierent defect created during casting
using wooden inclusions, with the wood removed to produce air-lled voids. The
inclusions were aligned with the long cylinder axis as far as possible, so that cross
section was constant for 80% of the cylinder height. The diameter of all cylinders
was 65mm. Cross sections of each cylinder are given by Fig. 8-1.
After moulding, the cylinders were stored at 20°C and 40% RH for 24 hours.
They were then demoulded after 24 hours and kept in 20°C water for around
six months before being allowed to air dry for the rst set of tests. A more
comprehensive drying protocol was not used since natural air drying better rep-
resents the actual conditions under which EIT might be used for structural health
monitoring.
1. 2. 3.
Figure 8-1: Diagrams of all mortar cylinders.
Testing of this conductive mortar versus a conventional mortar of the same
mix parameters showed a reduction of real resistivity magnitude of over 50% at
the frequencies used in this study. The real resistivity of the mortar at 1 kHz (at
which the most useful imaging results were obtained) was 37 Ω·m.
8.2.3 Interfacing the cylinders and EIT equipment
Preliminary work found that the results of imaging attempts were very sensitive
to the approach to connecting the EIT hardware and the mortar cylinders. Three
measurement congurations were tested.
The rst approach (method A) was to use electrodes consisting of sponges
soaked in a conductive electrode gel. The small size of the mortar cylinders
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prevented the use of readily available commercial gel electrodes. To produce
electrodes of the necessary size sponges were soaked with a medical electrode gel
and located using 3D printed jigs. Copper tape was used as an intermediary
between the sponge and the clips from the connection cables of the EIT system.
The sponges were left attached to the mortar surface for four hours between the
initial application and the measurements being taken to allow the gel to penetrate
the mortar to some degree and reduce overall impedance across electrodes. A
photograph of one of the sets of sponge electrodes is given by Fig. 4-2.
In method B electrodes consisted of colloidal silver paint applied to the surface
of the mortar, similarly to Hallaji et al. (2015). The connection to the EIT system
was made by securing one end of a short length of multi-core wire to the painted
electrode. The other end of the wire could then be attached to the connection
cable of the EIT system. This produced a lower impedance connection between
the electrode and the EIT system than the gel electrodes. Particularly useful was
the ability to use a basic multimeter to verify continuity between parts of the
electrode to ensure the integrity of each electrode. The same process was used
to verify that each electrode was properly connected to the EIT system before
measurements were taken.
Finally in method C, the cylinders were immersed in water to reduce the
overall impedance of the mortar. It was found that the painted silver electrodes
would survive the immersion reasonably well, and any erosion could be easily
repaired by applying more paint. Cylinders were allowed to sit in water for
seven days until saturation, and surface water was removed with a cloth before
measurements were taken. Otherwise the process was identical to method B.A
photograph some of the painted on electrodes electrodes is given by Fig. 4-3.
Results using the method A were poor and did not produce usable inversions.
Problems encountered during cylinder preparation included verication that the
sponge was properly located and seated, and ensuring continuity from the elec-
trode to the EIT system. Method B was easier to control and required less
experimental work than the rst. In spite of this it did not produce usable data
when used with the available EIT equipment. Method C was a minor variation
on method B in terms of preparatory work, but produced usable data.
Karhunen et al. (2010a) had success using gel to make contact between con-
crete and electrodes. It is possible that better results could have been obtained
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here if the electrodes used were rened further. This was not undertaken in this
instance since the third method was shown to work quite successfully. The results
presented here should not discourage the use of gel electrodes in other work.
8.2.4 Image reconstruction in EIT
Here follows a basic description of the mathematical process of image reconstruc-
tion in electrical property imaging - for a more detailed treatment see Holder
(2004). The fundamental goal of EIT is to infer a conductivity distribution σ
within a medium Ω from voltage measurements V taken on the medium bound-
ary ∂Ω. This is in practice dicult to do well but the basic principles of image
reconstruction can be understood intuitively.
EIT image reconstruction uses a sensitivity matrix (taking the form of ∂V/∂σ
it is often referred to as the Jacobian) relating the eect of each voltage mea-
surement in V to each element in σ.
Reconstructing σ from V is an example of an ill-posed inverse problem. The
diculty comes from the fact that signicant variations in σ can produce vari-
ations in V which are signicant compared to the resolution at which measure-
ments can be obtained. This means that for a given V, there may be no unique
σ. The image reconstruction algorithm must determine the most plausible σ
possible with the collected data.
Many algorithms have been developed to nd solutions to inverse problems.
Tikhonov regularisation is particularly common in EPI, and is the method used
for all image reconstructions in this work. It balances the inuence of the noisy
measured data against an assumed solution or type of solution (prior). In the
case of Tikhonov regularisation this assumption is of a uniform distribution of
resistivity, expressed by an identity matrix. The regularisation parameter (or
hyperparameter) α is used to control the relative inuence of the data and the
prior. As elsewhere in the project, TK-R is used over Total Variation (TV)
because the inclusions were large enough that the benets of TV were outweighed
by the eort of implementing it. This results in the Tikhonov functional which is
to be minimised, shown in Eq. 8.1 from Kirsch (2011, p.37), in EIT terms.
||Jσ −V||2 + α||σ||2 (8.1)
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Once the sensitivity matrix J is obtained, Tikhonov regularisation calculates
the conductivity of the physical body from the measured data as shown in Eq. 8.2:
σ = (J∗J + αL)−1J∗V (8.2)
Where α is the regularisation parameter which is chosen before performing the
calculation and L is the regularisation matrix, which for Tikhonov regularisation
is an identity matrix of the necessary dimensions. However if information is
already known about what σ should be, L can be modied to favour or penalise
particular elements. This can also produce results which are misleading - see the
section Cheating with EIT in Adler and Lionheart (2006) for more details.
A limitation of this method in the context of mortar and concrete NDT is
the need for the user to choose and appropriate hyperparameter α. The quality
of reconstruction when conductivity is so low relative to the available equipment
is strongly dependent on the choice of the hyperparameter, as described in sec-
tion 8.3. Additionally it does not appear that there is a reliable best setting
for a given experimental conguration. This is an area where further work is
needed before the technique can be applied to mortar and concrete bodies in
which locations of defects are not known.
An image can be reconstructed from a single set of measurements (absolute
imaging) but this is dicult in practice as it requires perfect correspondence
between the computer model and experimental setup. Much more common is
dierence imaging, in which V = V1 − V2 where V1 and V2 are two dierent
sets of voltage measurements. Dierent voltage measurements may be the result
of frequency dependent behaviour of materials within the boundary, as used in
Frequency dierence EIT (FdEIT) or some time-variance as in Time dierence
EIT (TdEIT).
The diculty in time dierence imaging is ensuring that the change which
is interesting to the user is the only one represented in the measured data. For
example, changes in the electrode position around the cylinder, changes in the
impedance between the electrodes and the medium, or changes in the body shape
(possibly as the result of introducing a crack) will all change the measurements in
ways which may obfuscate the interesting feature. Some of these diculties can
be mitigated if FdEIT can be used, since in this case an image can be produced
with two sets of data taken within a few minutes of each other. However FdEIT
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requires that the background and feature to be distinguished exhibit suciently
dierent frequency dependence in their conductivity. It also is more sensitive to
errors between the physical experiment and computer model than TdEIT.
For this work, a method equivalent to TdEIT was used. While there was
no actual time variance in any of the cylinder cross sections, a plain background
cylinder provided data that was compared to readings from the cylinders with in-
clusions. This method was used as opposed to physically modifying the cylinders
to avoid producing GP dust, which requires some safety protocols. Image recon-
struction was done in Matlab using functions from the EIDORS library (Adler
and Lionheart, 2006) and the Distmesh FEM meshing tool (Persson and Strang,
2004), which provide tested and veriable software for EIT imaging.
Two hyperparameters were used and the results compared to the known cross-
section of the cylinders; the dierences in results arising from these changes are
shown and discussed. Additionally a simple method for combining the results
of multiple image reconstructions, described in section 8.2.5, was applied and
compared to the results of the individual image reconstructions.
8.2.5 Combining images produced using dierent recon-
struction parameters
The following describes a simple method for combining several image reconstruc-
tions at dierent parameters into a single image.
This method is based on the observation that less noise-dominated (higher α)
image reconstructions often give good contrast between an inclusion and noise-
related artefacts, but are less useful for assessing the actual size and details of
the inclusion. Conversely an image reconstructed with a lower α often has better
detail of the inclusion but more erroneous high contrast regions caused by noise.
These noise regions cannot necessarily be distinguished from actual inclusions
using only information present in a single image reconstruction. With this in
mind a simple algorithm was developed to combine the relatively reliable low
noise images with the higher detail of the high noise images, to improve usability
and reduce the sensitivity to user selection of parameters.
The algorithm process is outlined below. The implementation used in this
work was done in MATLAB and based on the EIDORS library, as with all of the
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image reconstruction. The process is based on repeated image reconstructions
on the same FEM mesh, which is simplied by the EIDORS default behaviour of
caching and reusing meshes unless the user requests a recalculation. It would be
possible to apply the method to dissimilar meshes provided they had very similar
levels of coarseness by correlating elements in each mesh based on their location,
but this was not necessary for this work.
σn large produced by retaining a percentage of the highest and lowest
valued elements within each σn and setting all others element values to
zero.
for each element within the mesh do
if Current element value is non-zero in each σn large then
Element added to σall
end
if Current element value is non-zero in any σn large then
Element added to σany
end
end
(Note that σall is a subset of σany)
Set σcombined = σall
while new connected elements were found on the last iteration do
for each element in σall do
if element in adjacent to one in σcombined then




Elements from σcombined shown on original mesh
Algorithm 2: Basic process for combining the results of several independent
image reconstructions.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 TK-R images from simulated and measured data
The following section presents the time dierence imaging performed on the con-
ductive mortar cylinders as described in section 8.2.4. Image reconstructions are
all produced using EIDORS. Measurements were done at several excitation fre-
quencies above 1kHz available using the KHU Mark 2.5 equipment. Inspection
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of the raw data - done by comparing the shape of the data to the expected shape
given the measurement and stimulation protocols - showed problems with the ac-
quisition at higher frequencies, which were veried by the imaging results. Data
taken at 1kHz and 5kHz were consistently found to be of expected shape. This
does not guarantee good imaging results, and in fact none of the reconstructed
images from 5kHz measurements were useful.
Note that the orientation of inclusions depends on their location relative to
the electrodes. The physical experiments were performed such that the inclusions
were generally closer to the number 1 electrode, but otherwise reconstructions
have not had their orientations altered. Fig. 8-1 shows the cross-sections of each
cylinder.
Fig. 8-2 shows simulated image reconstructions for all three cylinders as pro-
duced using EIDORS for the same geometry and similar conductivity distribu-
tions given in Fig. 8-1.
1. 2. 3.
Figure 8-2: Simulation results for all cylinders. Images show the simulated re-
constructions using a standard Tikhonov Regularisation process and α = 0.001.
Darker regions represent lower conductivity.
Figs. 8-3, 8-4 and 8-5 show TK-R image reconstructions on cylinders 1, 2 and
3 respectively at dierent hyperparameters.
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Figure 8-3: Reconstructed images of cylinder 1 at 1kHz. In a) α = 0.001 and in
b) α = 0.0001.
Figure 8-4: Reconstructed images of cylinder 2 at 1kHz. In a) α = 0.001 and in
b) α = 0.0001.
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Figure 8-5: Reconstructed images of cylinder 3 at 1kHz. In a) α = 0.001 and in
b) α = 0.0001.
8.3.2 Combined images
The following shows the results of the combination of the images shown in sec-
tion 8.3.1 using the method described in section 8.2.5. Unlike in the individual
image reconstructions, each of the highlighted elements is shown as having neg-
ative or positive conductivity relative to the rest of the image. This is because
the reconstructed conductivity values for each cylinder vary depending on α, so
each element likely has a dierent conductivity in each constituent image.
Results from the method are shown in Fig. 8-6. In this case each combined
image has been produced using three images for each cylinder at α = 0.01,
α = 0.001 and α = 0.0001, and has retained top top and bottom 10% of elements
from each constituent image.
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Figure 8-6: The results of combining the TK-R images according to the process
described in section 8.2.5.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Overall reconstruction quality of individual TK-R im-
ages
The simulated and actual reconstructions are compared to assess the quality of
the experimental and computational procedure. As previously noted, the general
quality of the results can be described as:
 Cylinder 1 is a close representation of the actual physical cross-section, and
somewhat better than would be expected from the simulation.
 Cylinder 2 does not resemble the physical situation, and is worse than would
be expected from the simulation.
 Cylinder 3 also does not resemble the cross-section of the cylinder, but is
good in the context of the simulated reconstruction.
It is interesting to compare the reconstructions - actual and simulated - of cylin-
ders 1 and 2. The inclusions are of the same size and shape, and similar location
and orientation relative to the cylinder boundary. However the slots in cylinder 2
are slightly further from the boundary than the one in cylinder 1. This distance
has a substantial eect on the reconstruction quality, suggesting that the inclu-
sion in cylinder 1 is close to the maximum depth that could be measured by this
experimental conguration.
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Choice of image reconstruction parameters
Section 8.3 shows tomograms using various image reconstruction parameters.
It is clear from observing these tomograms that there is no single correct set
of reconstruction parameters to achieve the best image. Changes to α can
introduce more detail, but do so at the cost of introducing ambiguity as to which
regions in the image represent features and which are caused by noise.
Measurements were taken at a variety of frequencies, with only the 1kHz data
being useful. This is an impediment for the use of EIT in industry, since in an
actual NDT context the settings cannot be altered until the result best matches
the actual physical case since that case is not known.
This problem also does not necessarily aect higher voltage equipment.
8.4.2 Combined images using dierent reconstruction pa-
rameters
Combined images produced using the algorithm described by section 8.2.5 are
compared to the single images produced using TK-R as well as to the specimens.
The eects of such an image combination method on the practicality of EIT for
SHM use is also considered.
The results of the combination of the reconstructions for cylinders 1 and 3 are
generally similar in character to the individual reconstructions. The combination
algorithm remains vulnerable to some erroneous regions since while their intensity
may change, their location does not.
The combination of cylinder 2 is perhaps slightly closer to the physical situa-
tion than the constituent images. Each of the less conductive regions is approx-
imately within what should be a less conductive region (when considering the
rotational shift of the tomograms), and the ends of the less conductive region in
the top right appear to be represented. However, the shape and size of the inclu-
sions are not properly represented. If the percentage of included elements were
increased the reconstruction quality may increase, but knowledge of the cylinder
cross-section would be required to know to do this.
The results from the combination algorithm are all at least as good as the
individual image reconstructions that were produced. Although in some cases
there are also no signicant benets to the combination, the only disadvantage
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in this context is the additional computational time. In this context of distin-
guishing high contrast inclusions for SHM, it is unlikely that online imaging will
be benecial or necessary so combining images represents a small cost for some
potential benet.
Eects of the combination process on overall usability of EIT for SHM
applications
The intent of the combination algorithm was to provide a way of enhancing the
usability of EIT for SHM applications by reducing the barrier to entry for users
without experience using EIT. It is useful to compare the dependence on user
selection of parameters in individual image reconstruction with the combination
method.
Whereas in the typical process the user must supply a single value of α, in
the combination method a range of α must be supplied. The need to supply α
values remains but the outcome is less dependent on an individual value. While
in single image reconstruction it may be necessary to test dierent α, once a
range of values is set it can be used repeatedly.
In the combination method a new parameter is required, the fraction of el-
ements retained from each image. This is not analogous to any requirement of
individual image reconstruction but unlike the hyperparameter it relates directly
to a physical property of the material under test.
The result of both of these methods is also related to the quality and appro-
priateness of the nite element mesh being used. Individual image reconstruction
and the combination method are equally dependent on this, and the combination
method does not have any advantage or disadvantage in this regard.
It may be feasible to select parameters by using a genetic algorithm, given
enough training data and an appropriate method of quantifying image quality.
This could replace the image combination method or work in conjunction with
it. With this the need for user judgement might be reduced further.
It is important to note that the combination method as described is suit-
able for imaging the most extreme regions of contrast within the material under
test. This is useful in the current crack detection application, but would be a
disadvantage in any application where there is a requirement to fully reconstruct
the conductivity distribution with a number of regions at dierent conductivity
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values.
8.4.3 Eects of changes to the experimental method
A variety of experimental methods were tried, as described in section 8.2.3. The
results when using methods A and B did not reect the actual cross section of
the cylinders, while method C was successful in some cases when used with the
right image reconstruction parameters.
These outcomes were compared to the measurement noise observed with each
method. Fifty full sets of measurements were taken for each cylinder at each
stimulation frequency for the purposes of averaging. Measurement noise can be
simply quantied as the Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) of the fty data
points for each combination of driving and measurement electrode pair. This was
compared for each of the connection methods at 1kHz stimulation.
Comparing RSDs, it was found that the method C measurements were the
least noisy, with method B (similar to method C with an entirely dry body) be-
ing the most noisy. Measurement noise in terms of RSD was also compared for
each individual cylinder with the method C connection. The largest RSDs were
generally in measurements on cylinder 1, which did return results that were not
representative of the actual cross-section. Comparing the RSDs of each measure-
ment to the reconstructions demonstrates that measurement noise is not the sole,
or even apparently main, cause of poor image reconstructions.
The increase in quality when comparing the conductive and non-conductive
mortars indicates that such issues could be mitigated with the use of high voltage
measurement equipment, though this brings issues of increased cost of equipment
and safety. A combination of development of electrode congurations and use
materials intended to facilitate EIT would mitigate these issues for its future use
in SHM.
8.4.4 Applicability to concrete
The results presented here were obtained with mortar, but concrete is the more
interesting material from the perspective of industrial use. Concrete is less con-
ductive in general than mortar (McCarter, 1996) but otherwise EIT is feasible
using appropriate equipment (Karhunen et al., 2010a). In general controlling the
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conductivity of the concrete can only be achieved through modications to the
cement paste as the aggregates must be chosen to meet structural requirements.
While the work did not test concrete, its conclusions are applicable to concrete
for these reasons.
One of the motivations for the use of EIT - and potentially other NDT meth-
ods on concrete - is the validation of the performance of self-healing concrete, as
described in section 8.1. A literature search has not found any work investigating
the eects of the presence of CBM additions on self-healing concrete mechanisms.
Some study into the compatibility of self-healing concrete technologies with these
additions is necessary before they can be recommended to facilitate NDT in this
particular application.
8.5 Conclusions
In general, it is dicult to obtain EIT images of mortar on typical EIT equipment
in spite of increased conductivity. Concrete is expected to be more dicult
that mortar to image due to the dierences in the material composition. Of
the three conductive cylinders, standard EIT methods produced good images of
cylinder 1, with the less conductive region being discernible at a range of image
reconstruction parameters. These images were better than those simulated on the
same geometry. Standard methods did not produce usable images with cylinder 2,
but a combination of several images was able to produce slightly better agreement
with the true geometry. Images of cylinder 3 were as good as could be expected
given the simulated results, but not a reection of the true geometry. In general
features closer to the boundary were easier to image. Because of the nature of
crack formation, with cracks forming at the surface, this is not a serious limitation
for the use of EIT on concrete.
In spite of the conductivity of the mortar relative to conventional mortar,
with the low-voltage equipment it was still necessary to immerse the cylinders in
water to obtain reasonable results. Immersion in water may be also be advan-
tageous for real-life EIT for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) for increasing
the frequency dependence of the mortar electrical properties, increasing the con-
trast between background and inclusion for FDEIT. However water immersion
will also impractical in many cases. The improvement in imaging from increasing
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conductivity also conrms that EIT imaging of mortar and concrete would be
easier if specialist equipment capable of driving higher voltages could be used.
Comparing the images using dierent reconstruction parameters, as well as
dierent frequencies, shows the diculty in choosing the best settings and pa-
rameters for EIT on the mortar. A relatively simple algorithm for combining
reconstructions has been proposed and shown to produce results at least as good
as the individual reconstructions, but this still requires that at least some of
the images fed into it have been done with reasonably good settings. It also
does not totally remove the need for user judgement; a number of top and bot-
tom elements must be selected. This is an area with potential for further work,
potentially making some use of machine learning.
A nal consideration is in relation to using conductive additions to facilitate
EIT verication of self-healing concrete. Work is needed to assess the eects of
these additions on the self-healing processes, possibly through destructive testing
or observations at the concrete surface, before such a technique can be used.
8.6 Data access statement
Data collected during this study is freely available at https://doi.org/10.15125/BATH-
00567.
8.7 Compliance with ethical standards
The authors declare that they have no conicts of interest.
No human participants or animals were involved.
Informed consent issues were not relevant to this work.
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8.8 Supplemental work
Following the work on imaging of mortar cylinders, the image combination algo-
rithm described in Section 8.2.5 (reproduced in Section 4.6.5) was applied to the
imaging attempts from Chapter 5. This was not included in the paper because
the amount of context required would have made it too long.
This used the same data as Chapter 5. The exact same procedure for the
image combination as in Section 8.2.5 was used. The individual images were pro-
duced according to the same procedure as during the original imaging work. For
the dental plaster cylinders this is described by Section 4.3.1 and for the concrete
cylinders this is described by Section 4.3.2. These were FDEIT reconstructions,
and used the 10kHz and 50kHz data. In all cases, α values of 0.01, 0.001 and
0.0001 were used. As in the combinations of conductive mortar cylinders, the
threshold was set at 10%. The diagram of the plaster cylinder cross sections
and the photographs of the concrete cylinders from Sections 4.3.2 and 5.1 are
reproduced here to remind the reader of the target images.
8.8.1 Results and discussion of the image combination al-
gorithm applied to EIT images produced earlier in
the project.
Fig. 8-7 gives the cross-sections of the plaster cylinders. Fig. 8-8 shows the results
of the image combination algorithm applied to each of the cylinders.
1. 2.
3. 4.
Figure 8-7: Numbered plaster cylinder cross sections.
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Figure 8-8: The results of combining the dental plaster image reconstructions.
Each constituent image is an FDEIT reconstruction using 10kHz and 50kHz, and
α values were 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001.
Fig. 8-7 gives the cross-sections of the plaster cylinders. Fig. 8-8 shows the
results of the image combination algorithm applied to each of the cylinders.
Of the dental plaster reconstructions presented in Section 5.1.1, cylinders 1
and 3 were good representations of the real cross sections and cylinders 2 and 4
were not. Here cylinder 2 is totally unrecognisable and does not represent the
real cross section at all. Cylinders 1 and 3 are, as the original reconstructions
were, fairly good representations. Cylinder 1 has some fairly large erroneous more
conductive regions, but represents the inclusion quite well. Cylinder 3 has fewer
erroneous regions but distorts the shape of the inclusion substantially, although
its orientation and position are reasonably good. In the original reconstructions
for cylinder 4 (see Fig. 5-6) the inclusion was not discernible. The combination
image, while by no means completely accurate, is a better representation of the
actual cross section. The location is well represented, and the width of the
entire top right region is reasonably accurate. However the shape is very poorly
represented, and it is dicult to say with any condence what an operator not
aware of the actual nature of the inclusion would expect the cutout to look like
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Figure 8-9: The three concrete samples.
Figure 8-10: The results of combining the concrete image reconstructions. Each
constituent image is an FDEIT reconstruction using 10kHz and 50kHz, and α
values were 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001.
based on this image.
The combinations of the concrete images, much like the reconstructions pre-
sented in Section 5.2.1, basically do not represent the physical situations.
Applying the combination method to these images yields generally the same
results as it did to the conductive mortar cylinders; the result is dependent on
the quality of the input data, and is at least as good as the constituent images,
without necessarily being any better. The conclusions from Section 8.5 apply here
also; combination of images produces results at least as good as the input images,
but still requires the user to intelligently make decisions about reconstruction
parameters.
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9 | Conclusions and further work
9.1 Conclusions
Performing Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) on cementitious materials
remains dicult. This project set out with the general aim of developing EIT
techniques to detect and classify cracks in concrete, with a particular aim to be
able to apply it to self-healing concrete.
The project objectives as stated in Section 1.2 were:
1. Assess the feasibility of using EIT on concrete using the available equipment
2. Investigate the electrical properties of concrete containing conductive ad-
ditions, and thus determine how best to produce a concrete that can be
imaged using the available equipment
3. Develop a methodology for performing EIT imaging on this conductive
concrete with the available equipment
As discussed in Section 1.2.1 mortar was substituted for concrete in work after
the rst attempt at imaging concrete, but the ndings still apply to concrete.
Though EIT is a promising technology for Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) and Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) in civil engineering, particularly with
respect to smart structures, there is still work to be done before it can nd ac-
ceptance industrially.
9.1.1 Objective one
Objective one was completed through the initial work in Chapter 5 which showed
that imaging of mature concrete with the available equipment was at best ex-
tremely dicult.
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The work on dental plaster suggested that Frequency Dierence Electrical
Impedance Tomography (FDEIT) would be feasible using the available equip-
ment. The results when trying to apply Time Dierence Electrical Impedance
Tomography (TDEIT) reinforced the importance of maintaining agreement be-
tween the electrode locations in each cylinder to be measured as well as the
computer model, and particular attention was paid to this in the subsequent
imaging work.
The work on concrete was unsuccessful in producing useful image reconstruc-
tions. Based on the relative success of the plaster imaging work and the concen-
tration on early-age concrete in the literature, this was believed to be the result of
the relatively high resistivity of the concrete. Attempts to reduce the impedance
between electrodes by altering the electrode conguration were relatively success-
ful but EIT even in the ideal case was still unsuccessful.
The diculty in applying EIT to the concrete cylinders informed the direction
of the rest of the project, and the decisions was made that the best contribution
could be made by concentrating on subjects related to practicalities of applying
EIT.
9.1.2 Objective two
Objective two was completed through the comprehensive study of mortar re-
sistivity in Chapter 6. Two carbonaceous additions (Graphite Powder (GP) and
Carbon Fibre Powder (CFP)) were tested and found to be very similar in terms of
magnitude change to the resistivity but they did have noticeably dierent eects
on the shape of the Nyquist plots they produced.
Both additions required higher water content than typical mortar mixes in
order to mix properly. Safety considerations when working with the materials
were also signicant.
The quantity of conductive addition is the strongest inuencer of resistivity
in a mix where one is present, followed by w/c ratio and lastly g/s. Changes to
the w/c and g/s ratios do alter resistivity but not the shape of the Nyquist plots
in the same way that the conductive additions do.
Some further experimental work would be necessary to apply mathematical
models to the measured data on the mortars as described in Chapter 7, but this
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was not necessary for the completion of the objective.
9.1.3 Objective three
Objective three was completed by the imaging of conductive mortar cylinders
as described in Chapter 8. The conductive mortar was chosen from the study
of mortar resistivity. The selection was made to balance reduction in resistivity
with diculty in workability, increased danger in the manufacturing process, and
cost of the experiment.
Even with the reduced resistivity of the mortar, EIT imaging remains dicult.
Several experimental congurations were tested and nally a method involving
the use of silver painted electrodes on a cylinder saturated with water produced
some images of reasonable quality. The same electrode conguration, without the
saturation, did not produce useful results, showing the importance of increasing
conductivity as far as possible. The experiment showed again the sensitivity of
EIT on resistive materials to the electrode conguration - the computer model
and experiment must agree very closely in electrode conguration, and if another
experiment is to be used as a background this must also agree very closely with
the rst two.
A simple method for combining image reconstructions was developed and
demonstrated. This was intended to reduce the sensitivity of the quality of results
to the level of operator expertise, in service of the project's overall focus on the
practicalities of using EIT industrially. The method was tested using all of the
other EIT results produced for the project, and led to some level of improvement
in three cases and at least did not make things any worse in the others.
9.2 Further work
The project has opened up several possible avenues for further work. There
are two questions in particular that should be investigated to develop a better
understanding of appropriate usage cases for conductive mortars:
 Do the relationships between resistivity and factors of mix design hold when
coarse aggregates are introduced?
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 How does the reduction in resistivity aect the vulnerability of the material
to corrosion, especially in cases where reinforcement is present?
These questions are relevant not only for the use of conductive additions to
facilitate imaging, but for self-heating and other applications too. Some further
experimental work would also help in applying theoretical models to the electrical
properties of the conductive mortars, which would be useful for future mix design
work. The original motivation for the project was to apply the technologies
involved to self-healing concrete, and there are some investigations that will need
to be carried out to start this process:
 Does the presence of conductive additions aect the self-healing perfor-
mance of the concrete?
 Does the self-healing process have any eect on the eectiveness of EIT, for
example through changes to the resistivity of the concrete?
Both of these investigations would apply to any of the variety of mechanisms
by which self-healing concretes can work.
Other aspects of the project, including the imaging side, are perhaps more
open ended. Some possible next steps include:
 Investigation of impedance for concrete mixes including additions such as
plasticisers, in order to verify that the data is applicable to concretes that
might be used industrially. Plasticisers are particularly important as they
would most likely be necessary to mitigate the negative eects that car-
bonaceous powders have on workability characteristics.
 Testing the methodology with physically smaller inclusions and attempting
to achieve the necessary resolution. Resolution improvements may come
from the use of more sophisticated image reconstruction algorithms, par-
ticularly iterative algorithms, or by changes to measurement protocols such
as the rotational system investigated by Murphy et al. (2017).
 Attempting 3D EIT (as has been performed by Smyl et al. (2016)) on
cylinders with non-constant cross-section.
 Imaging of cylinders with relatively conductive as well as resistive inclusions.
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 Systematic comparison of the results using EIT to other imaging and NDT
methods used for crack detection and classication. Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) and ultrasound based methods are the most likely to be in
competition with EIT and should be prioritised.
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A | Appendix
This appendix gives the Matlab scripts used to produce Electrical Impedance
Tomography (EIT) images in Chapters 5 and 8. Some code related to formatting
and saving of output has been removed to reduce the length of the section. Some
scripts are presented as functions; their arguments are explained in comments.
All of these scripts have been tested in Matlab R2018b. Each of them requires
the EIDORS library (Adler and Lionheart, 2006) to have been installed and
initialised before they will run. They are known to work with EIDORS v3.9, and
may run with other versions too.
A.1 Imaging of dental plaster cylinders
The script used to produce the images in Section 5.1.
%Arguments:
%sample_no and frequency are used to find the files
%alpha is the hyperparameter




dirA = strcat('\Data\Plaster_imaging\One_cast\', num2str(frequencyA),'
↪→ KHz\');
dirB = strcat('\Data\Plaster_imaging\One_cast\', num2str(frequencyB),'
↪→ KHz\');
case 2
dirA = strcat('\Data\Plaster_imaging\Two_cast\', num2str(frequencyA),'
↪→ KHz\');
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dirB = strcat('\Data\Plaster_imaging\Two_cast\', num2str(frequencyB),'
↪→ KHz\');
case 3
dirA = strcat('\Data\Plaster_imaging\Three_cast\', num2str(frequencyA),
↪→ 'KHz\');
dirB = strcat('\Data\Plaster_imaging\Three_cast\', num2str(frequencyB),
↪→ 'KHz\');
case 4
dirA = strcat('\Plaster_imaging\Four_cast\', num2str(frequencyA),'KHz\'
↪→ );




num = 16; %number of electrodes
len = 1.5; %length of electrodes in cm
diam = 10; %diameter of the disc in cm
%Figure out the arc angle
theta = len/(diam/2);
htheta = theta / 2;
elec_pts = cell(num); %creates empty cell array
incr = (2*pi)/num; %Find the arc which we will add to each position to roll
↪→ around the circle
for i = 0:num-1
elec_pts{i+1} = [sin((i*incr) - htheta),cos((i*incr) - htheta);sin((i*incr)
↪→ + htheta),cos((i*incr) + htheta)];
end
model_type = 'a2C'; %This is a variable so it can be printed or otherwise
↪→ output
%Eidors needs certain fields set up, this passage sets them
plas_fmdl = mk_common_model(model_type,16);
plas_fmdl.fwd_model = dm_2d_circ_pt_elecs(elec_pts, [], [0.05,10,0.02] );
[stim,mpat] = mk_stim_patterns(num, 1, '{ad}','{ad}',{'no_meas_current'},1); %
↪→ This depends on the hardware setup
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plas_fmdl.fwd_model.normalize_measurements = 0;
plas_fmdl.fwd_model = setfield(plas_fmdl.fwd_model, 'solve', 'eidors_default')
↪→ ;
plas_fmdl.fwd_model = setfield(plas_fmdl.fwd_model, 'system_mat', '
↪→ eidors_default');








%Now we have a reasonably nice mesh
%Data comes out of the KHU2.5 in a format that MATLAB takes in very easily
%using load;
numscans = 5;
%Average the scans for some noise reduction
dataA = load(strcat(dirA, '1Scan.txt'));
re_dataA = zeros(size(dataA, 1), numscans);
re_dataB = re_dataA;
for i = 1:numscans
dataA = load(strcat(dirA, num2str(i), 'Scan.txt'));
re_dataA(:,i) = dataA(:,3);
dataB = load(strcat(dirB, num2str(i), 'Scan.txt'));
re_dataB(:,i) = dataB(:,3);
end
KHzA = mean(re_dataA, 2);








%Got to scale the data, the machine picks up different magnitudes at
%different freqs
scale_factor = mean(KHzA)/mean(KHzB);




A.2 Imaging of concrete cylinders
The script used to produce the images in Section 5.2.
%Arguments:
%sample_no and frequency are used to find the files
%alpha is the hyperparameter
%Arbitrary sample numbering used just for this: Plastic tube is 1, One
%rebar is 2, Two rebars is 3.
function image = concrete_reconstr_func(sample_no, frequencyA, frequencyB,
↪→ alpha)
numscans = 20; %number of scans, user to change
switch sample_no
case 1
dirA = strcat('\Data\Concrete_imaging\plastic_', num2str(frequencyA),'k
↪→ \');
dirB = strcat('\Data\Concrete_imaging\plastic_', num2str(frequencyB),'k
↪→ \');
case 2
dirA = strcat('\Data\Concrete_imaging\onerebar_', num2str(frequencyA),'
↪→ k\');




dirA = strcat('\Data\Concrete_imaging\tworebar_', num2str(frequencyA),'
↪→ k\');




dataA = load(strcat(dirA, '1Scan.txt'));
re_dataA = zeros(size(dataA, 1), numscans);
re_dataB = re_dataA;
for i = 1:numscans
dataA = load(strcat(dirA, num2str(i), 'Scan.txt'));
re_dataA(:,i) = dataA(:,3);
dataB = load(strcat(dirB, num2str(i), 'Scan.txt'));
re_dataB(:,i) = dataB(:,3);
end
KHzA = mean(re_dataA, 2);
KHzB = mean(re_dataB, 2);
% Scale the data, the machine picks up different magnitudes at
% different freqs
scale_factor = mean(KHzA)/mean(KHzB);
KHzB = KHzB * scale_factor;
%%%==========================%%%
%Make a model
%Firstly, figure out the electrode points.
%Basically the dm_2d_circ_pt_elecs() function wants to take an array of
%startx, starty;endx, endy
%Model inputs
num = 16; %number of electrodes
len = 1; %length of electrodes in cm
diam = 15; %diameter of the disc in cm
%Figure out the arc angle
theta = len/(diam/2);
htheta = theta / 2;
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elec_pts = cell(num); %create empty cell array
incr = (2*pi)/num; %Find the arc which we will add to each position to roll
↪→ around the circle
for i = 0:num-1
elec_pts{i+1} = [sin((i*incr) - htheta),cos((i*incr) - htheta);sin((i*incr
↪→ ) + htheta),cos((i*incr) + htheta)];
end
model_type = 'a2C'; %This is a variable so it can be printed or otherwise
↪→ output
%Settings needed for the jacobian calculation
imdl = mk_common_model(model_type,16);
meshparams = [0.05,10,0.02];
imdl.fwd_model = dm_2d_circ_pt_elecs(elec_pts, [], meshparams); %first term in
↪→ the [] is coarseness of the mesh
[stim,mpat] = mk_stim_patterns(num, 1, stimpattern ,'{ad}',{'no_meas_current'
↪→ },1); %This depends on the hardware setup
%Remove the self-measurements.











reg = prior_tikhonov(imdl); %This is an identity matrix of the appropriate
↪→ size
%Regularise (tk-r)
volt_diff = KHzA - KHzB;




A.3 Imaging of conductive mortar cylinders
The script used to produce the images in Section 8.3.1.
%Arguments:
%sample_no and frequency are used to find the files
%alpha is the hyperparameter
function image = timediff_reconstr_func(sample_no, frequency, alpha)
%Data comes out of the KHU2.5 in a format that MATLAB takes in very easily
%using load.
numscans = 50; %number of scans, user to change
dirA = strcat('H:\PhD\Output\cbm_cyl_imaging\study_data\Method_C\homog\',
↪→ num2str(frequency),'KHz\');
dirB = strcat('H:\PhD\Output\cbm_cyl_imaging\study_data\Method_C\cyl', num2str
↪→ (sample_no), '\', num2str(frequency), 'KHz\');
stimpattern = '{ad}';
dataA = load(strcat(dirA, '1Scan.txt'));
re_dataA = zeros(size(dataA, 1), numscans);
re_dataB = re_dataA;
for i = 1:numscans
dataA = load(strcat(dirA, num2str(i), 'Scan.txt'));
re_dataA(:,i) = dataA(:,3);
dataB = load(strcat(dirB, num2str(i), 'Scan.txt'));
re_dataB(:,i) = dataB(:,3);
end
KHzA = mean(re_dataA, 2);




%Firstly, figure out the electrode points.
%Basically the dm_2d_circ_pt_elecs() function wants to take an array of
%startx, starty;endx, endy
%user inputs
num = 16; %number of electrodes
len = 0.5; %length of electrodes in cm
diam = 6.4; %diameter of the disc in cm
%Figure out the arc angle
theta = len/(diam/2);
htheta = theta / 2;
elec_pts = cell(num); %create empty cell array
incr = (2*pi)/num; %Find the arc which we will add to each position to roll
↪→ around the circle
for i = 0:num-1
elec_pts{i+1} = [sin((i*incr) - htheta),cos((i*incr) - htheta);sin((i*incr
↪→ ) + htheta),cos((i*incr) + htheta)];
end
model_type = 'a2C'; %This is a variable so it can be printed or otherwise
↪→ output
%Settings needed for the jacobian calculation
imdl = mk_common_model(model_type,16);
imdl.fwd_model = dm_2d_circ_pt_elecs(elec_pts, [], [0.08,4.5,0.02] ); %first
↪→ term in the [] is coarseness of the mesh
[stim,mpat] = mk_stim_patterns(num, 1, stimpattern ,'{ad}',{'no_meas_current'
↪→ },1); %This depends on the hardware setup
%Remove the self-measurements.












reg = prior_tikhonov(imdl); %This is an identity matrix of the appropriate
↪→ size
volt_diff = KHzA - KHzB;
y = (J'*J + alpha*reg) \ J'*(-volt_diff); %The tk-r eqn
image.elem_data = y;
end
A.4 Combination of images
The script used to produce the image combinations shown in Sections 8.3.2
and 8.8.1, using the algorithm described in Section 8.2.5. Two versions of this
script were used, one for the frequency dierence scripts and one for the time
dierence script. The time dierence version is included here. The two combina-
tion scripts dier only in the way the reconstruction functions are called. More
detail in included in comments.
%How this works, broadly:
% - A number of images are acquired at different parameters. EIDORS caching
↪→ means these images share a mesh which simplifies things substantially
% - These images are thresholded in one of two ways depending on user
% choice: either at a certain fraction of their maximum element value, or
% the top x percentage of element values. See lines 30, 49
% - The set of remaining nonzero elements is identified for each image
% - Two further sets are found: a set of all elements that are above the
↪→ threshold in all of the images (1), and a set of all elements above the
% threshold in at least one image (2)
% - Each element from set (1) is scanned for adjacent elements within set (2)
% - This process is repeated until all of the elements in set (2) that are
↪→ connected to an element in set (1) are found
%In this way features that we are confident actually exist from the less noisy
↪→ images are given the detail that they have in the noisier images,
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%without allowing the noise to obscure the overall picture.
clear
%This is the version for time difference imaging. It was used for the
%imaging of conductive mortar cylinders. It differs from the frequency
%difference imaging version in the user inputs (one fewer than fd) and
%the initial function call (line 25).
%Do some image reconstructions.
alphas = [1e-2 1e-3 1e-4];
sample = 1;
freq = 1;
image_cells = cell(1, size(alphas, 2));











fprintf('Including a top percentage of elements.');
end
%Not preallocating the cell arrays because they are relatively small.
for images = 1:size(image_cells, 2)
%Pull out the vertexes/simplexes. The vtx are pairs of X,Y co-ords, and
↪→ the




actualelemdata{images} = [(1:size(image_cells{images}.elem_data, 1))'
↪→ image_cells{images}.elem_data]; %Save the reconstruction. Give the
↪→ elements their IDs.
otherelem_inds{images} = 1:size(image_cells{images}.elem_data, 1);
%How are we doing the element cropping...
if threshold
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%Find regions relative to a threshold
maxelem{images} = max(image_cells{images}.elem_data);
minelem{images} = min(image_cells{images}.elem_data);
highelem_inds{images} = find(image_cells{images}.elem_data > (maxelem{
↪→ images} * threshold_frac));
lowelem_inds{images} = find(image_cells{images}.elem_data < (minelem{
↪→ images} * threshold_frac));




%Find the x% most resistive and conductive regions
sorted{images} = sortrows(actualelemdata{images}, 2);
lowbound{images} = floor((size(image_cells{images}.elem_data, 1) / 100)
↪→ * (include_percent / 2));
highbound{images} = size(image_cells{images}.elem_data, 1) - lowbound{
↪→ images};
highelem_inds{images} = sorted{images}(highbound{images}:end,1); %Need
↪→ to have these indexes for figuring out which of the carried over
↪→ elements are high and low conductivity later on
lowelem_inds{images} = sorted{images}(1:lowbound{images},1);




%Match the probable inclusions to their simplexes
featured_inds{images} = find(image_cells{images}.elem_data ~= 0); %Indexes
↪→ of elements, not vertexes
featured_elems{images} = elems{images}(featured_inds{images},:);
featured_vtx{images} = unique([featured_elems{images}(:,1); featured_elems
↪→ {images}(:,2); featured_elems{images}(:,3)]);
end
%Generate sets of elements (1) and (2) by looping through each image
repeat_elem_inds = featured_inds{1}; %Start this out somewhere so it can be
↪→ repeatedly intersected.
all_featured_elem_inds = featured_inds{1};
for images = 2:size(featured_inds, 2)
repeat_elem_inds = intersect(repeat_elem_inds, featured_inds{images});
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all_featured_elem_inds = [all_featured_elem_inds; featured_inds{images}];
end
all_featured_elem_inds = unique(all_featured_elem_inds);
repeat_elems = elems{1}(repeat_elem_inds, :); %Can use elems{1} because the
↪→ mesh is shared
all_featured_elems = elems{1}(all_featured_elem_inds, :);
%Need to find all featured elems connected to the repeated ones, and save them
↪→ .
%Start with the vtxs of the repeat_elems - the ones we're surest are features.
%Find the indexes of all simplexes/elements associated with these vtxs
disp('Tracking');
carried_elem_inds = []; %Indexes inside the all_featured_elems set rather than




%How this loop works:
% - The 'carried elems' start out as the ones that are known to repeat in all
↪→ reconstruction runs. Then
%as elements are found, these are carried over between loops.
% - The outer while loop tracks how many new connected elements were
↪→ discovered in the previous run,
%and stops the loop once new elements are no longer being found.
% - The for i loop goes through each element in the carried_elems - recall
↪→ that this is a three value vector giving
%the indexes of the vertexes associated with the element. It sets the
↪→ current_elem var.
% - The for j loop goes through the three vertexes in each element, and finds
↪→ other elements from the set of featured elements
%that they appear in. It adds the indexes to the connected elements to
↪→ connected_elem_inds. This vector is then added to the end of
%the vector of indexes of carried elements. The connect_elem_inds vector is
↪→ reset on every iteration. Carried_elems is
%reset after every element in the previous carried_elems has been tested.
%There is some scope here for optimisation by ensuring that each element is
↪→ only ever tested once, but this is not necessary right now.
while (new_elem_count - prev_elem_count) > 0
prev_elem_count = size(carried_elem_inds, 1);
for i = 1:size(carried_elems, 1) %Go through all of the elements that
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↪→ appear to be in a region shared between the runs
current_elem = carried_elems(i,:);
for j = 1:size(current_elem, 2)
%Finding the elements connected to the current one
current_vtx = current_elem(j);
vert1 = find(all_featured_elems(:,1) == current_vtx);
vert2 = find(all_featured_elems(:,2) == current_vtx);
vert3 = find(all_featured_elems(:,3) == current_vtx);
%The indexes within all_featured_elems of the newly found
%connected elements
connected_elem_inds = unique([vert1; vert2; vert3]);
%Save the carried indexes




%Need to update the elems matrix. Carried_elem_inds indexes the
↪→ all_featured_elems matrix
carried_elems = all_featured_elems(carried_elem_inds, :);
new_elem_count = size(carried_elem_inds, 1);
end
%Convert back to the original elems format
carried_elem_inds = all_featured_elem_inds(carried_elem_inds);
%Distnguish between conductive and non-conductive regions
carried_highelem_inds = highelem_inds{1};
carried_lowelem_inds = lowelem_inds{1};
for images = 2:size(image_cells, 2)
%Intersect all of the known high and low elems with the whole set of
↪→ carried elems
carried_highelem_inds = unique([carried_highelem_inds; intersect(
↪→ carried_elem_inds, highelem_inds{images})]);
carried_lowelem_inds = unique([carried_lowelem_inds; intersect(
↪→ carried_elem_inds, lowelem_inds{images})]);
end
%Any of the images is fine here
image_cells{size(image_cells, 2)}.elem_data(:) = 0;
image_cells{size(image_cells, 2)}.elem_data(carried_highelem_inds) = 1;
image_cells{size(image_cells, 2)}.elem_data(carried_lowelem_inds) = -1;
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%Visualise




fig = gcf; %These lines stop the pdfs saving at very large size.
fig.PaperPositionMode = 'auto';
fig_pos = fig.PaperPosition;
fig.PaperSize = [fig_pos(3) fig_pos(4)];
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